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ONLINE COURSE PRE-COURSE TALK 

Welcome to this online course. 

The course will be Conducted by Saya U Khin Zaw from International Meditation 

Centre, Yangon in the tradition of Sayagyi U Ba Khin. 

This meditation is the practice of Noble Eight-Fold Path taught by the Buddha. 

The Teacher will guide you step by step. 

Hope you are added to the WhatsApp group. 

On everyday basis at your leisure time, please check for any information posted in 

this group. 

Instructions, discourses in Hindi, English and Telugu or any other relevant 

information will be posted on a day-to-day basis. 

Be familiar with Zoom, to join, switch on audio, video, switch off audio, video and 

leave zoom. 

You also have to know, how enter and leave break out room for personal 

interviews with the Teacher or for checking by the Teacher. 

Your name has to be displayed on Zoom frame. 

Mostly your audio and video will be in off mode. If necessary, you can switch on 

audio/video and talk. 

You are requested to meditate in a very relaxed way without any craving and 

aversion, a stressless way of doing. 

Do not force yourself. Practice only to the extent possible. 

In general students sit facing East or West or North but avoid facing South. 

You can sit on the cushion or chair as it suits you. 

As far as possible, observe Noble Silence.  

[Noble Silence is that the student does not talk to anybody except Teacher and 

Dhamma Servers. If needed, you can have noble talk.] 
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The noble silence starts from the time the Anapana meditation starts and ends on 

the last day after the morning group sitting. 

 

Students have to follow Eight moral precepts. [If not possible, follow the first five 

precepts.] 

1. To refrain from killing 
2. To refrain from stealing 
3. To refrain from sexual misconduct (here, total celibacy) 
4. To refrain from lying 
5. To refrain from the use of intoxicants and drugs 
6. To refrain from untimely eating (i.e. after noon) 
7. To refrain from dancing, singing, playing music, wearing cosmetics, 

perfumes, jewelry. 
8. To refrain from using luxurious beds. 

 
During these courses, students will have to give up their previous practices and all 

other spiritual activities. After the course, you are your own master. 

The teacher will hold regular interviews with the students. In case you wish to 

speak to Teacher, contact Course Manager, Dhamma Servers or type in the chat. 

For your meditation, possibly isolate to a separate room or a shrine room, see 

what is possible! 

Avoid going out of your house. 

Hindi audio discourses are available on the website on the publications page. 

www.imc-hyd.com 

Balanced approach is the key to success. 

Wish you all a very successful course. 

----- 

The zoom details to join the meeting is as below:  

Join Zoom Meeting 

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/82142990391?pwd=ZGxZZWxLS0ZUVVRnUE5BZUFTUTBYZz09 

http://www.imc-hyd.com/
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Meeting ID: 821 4299 0391 

Passcode: 123123 

For any queries related to meditation, please write to Sayagyi U Khin Zaw. Email: 

ukhinzaw01@gmail.com 

Or you may email in general to Ravi Kumar Reddy K, who is relaying online, the 

instructions and discourses recordings of Sayagyi U Khin Zaw. 

Official email: imchyderabadindia@gmail.com  

Or WhatsApp: +91-83329 01026 

With all the mangala maitri. 

----------- 
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SUKZ FIRST DAY ANAPANA DISCOURSE 

 

Our center IMC, Yangon was founded in 1952 by Sayagyi U Ba Khin with the sole object of 

promoting the Buddhist meditation, according to the teachings of the Lord Buddha. Because 

direct experience of the teachings of the Buddha will lead to a deeper understanding than 

theoretical knowledge. 

 

This is not to say that theoretical knowledge is not valuable, it is also essential. The 

Buddha did not teach an abstract theory but a practice that gives tangible results immediately, if 

it is carried out correctly. If students keep thinking and doubting, they will never be able to work 

and experience these results: because of these, students wishing to attend a course in the 

tradition of Sayagyi U Ba Khin should be prepared to satisfy two conditions. 

 

First, they must be confident that they are able to comply with the rules and regulations 

of the online course. Secondly, they must be willing to follow faithfully the instructions of the 

teacher. Because a person can make significant progress if he is sincere and follows the teacher’s 

instructions.  

 

And each candidate for the course must be prepared to pay the respects normally due 

from a disciple to a teacher, to observe strictly the eight moral precepts and noble silence. To 

remain in the premises of your apartment or house during the period of the course and not to 

accept guests. No contact with outside people. 

 

In the path of purification Venerable Buddhagosha says it is only the teacher who 

determines the training precepts. It is for the disciples to follow them through the faculty of faith. 

 

Buddhism is not a religion according to its dictionary meaning because it has no centre in 

God, as is the case in all other religions. Strictly speaking Buddhism is a system of philosophy, 

coordinated with the code of morality, physical and mental. 

 

 The goal in view is extinction of suffering and death and Buddhism is neither pessimistic 

nor optimistic, it is realistic, because it takes a realistic view of life and of the world.  
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 The Four Noble truths taught by the Buddha in his first sermon known as the 

Dhammacakkappavattana Sutta, the discourse to set in motion the wheel of dhamma from the 

basic on which is founded this system of philosophy.   

 

The Four Noble Truths are: 

One is the truth of suffering, number two is the truth of the origin of suffering, number three is 

the truth of the cessation of suffering, the last one is the truth of path leading to the cessation of 

suffering.  

 

 In fact, the first three of the four noble truths expound the philosophy of the Buddha, 

While the fourth serves as a mean for the end of suffering. When you practice Buddhist 

meditation you should have only one goal that is to realize the four noble truths, because only 

when you realise the four noble truths you can escape from all sufferings and achieve real 

happiness and peacefulness beyond the field of sensuality. Another reason is you cannot realize 

the four noble truths at any time. It is only during the lifetime of the Buddha or when one 

encounters the teachings of the Buddha, the four noble truths can be realized.  

 

 In other time not even the name of four noble truths can be heard, let alone of realizing 

the four noble truths. Now we all encounter the teachings of the Gotama Buddha because before 

the Gotama Buddha entered into the Mahaparinibbana, that is before he passed away, he made 

a solemn vow that his teachings (Sāsana) remain in this worlds system for 5000 years.  

 

 Now more than half of it had elapsed, nearly half of it remained. So, we have a great 

chance to realise the four noble truths. This is not without cause, we all must have done good 

deeds in our previous lives, that is why we are born in human abode, encounter the Gotama 

Buddha’s Sāsana and have interest to practice Sīla, Samādhi and Paññā.  

 

 What is most important in the understanding of the Buddha Dhamma is the realization of 

the truth of suffering. Because as the truth of suffering is realized the cause of suffering becomes 

automatically destroyed and so one eventually comes to the end of suffering.  

 

 Therefore, it is said that when the first noble truth has been realized the remaining three 

are also realized. Thus, in order to obtain the release from all suffering one has to follow strictly 

and diligently the noble eight-fold path. The Buddha's teaching is meant not only for monks in 
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the monasteries but also for ordinary men and women living at home with their families. The 

Noble Eight-Fold path is meant for all without distinction of any kind.  

 

 The essence of the Noble Eight-Fold path is threefold training.  They are higher morality, 

higher concentration, and higher wisdom. So, the first step, morality (Sīla) a student has to 

observe eight moral precepts. They are (1) abstaining from killing any living beings, (2) abstaining 

from stealing, (3) abstaining from indulging in sexual conduct, (4) abstaining from telling lies, (5) 

abstaining from taking liquor or drugs that cause intoxication and unmindfulness, (6) to abstain 

from taking food after 12 noon, (7) to abstain from dancing, singing, playing music or enjoying 

music and dancing of others, and from the use of garlands, perfumes and unguent and from 

beautifying oneself, (8) to abstain from using high or luxurious seats and beds.  

  

 Here we should know why we need to observe eight moral precepts. We people are very 

attached to sensual pleasures. They are pleasant visible form, sound, smell, taste, and touch.  

 

 In order to achieve concentration, we must not give attention to those five sensual 

pleasures. Observing eight moral precepts is to overcome those sensual pleasures. The Buddha 

said there is no fragrance, fragrance mean sweet smell, that surpasses the fragrance of morality. 

At the time of the Buddha, the Buddha accompanied by Ananda and many bhikkhus, explained 

the villagers at the five disadvantages happen to an immoral person.  

 The first one is an immoral person suffers great loss in fortune through heedlessness. 

Second one is having a bad reputation for immorality. Third one is an immoral person looks timid 

(no confidence) and uneasy in the midst of any class of society. The fourth one is an immoral 

person dies in a bewildered state. The fifth one is an immoral person after death is destined to 

fall to one of the four miserable planes. 

 

 Five advantages bless a virtuous person. (1) A virtuous person acquires great wealth 

through being heedful. (2) The good reputation of virtuous person spreads far and wide. (3) A 

virtuous person can hold up his head and look anyone in the face in the midst of any class of 

society. (4) A virtuous person dies without any bewilderment. (5) A virtuous person after death 

is destined to the fortunate existence of Devas. It contains in the Mahāparinibbāṇa Sutta.  

 

 Now I will proceed to the second step. The second step is concentration (Samādhi), the 

development of the power of concentration to the degree of one pointedness of the mind on a 

single object.  It is a way of training the mind to become tranquil, pure and strong and therefore 
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forms the essence of religious life whether one is a Buddhist, a Jew, a Christian, a Hindu, a Muslim 

or a Sikh. It is in fact the greatest common denominator of all religions.  

 

 The Buddha said, the mind is naturally pure. It becomes polluted however by the 

absorption of impurities (akusala forces) such as greed, anger and delusion. However, in the same 

way that salt water can be distilled into pure water so too a student in Buddhist meditation can 

eventually get his mind distilled of impurities and bring to a perfect state of purity of mind. The 

Buddha therefore said exercise of mind is equally necessary as exercise of physical body.  

 

 In Buddhism we have the cure for all the mental ills that affect mankind. It is the evil forces 

of the mind past and present that are responsible for the present state of affairs all over the 

world.  

 

 Nowadays there is dissatisfaction almost everywhere. Dissatisfaction creates ill feelings; 

ill feelings create hatred. Hatred creates enmity. Enmity creates war. War creates enemies. 

Enemies create war and so on. It is now getting into a vicious circle. Now COVID 19 is giving 

trouble to us and the whole world. Why? Without doubt there is a lack of proper control over the 

mind.  

 

 What is most essential is the generation of pure and good mental forces to combat the 

evil mental forces which dominate mankind. This is by no means easy. One cannot rise to a level 

of pure mental attitude without the help of a competent teacher. It is our experience that under 

a proper guide this inner peace and purity of mind with light can be secured by one and all 

irrespective of their religion or creed provided they have the sincerity of purpose and are 

prepared to submit to the guide for the period of trial. Sole object of developing concentration 

(Samādhi) is to have the purity and strength of mind essential for the realization of truth. 

 

  Buddha said, “O Monks, develop the power of concentration, he who is developed in the 

power of concentration see things in the true perspective”. We have in Buddhism forty methods 

of concentration of which the most outstanding is Anapana meditation, i.e. concentration on the 

incoming and outgoing breath. Mindfulness of the breath is a technique that can be practiced by 

members of any religion or a person of no religion.  
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 In ten-day, course, the first four days are to develop concentration. So, I would like to go 

into some detail about Anapana meditation. This meditation is practised by all the Buddhas and 

their major disciples. The Buddha said it is refined, subtle and powerful.  

 

 The advantage of this technique is that the breathing is not only a natural function of the 

body, but it is also available at all times. So, we can practise this meditation at any time. You 

breathe in and out all the time, but you are never mindful of it. Now you are going to do just this.  

 

 When you practice Anapana meditation you should sit cross-legged on a cushion. You 

should be comfortably seated, keeping the back and head straight. So that you can sit longer. You 

should keep the eyes closed in order to avoid being distracted by visual objects.  

 

 Before you begin your concentration exercise, you calm down your body, your feelings, 

and emotions. Do not strain your body. Keep your body and mind at ease. Then bring your mind 

to concentrate on your breathing-in and breathing-out without stress and strain. Forget all other 

things, your surroundings, your environment. There are three elements to be noted. (1) The 

attention should be placed below the nose at the centre of the upper lip where the breath 

touches as you breathe in and breathe out. (2) When you breathe in, noted mentally you breath-

in. (3) When you breathe out, noted mentally you breathe-out. Do not follow the stream of air 

inside or outside. If you do that you will not be able to keep your mind on one single object and 

you won't be able to feel the touch sensation. And you must try to be aware of both in-breath 

and out-breath. Not only in-breath, not only out-breath.  

 

 In explaining the mindfulness of breathing, Venerable Buddhaghosa gave the simile of a 

saw. Suppose when a man cuts a piece of wood with a saw, he does not give attention to the 

movement of the saw, he only gives his attention on the place where the saw’s teeth touch the 

wood. In the same way, you should focus your attention on the spot where the breath touches. 

Feeling the touch of the breath will vary in locality from time to time and from person to person. 

For some students, the touch of the breath is clearer at the tip of the nose, for others it is clear 

at the base of the nose. For some students it is clearer inside the nose. It does not matter. The 

important thing is to be aware of the touch of the breath as continuously as possible. If no 

sensation is apparent, then the attention should be maintained in the general area directly below 

the nose.  
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 It is very easy to give you instructions for doing Anapana. In a few minutes, the technique 

is explained. But the practice is very difficult. Strong mindfulness, firm effort and good 

understanding are needed.  

 

 At the beginning you will find it extremely difficult to bring your mind to concentrate on 

your breathing. It is not easy for the beginners to feel the passage of the breath at the start. The 

mind is difficult to control, swiftly and lightly it moves and lands wherever it pleases. It is good to 

tame the mind because a well-tamed mind brings happiness.  

 

 In order to enable you to know the in breaths and out breaths you need to do deliberate 

and regular breathing and breathing a little harder than normal but not so much and don't make 

sound, others will be distracted. You should not practice in this manner all the time. You will be 

exhausted. When the attention settles and becomes steady, you should slowly reduce to natural 

normal breathing. Let your breathing be normal, when one has practiced in this manner for some 

time, he will come to notice the feeling of the touch of the breath at the base of the nose. One 

must try to retain that feeling.  

 

 Another difficulty you will encounter is that you cannot get your mind to concentrate on 

your breathing. You will be astonished how your mind runs away. You begin to think of various 

things. You hear sound outside. Your mind is disturbed and distracted. It does not stay, not even 

for a few seconds. If this happens to you, you should not get angry or frustration.  

 

 The Buddha said nothing is as difficult to tame as the mind. So, you should not be 

surprised if your mind wanders. Sayagyi U Ba Khin also said you have probably seen some 

cowboys in the movies trying to tame wild horses. The horses are always kicking, jumping, and 

struggling, never staying still for very long. Well, the mind is like those wild horses, never staying 

still for very long on any particular object and it never dwells within the body for long. This is 

because ever since birth our minds have always dwelt on external objects perceived through the 

senses such as sight, sounds, sense of taste, touches and thoughts. So, try to be patient and have 

tolerance.  

 

 The first day and second day will be the days of struggle. In order to get concentration, 

we have to overcome fickle thoughts with effort and mindfulness. Although the process of 

breathing in and breathing out is continuous, it is hardly noticed by unmindful people. If you are 

not mindful you will not notice that your mind has wandered off. If you are mindful, you will 

notice the distraction.  
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 There is a Burmese saying: those who are unmindful would not notice a cliff. Those who 

are mindful would notice even the mist. Those who are mindful will be aware of the breathing 

process. You should constantly come back to the object of meditation as soon as you are aware 

of the distraction. Just as an untamed calf must be tied to a wooden post to prevent it from 

wandering away so too must the mind be tied down to the base of the nose by knowing of each 

coming and outgoing breath to make it calm and steady.  

 

 Another problem is as you meditate you will feel some physical discomfort and you may 

find that your limbs go aching and stiff. If the pain is unbearable, you can change your posture. 

But you should not change your posture quite often. This will be hindrance to your Samadhi. 

What you have to do is, don't torture yourself and don't be lenient too much with yourself. When 

you have difficulty and hardship in your meditation, you should think in this way. Those who had 

meditated before you had the same problem, not only you.  If you continue practicing this 

exercise daily, you will gradually, by and by, begin to concentrate your mind on the breathing. 

After a certain period, you will experience that your mind is fully concentrated on your breathing. 

If you go on practicing this regularly, you may repeat the experience again and again for longer 

and longer periods.  

 

 The Buddha did not teach suffering. He taught the way leading to happiness. If you are 

able to aware of only in breaths and out breaths, there can’t be worry, anxiety and fear and there 

can’t be greed, aversion and delusion. There will be no room to have doubt about it. Because you 

experience for yourself and you find out whether what you experience is good and whether it is 

for your well-being. If it is for your wellbeing, you can accept it. If it is not for well-being, you will 

not accept it. The training here will be through experience.  

 

 Spiritual development is essential to make your mind healthy and strong. Water naturally 

flows down. Likewise, uncontrolled mind naturally goes towards evil. This exercise on breathing 

gives you immediate results. It is good for your physical health, for relaxation, sound sleep and 

for efficiency in your daily work. It makes you calm and tranquil. Even at moments when you are 

nervous or excited, if you practice this for a couple of minutes, you will see for yourself that you 

become immediately quiet and at peace. Apart from all this the power of concentration is 

essential for any kind of deep understanding, penetration, and insight into the nature of things, 

including the realization of Nibbāna. Now, my lecture on Anapana comes to an end.  

----------- 

 

(The students say) Sadhu, Sadhu, Sadhu 
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10-DAY ANAPANA AND VIPASSANA MEDITATION FORMALITIES 

Namô Tassa Bhagavatô Arahatô Sammâ-Sambuddhassa 

Namô Tassa Bhagavatô Arahatô Sammâ-Sambuddhassa 

Namô Tassa Bhagavatô Arahatô Sammâ-Sambuddhassa 

 

FOUR FORMALITIES 

1. Taking the Triple Refuge 

2. Taking five or eight moral precepts 

3. Surrendering to the Buddha and Teachers 

4. Making a formal request to the teacher to be taught the technique. 

 

1. Taking the Triple Refuge 

Buddham saranam gacchami. “I take refuge in the Buddha.” 

 

Dhammam saranam gacchami. “I take refuge in the Dharma.” 

 

Sangham saranam gacchami. “I take refuge in the Sangha.” 

 

2. Taking five or eight moral precepts 

1. Pāṇātipātā veramaṇī sikkhāpadaṃ samādiyāmi. "I undertake the 
precept to abstain from killing any living beings." 

 

2. Adinnādānā veramaṇī sikkhāpadaṃ samādiyāmi. "I undertake the 
precept to abstain from stealing." 

 

3. Abrahmacariya veramaṇī sikkhāpadaṃ samādiyāmi. “I undertake the 
precept to abstain from indulging in sexual conduct. “ 
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4. Musāvādā veramaṇī sikkhāpadaṃ samādiyāmi. "I undertake the 
precept to abstain from speaking falsehood." 

 

5. Surāmerayamajjapamādaṭṭhānā veramaṇī sikkhāpadaṃ samādiyāmi. "I 
undertake the precept to abstain from taking liquor, wine and drugs that 
cause intoxication and unmindfulness." 

 

6. Vikālabhojanā veramaṇi sikkhāpadaṃ samādhiyāmi. "I undertake the 
precept to abstain from taking food after twelve noon. " 

 

7. Nacca gīta vādita visukadassanā mālā gandha vilepana dhārana 
mandana vibhūsanaṭṭhānā veramaṇi sikkhāpadaṃ samādhiyāmi.  "I 
undertake the precept to abstain from dancing, singing, playing music or 
enjoying music and dancing of others and from the use of perfumes, 
garlands and unguents and from beautifying oneself." 

 

 

8. Uccāsayana mahāsayana veramaṇi sikkhāpadaṃ samādhiyāmi.  "I 
undertake the precept to abstain from high and luxurious seats and 
beds." 

 

3. Surrendering to the Buddha and Teachers 

 

Imaham bhante attabhavam jivitam Bhagavato pariccajami.  
 
“Reverend Sir, I entrust this my person to the Buddha.” 
 

 

Imaham bhante attabhavam jivitam acariyasa pariccajami.  
 
“Reverend Sir, I entrust this my person to the Teacher.” 
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4. Making a formal request to the teacher to be taught the technique. 

 

[ON ANAPANA DAY] 

Nibbanassa sacchi-karanatthaya me bhante: ANAPANA kammatthanam 
dehi.  

 

“Reverend Sir, please teach me ANAPANA Meditation so that I may 
experience the Nibbanic Peace within.” 

 

“Sadhu, Sadhu, Sadhu.” 

 

[ON VIPASSANA DAY] 

Nibbanassa sacchi-karanatthaya me bhante: VIPASSANA kammatthanam 
dehi.  

 

“Reverend Sir, please teach me VIPASSANA Meditation so that I may 
experience the Nibbanic Peace within.” 

“Sadhu, Sadhu, Sadhu.” 

 

 

ANAPANA INSTRUCTIONS 

Now focus your entire attention below the nose, at the center of the upper lip. 

attentively breathing in, attentively breathing out, feeling the touch of the breath 

as you breath in, feeling the touch of the breath as you breath out, at the same 

time noting in, as you breath in, Noting out, as you breath out. Begin with a few 

slightly harder intentional breathing, conscious and steady breathing. After a 

while when the attention settles, and become steady, slowly reduce to natural, 

normal breathing.  

------ 
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INSTRUCTIONS GIVEN DURING 10-DAY COURSE, DAY WISE 

BY SAYAGYI U KHIN ZAW 

Day 1 

Welcome to this online course. 

This course is being conducted on behalf of our Teacher, Saya U Khin Zaw. 

The Teacher’s recorded instructions and discourses will be played. 

In case of any doubts during the course, you can communicate to us or send an 

email to the Teacher. 

Teacher’s email will be posted on the WhatsApp group. 

Wish you all a very successful course. 

Now the course begins. 

--------- 

 

SUKZ Day 2_Anapana Meditation instructions: 

• Today is the second day of Anapana meditation. 

• Today you may come to feel the touch of the in-breath and out-breath, at the 

base of your nose more clearly. 

• You should be aware of them without stress and strain. Don't use the strength of 

mind.  

• If you use the strength of mind, you will feel tired or get headache. So, you should 

keep your body and mind at ease. 

• For some students, due to the power of their concentration, sense objects may 

appear over their closed eyes; such as light, or Buddha statue, or a bhikkhu, or an 

image of human being, forests or mountains.  

• Don't give attention to any kind of sense objects. 

• Try to be aware of your in-breath and out-breath, sense objects will disappear.  
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Now, we will start to practice Anapana meditation: 

* Fix your attention below the nose at center of the upper lip, attentively breathing 

in and attentively breathing out.  

* Feeling the touch of the breath, as you breath in and feeling the touch of the 

breath, as you breath out.  

* At the same time noting in, as you breath in, noting out, as you breath out.  

* Don't follow the streams of air.  

* Begin with few slightly harder, intentional breathing, conscious and steady 

breathing. 

* Never create tension in your mind or in your body. Always be relaxed and calm. 

-------------- 

 

SUKZ Day 3_Anapana instructions (2) 

* Today is the 3rd day of practicing Anapana meditation. 

* Because of the power of concentration, you may feel sensations in some parts of 

the body. In that case, don't give attention to the sensations.  

* Give attention only to the in-breath and out-breath. Those sensations will 

disappear. 

 

3. Why fix attention on a spot and how?  

• Fixing attention on a spot and feeling the breath at that spot, helps to 

sharpen the mind and develops concentration. If the attention moves along with 

breath in and out, then mind doesn’t get concentrated enough.  
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• A woodcutter, while he is cutting a log of wood with a saw, doesn’t pay 

attention to the saw which is moving back and forth but fixes his attention at the 

spot, where he wants to cut the wood.  

• A gatekeeper doesn’t go in or out along with the people who enter or exit 

the gate. He stands at the gate and keeps a check on everyone entering and exiting 

the gate.  

• We need not move our attention along with the streams of air entering or 

exiting the nostrils. We need to fix our attention at the spot and feel the breath 

coming in and going out at the spot, like the woodcutter and the gatekeeper. 

 

The meditator should follow the example of the ploughman. After ploughing 

with his oxen, he sets them free to graze while he rests in the shade. The oxen may 

wander off. If he is skillful and intelligent, the ploughman won't wander through 

the forest looking for them, following their tracks. Instead, he will take his rope and 

his goad and go straight to their watering place where the oxen go for a drink and 

bath. And when he sees them there, he secures them with the rope and prods them 

on with the goad. In this way he can bring them back, yoke them to the plough, and 

continue his work. 

For the meditator, mindfulness is like the rope and understanding is the 

goad. He will look for his in-breaths and out-breaths below the nose, above the 

upper lip, where they normally touch. In this way he has no difficulty in finding 

them, just as the skillful ploughman was sure to find his oxen at their watering 

place. He can make the breath secure with the rope of mindfulness and he can yoke 

them in that spot by prodding them with the goad of understanding. – Ashin 

Buddhaghosa, The Path of Purification. 

-------- 

SUKZ Day – 3 additional Anapana instructions: 

 

• Venerable Webu Sayadaw said, when the air comes in, it will touch; when 

the air goes out, it will touch. 
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• If you know this touch continuously, there will be no greed, lobha; no anger, 

dosa; and no delusion, moha. 

• And the fire of greed, anger and delusion subside. 

• So, you should try to be aware of the touch of your in-breath and out-breath 

as continuously as possible. 

• Now you begin your practice. 

------------ 

 

SUKZ Day 4_ Anapana meditation instructions: 

* Today is the fourth day of Anapana meditation. 

* Today you should make more effort to achieve better concentration, because 

tomorrow morning you will move on to Vipassana meditation. 

* Vipassana meditation is to observe the behaviour of body sensations, to 

understand the anicca, dukkha, and anatta of mind and matter. 

* If your power of concentration is not good enough, you will have difficulty to get 

body sensations. 

* If your concentration is good, you will feel body sensations easily. So, you need 

to get good concentration today. 

* Today, pain in your body or physical discomfort will become less.  

* And, because of your concentration, some sensations may arise in some parts of 

the body. 

* But don't give attention to those sensations, ignore them, because we are still on 

Anapana meditation.  

* Give attention only to the touch of your in-breath and out-breath, those 

sensations will disappear. 

Now, we shall practice Anapana meditation.  

* Fix your attention below the nose at center of the upper lip, attentively breathing 

in and attentively breathing out. 
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* Feeling the touch of the breath, as you breath in and feeling the touch of the 

breath, as you breath out.  

* At the same time noting in, as you breath in, noting out, as you breath out.  

* Don't follow the streams of air.  

* Begin with few slightly harder, intentional breathing, conscious and steady 

breathing. 

* Never create tension in your mind or in your body. Always be relaxed and calm. 

---------- 

 

SUKZ Day 5 – 9 Brief Meditation Instructions:  

 

• First you practice Anapana meditation to get concentration. 

• When you get concentration, you can begin Vipassana meditation.  

• So, first you develop concentration.  

-------- 

 

SUKZ Day 7: Meditation Instructions:  

 

• Now focus your entire attention below the nose at the centre of the upper 

lip.  

 

• At the beginning, you need to breath-in and breath-out little bit harder than 

normal, in order to feel the touch of your in-breath and out-breath. 

 

 

• When you are able to feel the touch of your in-breath and out-breath, you 

reduce to normal and natural breathing. 
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• When you achieve concentrated mind, you begin Vipassana meditation. 

 

 

• While you are practicing Vipassana Meditation, don’t let your mind wonders. 

 

------------- 

 

SUKZ Day 8: Addhitthana instructions:  

 

• Now we are going to do Addhitthana Sitting.  

 

• Addhitthana Sitting means, you should not change your posture for one 

hour. 

 

• So, if you feel pain and discomfort, you go back to Anapana for a while; you 

divert your attention. 

 

• If you go back to Anapana, you will realize that pain disappear. 

 

• At that time, you can go back to Vipassana. 

 

------------- 

 

SUKZ Day 8: Important instructions during Vipassana meditation practice: 

 

*  Develop concentration by practicing Anapana meditation.  

 

* Only when your base of Samadhi is strong, your Vipassana knowledge 

develops. 
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*  When you achieve concentration to some extent, move on to Vipassana 

meditation. 

 

*  While you are practicing Vipassana meditation, your mind may wander off. 

When you notice this, go back to Anapana meditation for a while. And then you can 

go back to Vipassana meditation. When you go back to Vipassana meditation, start 

from the place where you stopped. You don't have to start from the top of the 

head. 

------------ 
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SAYA U KHIN ZAW DISCOURSES 

FILE NO.1 

ANAPANA SECOND DAY LECTURE [THE FIVE HINDRANCES] 

Concentration is the suppression or elimination of the bad tendencies. 

Concentration, samadhi means one-pointedness of the mind on a single object and to achieve a mind 

which is calm and firmly focused on one object is not easy. 

There are many causes that disturb the mind’s balance and poise. 

When you meditate yourself, you will probably find at times you can’t get any concentration. 

However much you try to calm your mind, the mind doesn’t settle. 

There are five hindrances to the development of samadhi. 

They are: (1) sensuous desire (2) ill-will (3) sloth and torpor (4) distraction and worry (5) skeptical doubt. 

You will encounter some or all of these hindrances while working for concentrated mind. 

Whenever you are aware that the hindrances are there, you can use slightly harder breathing to 

shake them off. 

When your mind is free from the five hindrances, you mind becomes tranquil and pure. 

Because of the purity of the mind, sign of light normally appears. 

A mental reflex of light denotes the purity and tranquility of the mind. 

 

According to the texts, light indication or sign may appear like cotton wool, stars or pearls. 

To some, it may resemble smoke, clouds, the moon or the sun. 

These indications should come if you are following the right path. 

But, if there is desire in you for this indication to arise, it will not do so because your mind is not 

free from greed. 

This indication arises only when the mind is free from the five hindrances. 

 

Try to find out for yourself at which spot the air touches gently when it goes in and when it comes 

out. 

When the air comes in it will touch. 

When the air goes out it will touch. 
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If you know this touch continuously, then greed (lobha), anger (dosa) and delusion (moha) do not 

have the opportunity to arise and fires of greed, anger and delusion will subside. 

You cannot know the touch of air before it actually occurs. 

After it has gone, you cannot know it anymore. 

Only while the air moves in or out can you feel the sensation of touch. 

This we call the present moment. 

You should live in the present moment. 

Real life is the present moment not the memories of the past which are dead and gone nor the 

dreams of the future which are not yet born. 

One who lives in the present moment lives the real and he is happiest. 

 

The nature of mind is that when it is totally concentrated on one object, it doesn’t know other 

things. 

Therefore, if your mind is fully concentrated on the touch of your in-breaths and out-breaths, 

you cannot be disturbed by physical discomfort or painful sensations.  

So, you need to focus more attention on the touch sensation of your breathing when you feel 

painful sensations in your body. 

 

After meditating for some time, you will become bore and sloth and torpor will creep in. 

What will you do then? 

In this case I want to tell you the instructions given by the Buddha to Maha Moggallana, chief 

disciple of the Buddha. 

He put great effort into his meditation but even so, he was not able to overcome his sleepiness. 

He tried his best not to fall asleep, but he was unable to keep his body erect and his head straight. 

“Are you nodding, Moggalana?” the Buddha asked. 

Yes, Lord, he replied. 

Then, the Buddha instructed him, “Whenever drowsiness comes, you should not give attention 

to it, you should not dwell on it. 

In that way, it is possible that your drowsiness will vanish. 
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But, if it does not vanish, then you should remember the teachings you have heard. 

If drowsiness still persists, you should repeat in full detail the teachings as you have heard it and 

learned it. 

If you are still drowsy, you should pull both ear lobes and rub your limbs with your hands. 

If you are still drowsy, you should get up from your seat and wash your eyes with water and look 

around in all directions and look up at the stars. 

If drowsiness has not still gone way, you should give attention to the perception of light, to 

daylight, both day and night. 

If this doesn’t work, you should keep the attention on the body, not letting it stray, and walk up 

and down, being aware of going back and forth. 

If all else fails, you may then, mindfully and clearly aware, lie down in the lion position – that is, 

lying on the right side with one foot placed on the other – and keep in mind the thought of getting 

up. 

When you wake, you get up quickly, thinking, ‘I mustn’t indulge in the comfort of resting and 

reclining, in the pleasure of sleeping.’” 

 

Counting method: There are two methods of counting, slow count and fast count. 

In the beginning, one is not mindful of every breath that occurs. 

Only those breaths are perceived clearly with mindfulness are counted, while those breaths that 

are not clearly perceived are left out of reckoning (counting). 

 

In the method of slow count, first, focus the attention on the spot of touch and when an out-

breath and in-breath is clearly perceived count “one”. 

Continue counting one, two, three etc., when the ensuing out-breaths and in-breaths are clearly 

perceived.  

If any of them is not clearly perceived, stop the progressive counting. 

When the count reaches, “five” in the first turn, start again from one. 

In the second turn, from one to six; in the third from one to seven; in the fourth, from one to 

eight; in the fifth, from one to nine; in the sixth, from one to ten. 

After the sixth turns, one must begin from the first. 

It is called slow count. 
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The fast count is: when every out-breath and in-breath is clearly perceived the counting will 

progress uninterruptedly. 

One must proceed until no breath is missed out from the counting. 

 

When the stage is reached where every out-breath and in-breath is clearly perceived with the aid 

of counting, when no out-breath or in-breath escapes attention, the counting must be 

discontinued, and the connection method (anubandhana) adopted.  

The connection method means focus your attention on the spot of touch and to perceive every 

out-breath and in-breath without counting. 

 

“Pleasure born of sensuality,” Sayagyi pointed out, is nothing compared with the pity or rapture 

born of the inner peace of mind which can be secured through a process of Buddhist meditation.” 

------------ 
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SAYA U KHIN ZAW DISCOURSES 

FILE NO. 002 

THE FIVE HINDRANCES 

Concentration is the elimination of bad tendencies, but to attain a mind which is calm and firmly focused 

on one object is not easy. 

There are many causes that disturb the mind’s balance and poise. 

When you meditate, you find at times that you cannot get concentration, however much you try to calm 

your mind, the mind does not settle. 

There are five hindrances to the development of concentration. 

Whenever you are aware that the hindrances are there, you should breathe in and out little harder than 

normal. 

In this way you can overcome the hindrances. 

These are: 

 Kāmachanda 

Sensuous desires, i.e., wanting to experience pleasurable sense objects (e.g., wanting pleasant tastes, 

pleasant visible forms, pleasant sounds, etc.) 

  Byāpāda 

Anger, ill-will 

 Thīnamiddha 

Sloth, torpor, drowsiness, laziness 
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Uddhacca-Kukkucha 

Worry, restlessness, distraction, ‘monkey mind’, unable to calm down 

   Vicikicchā 

Doubts about the Buddha, Dhamma and Sangha, or doubts in one’s ability to practice meditation. 

Kāmachanda  

Sensuous desires 

If sensuous desires appear in your mind, you have to control it, by being mindful that those appeared, and 

going back to the meditation object (the touch of the breath below the nostrils, above the upper lip). 

Byāpāda  

Ill-will and anger may arise due to various thoughts related to the external world, or when one cannot 

develop concentration. 

If you have difficulties in developing concentration, you may get discouragement or experience a form of 

anger such as depression or unsatisfactoriness. 

If you are satisfied, there is greed;  
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If you are dis-satisfied, there is anger. 

If you experience this, you will not be able to develop good concentration. 

Going back to the awareness of your in-breath and out-breath is the way to be free from byāpāda. 

Thīnamiddha  

Sloth, torpor, drowsiness, or laziness. 

After some time, you may get bored and sloth and torpor creep in. 

In this case, there are instructions given by the Buddha to his Chief Disciple, Venerable Maha-Mogallana. 

Venerable Maha-Mogallana put great efforts in his meditation, even so, he was not able to keep his body 

straight. 

So, the Buddha asked “Mogallana, are you nodding?” 

“Yes Lord” Venerable Maha-Mogallana replied. 

 

The Buddha advised him to apply these techniques: 

When sloth and torpor creep in, do not give attention to it, do not dwell in it. 

To do so, you need to divert your attention by breathing in and out little harder than normal. 

If it still persists, you should think of the Teachings of the Buddha and you can mentally chant Parittas. 
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If this is not successful, you should rub your limbs with your hands and pull your ear lobes. 

If this is not successful, get up from the place where you sit, wash your face and your eyes with water, 

look at all directions and look at the sky. 

By doing so, you can overcome laziness and drowsiness. 

 

Uddhacca-Kukkucha,  

Distraction, restlessness, worry 

To be free from distraction, you have to rely on mindfulness and effort. 

Worry can be of two kinds: 

1. Repent for committing evil deeds in the past. 

 

The Buddha said you should not think of the past evil deeds again and again. 

Instead, you should decide not to do it again and perform as many good deeds as you can. 

In this way, you can escape from getting the results of the evil deeds. 

If you think over a past deed over and over again, you are creating double AKUSALA (twice a bad deed): 

the bad deed you did and worrying about it. 
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2. Regret for failing to perform good deeds in time. 

This is especially the case for old people who come to practice meditation at a later stage in life and feel 

regret for not having come to understand the value of performing good deeds earlier. 

In such case, one should feel happy to have encountered the Teachings of the Buddha and not think of 

past. 

One should instead perform good deeds until one’s life ends. 

 

Vicikicchā,  

Skeptical doubts about the Buddha, Dhamma and Sangha. 

This is wavering between belief and disbelief. 

Doubts can also be related to one’s own ability to practice meditation. 

If you encounter this kind of thoughts, you should try to overcome it. 

One way is to decide for oneself that during the 10-day meditation course, one will not let doubts 

overpower oneself. 

If you let doubts overwhelm your mind, you will not be able to develop concentration. 

---------- 

[The five hindrances by Saya U Khin Zaw, International Meditation Center (IMC-Yangon), Myanmar 2016] 
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SAYA U KHIN ZAW DISCOURSES 

FILE NO. 003 

THE SEVEN UNSUITABLE THINGS TO AVOID 

The seven unsuitable things to avoid while practicing meditation are: 

1. Avoid going to unsuitable places such as places where Sila is broken, places where you can get the 

downfall of your Dhamma, the deterioration of your meditation.  

2. [rule related to monks, not to lay people] Avoid the unsuitable villages for alms rounds (i.e., 

villages too far or too close to the monastery, where food is not easily available].  

3. Do not talk. During the course, observe Noble Silence, do not talk with fellow meditators. In daily 

life, observe Right Speech.  

4. During the course, avoid friends and companions. You may have to share your room with others, 

but you can make an island unto yourself, not interacting with others. In daily life, make sure to 

be surrounded with good friends who will support you in your endeavor to observe Sila.  

5. Avoid the food which is not suitable to you.  

6. Avoid extreme climates. You should not practice meditation where there is extreme cold or 

extreme heat.  

7. Adjust yourself to get the posture which is right for you. If you use the wrong posture, which is 

not suitable to you, you will get painful sensations in a short time and it will not be possible to 

make it subside.  

--------- 

 

[The seven unsuitable things to avoid, by Saya U Khin Zaw, International Meditation Center (IMC-Yangon), 

Myanmar, 2016] 
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SAYA U KHIN ZAW DISCOURSE 

FILE 4 

THE TEN PROFICIENCIES 

There are ten proficiencies (APPANAAKOSALA) to be fulfilled in order to achieve a high level of 

concentration. They are: 

1. Ensuring cleanliness of internal and external basis 

The internal basis is keeping one’s body clean. The external basis refers to keeping 

one’s immediate environment clean (i.e., wearing clean and neat clothes, sweeping, 

dusting and tidying your room etc.). This helps the mind becoming bright and clear. 

     

2. Balancing the five controlling faculties (or five mental powers)    

  Four of these five mental powers are pairs that need to be balanced. They 

are: Wisdom, Faith, Effort, Concentration and Mindfulness.     

   Wisdom and faith need to be balanced. If one has strong faith but 

has less wisdom, he can be deceived easily, or get carried away by excessive devotional 

thoughts. One will believe what is ought not to be believed. There are many people of 

this kind in this world.   If one has strong wisdom but no faith or his faith 

quivers, one will take lightly in performing good deeds and will not believe what ought to 

be believed. One can be deceived in many ways, even about the truth.   

      Concentration and effort (or energy) need to 

be balanced. If one puts strong effort but has limited concentration, there will be 

distractions. One’s mind will become agitated. If one develops good concentration but 

puts no effort, he becomes lazy. So, effort and concentration should be balanced. 

          Mindfulness 

does not need to be balanced with another factor because there is no extreme in 

mindfulness, there is always a lack of mindfulness.      

      

3. Being skillful, intelligent in the practice 

 You must be skillful in observing the in-breath and out-breath. If you are not 

mindful, you cannot develop a concentrated mind. Practice intelligently, skillfully, by 

really observing, investigating the breath.       

     

4. Calming or controlling the over-enthusiastic mind      

 Some students become over-enthusiastic. In this case, one needs to control or 

calm the over-enthusiastic mind.        

    

5. Uplifting the discouraged or depressed mind      

  When you cannot concentrate, you may get depressed, disappointed, 

unhappy. In this case, you need to uplift your mind. You teach your own mind how to 
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uplift itself. If you cannot cope with such feeling, you should go to your teacher for further 

guidance.       

6. Cheering-up the unpleasant mind or the mind disturbed by pain    

  If you encounter strong pain, you may get depressed or disappointed. In 

this case, you have to cheer-up your unpleasant mind. If you cannot cope with such 

feeling, you should go to your teacher for further guidance.    

     

7. Remaining equanimous when the mind is balanced      

 You may have a balanced mind, which is good. In this case, have equanimity with 

the balanced mind. Do not take pleasure in it or get attached to it. Remain equanimous. 

  

8. Avoiding persons who have no concentrated mind       

9. Associating with persons who have a concentrated mind     

  

10. Inclining the mind toward the development of good concentration    

 Before you start practicing meditation, you can incline your mind by saying to 

yourself: “Oh, I must try to get good concentration”. This may help you in getting a 

positive state of mind before you start practicing, but make sure to keep your mind and 

body at ease. You may incline your mind before you start meditating, but when you sit 

for meditation, you should be at ease and relaxed in both body and mind.   

       

------------ 

[The Ten Proficiencies by Saya U Khin Zaw, International Meditation Center (IMC-

Yangon), Myanmar, 2016] 
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SAYA U KHIN ZAW DISCOURSES 

[The Four Noble Truths – The Noble Eightfold Path by Saya U Khin Zaw, IMC-Yangon, 2016] 

FILE NO. 005 

THE FOUR NOBLE TRUTHS 

I. Buddhism is not a religion according to its dictionary meaning because it has no centre 

in God as is the case in all other religions. Strictly speaking, Buddhism is a system of 

philosophy coordinated with a code of morality, physical and mental. The goal in view 

is the extinction of suffering and death. Therefore, when one practices Buddhist 

meditation, the goal is to realise the four Noble Truths¹: only when one realises the 

four Noble Truths, will one be able to escape from all sufferings. [1 The Four Noble 

Truths are so called because they are realized by a Noble One].   

        

II. In the Manual of the Factors leading to Enlightenment (Bodhipakkhiya Dīpani), 

Venerable Ledi Sayadaw said that the Noble goal of those who encounter the Buddha 

Śāsana (dispensation), is to realize the four Noble Truths. 

. 

They are: 

1. DUKKHA ARIYA SACCA        

The Noble Truth of Suffering        

2. SAMUDAYA ARIYA SACCA         

The Noble Truth of the Origin of Suffering       

3. NIRODHA ARIYA SACCA         

The Noble Truth of the Cessation of Suffering 

4. MAGGA ARIYA SACCA         

The Noble Truth of the Path leading to the Cessation of Suffering. 

   Because we cannot realize the four Noble Truths at any time. We can realize them 

only at the time when there is the appearance of the Buddha or when we encounter 

the Buddha Śāsana. 

To encounter the Buddha Śāsana is extremely difficult. It is stated that even after 

the lapse of 100,000 of world cycles or an asaṅkheyya (incalculable world cycle), it is 

hard to encounter the Buddha Śāsana once. We are very fortunate because we 

encountered the Buddha Gotama Śāsana. This is not without any cause. We must have 

done many good deeds in our past lives. The Buddha Gotama, before he passed into 

Mahāparinibbāṇa, made a solemn vow that his Teachings remain for 5000 years. 

Now, more than half of it has passed. 

III. The realization of the four Noble Truths is of two kinds. First one is the realization 

through speculation by any ordinary person. It is known as Anubodha ñāna. Second 
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one is the realization through experiential aspect by a Noble person. It is known as 

Pativeda ñāna.  

This can be explained through the simile of the flame. On seeing the light in the 

nighttime, one will speculate that there must be a flame even though he does not see 

it. This is known as Anubodha ñāna, knowledge through speculation. But if you see 

the light and flame together, this is known as Pativeda ñāna, knowledge through 

experience. Only then, one can be completely freed from wrong view (diṭṭhi), 

committing evil deeds and completely escape from rebirth in any of the four miserable 

planes. We should therefore try to attain Pativeda ñāna.    

        

IV. The four Noble Truths taught by the Buddha in his first sermon known as the  

Dhammacakkappavattana Sutta, the Discourse to set in Motion the Wheel of the 

Dhamma, form the basis on which is founded this system of philosophy. In fact, the 

first three of the four Noble Truths expound the philosophy of Buddha while the 

fourth serves as a means for the end of suffering. 

 

THE FOUR NOBLE TRUTHS 

1. What is the Truth of Suffering?         

 The Buddha Said: “Birth is suffering, old age is suffering, illness is suffering, death is 

suffering, association with the unpleasant such as enemy is suffering, separation from the 

loved ones is suffering and not getting what you want is suffering.” The last one is the 

suffering of body and mind. Because we have to fear many kinds of diseases and illness, both 

physical and mental. No matter how much precautions we take, we never know when some 

physical or mental disease will come. Even though you can avoid illness, our body decays 

when we grow old. And at any time, any day, any minute, death can occur if the circumstances 

are favorable for it. Mental and physical suffering can occur at any moment for human beings. 

The more one is attached to self, the greater the suffering. The pains and suffering a man 

have to undergo are suppressed in favor of momentary sensual pleasures, just as occasional 

flashes of light in the darkness. Human beings do not have the right understanding of the 

Truth of Suffering because of ignorance (delusion), keeps them from the truth. The Buddha 

therefore said that mind and matter (or the five aggregates) are the truth of suffering. 

To realise this truth, you have to practice Vipassanā meditation. Only by practicing Vipassanā 

meditation, will you slowly come to understand the Truth of Suffering. 

What is most important in the understanding of BUDDHA DHAMMA is the realization of the 

Truth of Suffering because as the Truth of Suffering is realized, the causes of suffering become 

automatically destroyed and so one eventually comes to the end of suffering. 
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It is stated that the one who realizes the Truth of Suffering realises the remaining three. So 

we should try to understand the Truth of Suffering first. In order to understand practically the 

Truth of Suffering, we need to follow strictly and diligently the Noble Eightfold Path (as 

expounded in the four Noble Truths).        

    

2. What is the origin of suffering?        

  

The Truth of the Origin of Suffering is craving. Once the seed of desire is sown, it grows 

into greed and multiplies into craving or lust, either for power or material gains. The man 

in whom this seed is sown becomes a slave to these cravings and he is automatically 

driven to strenuous efforts or mind and body to keep pace with them until the end comes. 

 

There are three types of craving:         

- Craving for sensual desires. It means craving for five sense-objects, namely pleasant 

visible forms, pleasant sounds, smells, touch and tastes.    

    

- Craving for existence. It relates to eternity belief (Sassata-diṭṭhi). The eternity belief 

is the belief in the existence of an ego which continues ever after death. The belief 

that there is a soul which dwells inside the body and this soul after death moves to 

another body to become a new being is Sassata-diṭṭhi. According to this view, ego or 

soul is permanent, no cessation.         

    

- Craving for non-existence. It relates to an annihilation belief (Uccheda-diṭṭhi). The 

annihilation belief is the belief in the existence of an ego which is annihilated at death. 

The belief that both mind and matter of a living being is annihilated at death. There is 

no life after this one. After this life, it is finished. A new being created by God has 

nothing to do with any other being in the past is Uccheda-diṭṭhi.    

      

3. What is the Truth of the Cessation of Suffering?      

  The Noble Truth of the Cessation of Suffering is the total absence of 

craving, detachment. In other words, the cessation of mind and matter, Nirodha or 

Nibbāna.           

  

4. What is the Truth of the Path leading to the Cessation of Suffering?   

  The Noble Truth of the Path leading to the Cessation of Suffering is the 

Noble Eightfold Path. The essence of the Noble Eightfold Path is threefold: 

Sīla, morality 

Samādhi, concentration 

Paññā, wisdom 
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THE NOBLE EIGHTFOLD PATH 

Śīla, MORALITY 

1. Sammā vācā, RIGHT SPEECH          

2. Sammā kammanta, RIGHT ACTION         

3. Sammā ājīva, RIGHT LIVELIHOOD         

Samādhi, CONCENTRATION           

4. Sammā vāyāma, RIGHT EFFORT         

5. Sammā sati, RIGHT MINDFULNESS         

6. Sammā samādhi, RIGHT CONCENTRATION        

Paññā, WISDOM 

7. Sammā-diṭṭhi, RIGHT UNDERSTANDING 

8. Sammā saṅkappa, RIGHT CONTEMPLATION        

 

THE NOBLE EIGHTFOLD PATH – MORALITY 

Śīla, MORALITY includes three steps:  

- Sammā vācā, RIGHT SPEECH       

- Sammā kammanta, RIGHT ACTION 

- Sammā ājīva, RIGHT LIVELIHOOD 

 

RIGHT SPEECH 

Right speech means speech, which is truthful, beneficial, neither false nor malicious. It means 

refraining from telling lies; refraining from backbiting, slander, and false accusations; refraining 

from using abusive language, harsh words, speech which is harmful to others; and refraining from 

idle talks, vain talks (e.g., talking about others, gossips, talking about movies…). 

For this reason, we ask students to observe Noble Silence during the course. 

RIGHT ACTION 

Right action means refraining from three kinds of evil conduct: refraining from killing any living 

beings; refraining from taking what is not given (stealing); refraining from sexual misconduct, in 

which is also included abstaining from taking intoxicants and gambling. 

RIGHT LIVELIHOOD 

Right livelihood means earning a living that in no way breaks any five moral precepts. And we 

must avoid five kinds of wrong livelihoods. They are trading in slaves, weapons, intoxicants or 

drugs, poisons and meat. 

Morality is the foundation on which one can develop concentration. Without morality, the 

meditator will not be able to develop concentration (Samādhi). During the meditation course, 
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students are required to follow eight moral precepts. In daily life, all beings are required to follow 

five moral precepts. 

Eight moral precepts (Aṭṭha-sīla): 

1. I take the precept to abstain from killing any living beings.       

2. I take the precept to abstain from taking what is not given.      

3. I take the precept to abstain from indulging in sexual conduct.     

4. I take the precept to abstain from speaking falsehood.       

5. I take the precept to abstain from taking liquor or drugs that cause intoxication and 

heedlessness.            

6. I take the precept to abstain from taking food after twelve noon.     

7. I take the precept to abstain from dancing, singing, music, unseemingly shows, and from 

the use of garlands, flowers, perfumes and unguents and from the things that tend to 

beautify and adorn oneself.          

8. I take the precept to abstain from using higher or luxurious seats and beds.   

Five moral precepts (Pañcasīla): 

1. I take the precept to abstain from killing any living beings.       

2. I take the precept to abstain from taking what is not given.      

3. I take the precept to abstain from indulging in sexual conduct.     

4. I take the precept to abstain from speaking falsehood.       

5. I take the precept to abstain from taking liquor or drugs that cause intoxication and 

heedlessness.           

THE NOBLE EIGHTFOLD PATH – CONCENTRATION 

Samādhi, CONCENTRATION 

- RIGHT EFFORT 

- RIGHT MINDFULNESS 

- RIGHT CONCENTRATION 

 

RIGHT EFFORT 

Right effort means striving not to commit any new immoral actions, and not to repeat any 

immoral actions one has done in the past. And to perform new moral actions and multiply 

whatever moral actions that has arisen in oneself. 

RIGHT MINDFULNESS 

Right mindfulness means practicing the four foundations of mindfulness (see below). Venerable 

Ledi Sayadaw said: “To have right mindfulness, one must practice the four foundations of 

mindfulness”. If you are able to be aware of the four foundations of mindfulness, in other words, 

if you are mindful at all times, there will be no difficulty to achieve a concentrated mind. 
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THE FOUR FOUNDATIONS OF MINDFULNESS 

As expounded in the Mahāsatipaṭṭhānasutta, Ānāpāna meditation fulfils the four foundations of 

mindfulness, which are: 

1. Kāyānupassanā Satipaṭṭhāna: Mindfulness of physical actions. For instance, mindfulness 

of the movement of the body while walking, getting up, lying down, eating, talking, etc. 

  

2. Vedanānupassanā Satipaṭṭhāna: Mindfulness of sensations. For instance, feeling 

pleasant sensation, unpleasant sensation and neutral sensation (neither pleasant or 

unpleasant).    

3.  Cittānupassanā Satipaṭṭhāna: Mindfulness of the mind. For instance, being mindful of 

greed, anger, or pride.         

   

4. Dhammānupassanā¹ Satipaṭṭhāna: Mindfulness of phenomena. For instance, 

mindfulness of the five hindrances (see notes on the five hindrances). [1 The term 

Dhammā in this context is to be understood in the sense of ‘phenomena’. In some 

contexts, Dhammā refers to the Teachings of the Buddha. And in other contexts, 

Dhammā refers to ‘nature’ or to ‘cosmic law and order’]. 

RIGHT CONCENTRATION 

Right concentration means achieving one-pointedness of the mind on a single object. 

 

 

THE NOBLE EIGHTFOLD PATH – WISDOM 

Paññā, WISDOM includes two steps: 

- RIGHT UNDERSTANDING 

- RIGHT CONTEMPLATION 

 

RIGHT UNDERSTANDING (or RIGHT VIEW) 

Right Understanding means understanding that good results come from wholesome 

(moral) actions and bad results come from unwholesome (immoral) actions; in other 

words, understanding kamma and its results. Right understanding also includes the 

understanding of:  

- Impermanence (ANICCA) of mind and matter 

- Suffering (DUKKHA) of mind and matter. 

- No-self, no substance, not-controllable (Anattā) of mind and matter. 
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RIGHT CONTEMPLATION 

Right contemplation is the analytical study of mind and matter, both within and without, 

to come to the realization of Truth. 

----------------- 

[The Four Noble Truths, The Noble Eight-Fold Path by Saya U Khin Zaw, IMC-Yangon, 2016] 
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SAYA U KHIN ZAW DISCOURSES 

FILE NO. 006 

I) THE 5 AGGREGATES (KHANDHAS) 

According to the Buddha, there are 31 planes of existence, namely twenty BRAHMA planes, six 

DEVA planes, the Human plane and four lower planes. Among 20 BRAHMA planes, the immaterial 

planes of the BRAHMAS (Arūpa- Brahmās) are four in number. They have no physical 

phenomenon (aggregate of matter), they have only mental phenomenon, the mind. And there is 

one plane of existence of Asaññata Brahmās who have only physical phenomenon but no mental 

phenomenon. In other words, only physical body without mind. They are sentient beings because 

they have kamma produced matter and physical life. Apart from Arūpa- Brahmās of immaterial 

planes and Asaññata Brahmās of one material plane, all beings of 26 planes of existence are the 

combination of five aggregates. They are the aggregates of matter, sensation, perception, 

volitional acts and consciousness. When these five aggregates come together, we speak in a 

common usage of ‘a being’ or ‘a person’. ‘A being’ or ‘a person’ is the name of the five aggregates. 

THE 5 AGGREGATES: [Rūpa (matter) + Nāma (mind)] 

Rūpa (matter): 

1. Rūpa (materiality)          

  

Nāma (mind)] 

2. Vedanā (sensation)          

  

3. Saññā (perception)          

  

4. Sankhāra (Volitional acts)         

  

5. Viññāna (Consciousness)         

            

   

II) RUPAKKHANDHA, AGGREGATE OF MATERIALITY     

   

The first is the aggregate of matter. The term for matter is called Rūpa in Pali. The 

aggregate of matter or Rūpa is the result of coming together of the four basic elements 

which are traditionally known as Paṭhavī (solidity), āpo (liquidity), tejo (heat or cold) and 

vāyo (motion or movement):         

   

Paṭhavī: Earth element (solidity) 

Āpo: Water element (liquidity) 

Tejo: Fire element (temperature) 
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Vāyo: Wind element (motion) 

 

Each element has separate characteristics.  

The characteristics of Paṭhavī are hardness and softness. 

The characteristics of Āpo are fluidity and cohesion. 

The characteristics of Tejo are heat and cold. 

The characteristics of Vāyo are movement or motion and support. 

 

Rūpa (or matter) cannot exist in single unit. 

This means that Paṭhavī, āpo, tejo and vāyo are always combined. The combination of the 

4 basic elements gives rise to the secondary qualities: Vaṇṇa (appearance), Gandha 

(smell), Rasa (taste), Ojā (nutriment). 

 

The 8 classes of Rūpa (Paṭhavī, āpo, tejo, vāyo, Vaṇṇa, Gandha, Rasa, Ojā) are formed 

in co-existence, they are inseparable. They arise together and cease together, just as the 

heat and light of the sun arise and cease together with the Sun (They are co-existent). 

Secondary qualities of Rūpa (Upādā-Rūpanam): 

- Vaṇṇa (appearance) 

- Gandha (smell) 

- Rasa (taste) 

- Ojā (nutriment) 

 

An aggregate of Rūpa (Paṭhavī, āpo, tejo, vāyo, Vaṇṇa, Gandha, Rasa, Ojā) is called a 

Kalāpa in Pali. Each Kalāpa, or sub-atomic unit, is so tiny that you cannot see it with your 

naked eye. Even the smallest dust particle is an aggregate of a very large number of 

Kalāpas. A human body is composed of millions and millions of Kalāpas. The Buddha said 

everything that exists in this Universe, whether animate or inanimate, is composed of 

Kalāpas. 

 

In living beings (animate things), Kalāpas or Rūpa are produced by 4 factors, namely 

Kamma, Temperature, Mind and Nutriment. 

 

4 factors that produce Rūpa:  

- Kamma 

- Temperature 

- Mind 

- Nutriment 

 

If Rūpa is produced by Kamma, it is called kamma-produced matter. 

If Rūpa is produced by temperature, it is called temperature-produced matter. 

If Rūpa is produced by mind, it is called mind-produced matter. 
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If Rūpa is produced by nutriment, it is called nutriment-produced matter. 

 

In inanimate things, such as earth, water, forest, mountains, trees, oceans, the moon, the 

sun, the universe, the sky etc., Kalāpas are produced by only one factor: TEMPERATURE. 

 

Our bodies have 28 classes of Rūpa. I will explain about that later. 

 

 

III) Vedanākkhandha, Aggregate of Sensation 

The second is the aggregate of sensation. 

Sensations can be experienced through: 

1. The contact of eye with visible form. 

2. The contact of ears with audible sound. 

3. The contact of nose with object of smell (odour). 

4. The contact of tongue with object of taste. 

5. The contact of body with tangible object. 

6. The contact of mind with mental object (mental object means anything that arises 

in the mind). 

 

Vedanā originate in 6 sense-bases (also called 6 sense-doors or 6 sense-spheres): 

1. Eye sense-base 

2. Ear sense-base 

3. Nose sense-base 

4. Tongue sense-base 

5. Body sense-base 

6. Heart base* (HADAYA-VATTHU) 

[*For the arising of mind consciousness, there is needed heart-base (hadaya-vatthu), 

mind object, mind door and attention. Though the heart-base is the place where mind 

consciousness arises, since it does not possess the appropriate kind of sensuous organs, 

the impressions of objects cannot appear in it. Hence, they have to appear in the mind 

door only]. 

 

The contact is made with the following objects: 

1. (Eye sense-base with) Visible form 

2. (Ear sense-base with) Audible sound 

3. (Nose sense-base with) Object of smell 

4. (Tongue sense-base with) Object of taste 

5. (Body sense-base with) Tangible object 

6. (Heart base with) Mental object 

 

Vedanā are of 5 kinds: 
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1. Sukha Vedanā, Pleasant physical sensation. 

2. Dukkha Vedanā, Unpleasant physical sensation. 

3. Somanassa Vedanā, Mental well-being. 

4. Domanassa Vedanā, Mental suffering. 

5. Upekkhā Vedanā, Neutral sensation (neither pleasant nor unpleasant) 

 

All our physical and mental sensations are included in the Vedanākkhandha. 

When one sees a flower, one feels like or dislike; this is sensation. 

When one hears a sound, one feels like or dislike; this is sensation. 

We all experience these sensations every day. 

  

How can sensations be felt on the body? 

When our body sense base comes into contact with a tangible object, body consciousness 

arises. 

The contact of these 3 is called PHASSA in Pali. 

 

PHASSA (contact): (Body sense-base + Tangible object) leads to Body consciousness. 

 

In the Dependent Origination, Paṭiccasamuppāda, the Buddha expounded that 

dependent on contact (PHASSA), sensation (Vedanā) arises. 

 

 

IV) Saññākkhandha, Aggregate of Perception 

  

The third is the aggregate of perception. The term for Perception is called Saññā in 

Pali. It means memorizing, noting or remembering. From the moment of birth to the 

present time, we have been noting whatever we met, and whatever we saw: ‘This is 

a mountain’, ‘This is the sea’, ‘This is the moon’, ‘This is the sun’… It is with perception 

that you can recognize what type of bird it is when you see a sparrow, a parrot… It is 

the perception that recognizes objects, whether physical or mental. If there was no 

perception, one would not be able to memorize one’s name. 

 

Perception is different from wisdom. Wisdom recognizes only what is good. But 

perception memorizes both good and bad and right and wrong. So, people who 

believe wrong to be right and immoral to be moral are misled by wrong view (Diṭṭhi) 

as well as by Saññā, perception. Some false beliefs or views are very difficult to correct 

or to reform when Saññā is very strong. Saññā sometimes takes false doctrines to be 

right and they cause suffering in the Saṃsāra (the endless cycle of rebirths). So, it is 

not only wrong-view (Diṭṭhi) and craving (Taṇhā) but also Saññā that causes suffering. 

For instance, the Buddha and Noble Ones denounced all forms of sensual pleasures. 

Yet, many people do not follow the Teachings of the Buddha. Most people are only 
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pursuing various versions of sensual pleasures. Due to misconception of their Saññā, 

they are prolonging their suffering in Saṃsāra. 

 

Perception is produced through the contact of our 6 sense bases with 6 sense objects: 

1. Eye sense-base with Visible form 

2. Ear sense-base with Audible sound 

3. Nose sense-base with Object of smell 

4. Tongue sense-base with Object of taste 

5. Body sense-base with Tangible object 

6. Heart base (Hadaya-Vatthu) with Mental object. 

 

V) Saṅkhārākkhandha, Aggregate of Volitional Acts 

The fourth is the aggregate of volitional acts, Saṅkhārākkhandha. 

 

Saṅkhārā, volitional acts, means acts of will. Having will, one acts through body, 

speech and mind. Its function is to direct the mind in the range of good, bad and 

neutral activities. Saṅkhārā is the motive force that prompts the mind to be on an 

object. For instance, while practicing meditation, the motive force that prompts the 

mind to be on the meditation object, such as the breath or the nature of change of 

sensations is Saṅkhārā. 

 

Volition is also called Cetanā in Pali. The Buddha said that Cetanā is KAMMA. KAMMA 

means actions: good deeds and bad deeds. Cetanā, volition, is the strongest force in 

the world. It is the true motive force of all KAMMA actions. 

 

Sensations and perceptions are not volitional actions because they do not produce 

karmic effect. It is only volitional actions, such as greed, anger, pride, wisdom, etc. 

that produce karmic effect. 

 

Saṅkhārā, Cetanā, KAMMA have the same meaning of volition. Sayagyi U Ba Khin 

stated: “Each action, either by deed, word or thought, leaves behind a force of action, 

saṅkhārā, or kamma in popular terms.”  

 

Heart base (HADAYA-VATTHU) is the result of KAMMA. 

 

Cetanā is the prime maker of one’s destiny (i.e., the plane of existence in which one 

will take its next birth consciousness). 

 

Volition is of 6 kinds, connected with the 6 sense-bases and the corresponding 6 sense 

objects: 

1. Eye sense-base, Visible form 
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2. Ear sense-base, Audible form 

3. Nose sense-base, Object of smell 

4. Tongue sense-base, Object of taste 

5. Body sense-base, Tangible object 

6. Heart base (HADAYA-VATTHU), Mental object 

 

 

VI) Viññānakkhandha, Aggregate of Consciousness 

 

The fifth is the aggregate of consciousness, Viññāna. 

We are conscious of objects all the time, except when we fall asleep. This nature of 

awareness of an object is called consciousness. Consciousness is of 6 kinds, in relation 

to 6 sense bases and the corresponding 6 sense objects: 

 

1. Eye sense-base + Visible form >>> Sight Consciousness    

  On seeing visible form, sight consciousness arises. 

2. Ear sense-base + Audible form >>> Sound Consciousness    

 On hearing audible sound, sound consciousness arises.    

3. Nose sense-base + Object of Odor / Scent >>> Smell Consciousness  

  On smelling an odor, smell consciousness arises. 

4. Tongue sense-base + Sapid object >>> Taste Consciousness    

  On tasting object of taste, taste consciousness arises. 

5. Body sense-base + Tangible object >>> Body Consciousness   

  On feeling tangible object, body consciousness arises. 

6. Heart base (HADAYA-VATTHU) + Mental object (Anything that arises in the mind) 

>>> Mind consciousness.        

  On perceiving those 5 sense objects, mind consciousness arises. 

 

So where is “I”? 

There is no “I”! 

Only consciousnesses arising one after another in succession. 

 

Consciousness is just bare awareness without any reaction or recognition to what is 

being experienced. It is only a sort of awareness of the presence of an object. For 

instance, when the eye comes into contact with color, orange, visual consciousness 

arises which simply is the awareness of the presence of a color; it does not know that 

it is orange. It is only perception that recognizes that it is orange. 

 

So, the only function of consciousness is to know an object. It cannot by itself make 

good or evil. It becomes good or evil accordingly under the influence of good or evil 

mental factors (CETASIKAS). So, mental factors associated with the consciousness 
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induce it to become good or evil. For example, water is in itself colorless. It becomes 

red, yellow, blue or green respectively on addition of red, yellow, blue or green dye. 

In like manner, the mind behaves. 

 

In the five aggregates, sensation, perception, volitional acts and consciousness are 

mental phenomena. The combination of these four is called the mind. So, the five 

aggregates are mind and matter. The terms for mind and matter are called Nāma and 

Rūpa in Pali. Accordingly, our bodies have only mind (Nāma) and matter (Rūpa). 

 

------------------------- 

[The 5 aggregates by Saya U Khin Zaw, International Meditation Center (IMC Yangon), Myanmar, 

2016]. 
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Saya U Khin Zaw Discourse 

File 007 

THE 7 STAGES OF PURIFICATION (VISUDDHI) 

There are 7 stages of purification, out of which, the first 4 must be fulfilled before starting the 

practice of VIPASSANA meditation. 

1. PURITY OF MORALITY, Sīla-Visuddhi        

 For this, you were asked to observe the 8 precepts since the beginning of the 

course. In this way, your morality becomes perfect.      

   

2. PURITY OF MIND, Citta-Visuddhi        

 For this, you were asked to practice Ānāpāna meditation to purify the mind. 

  

3. PURITY OF VIEW, Diṭṭhi - Visuddhi        

 For this, you were explained about the 5 aggregates.    

   

4. PURITY OF OVERCOMING DOUBTS, Kaṅkhāvitaraṇa - Visuddhi    

  For this, you were told what causes produce Rupa and what causes 

produce Nāma.   

5. PURITY OF THE KNOWLEDGE OF WHAT IS THE PATH AND WHAT IS NOT THE PATH, 

Maggāmagga-ñanadassana-visuddhi       

 For this, you have to understand the 10 mild defilements of Vipassana.  

   

6. PURITY OF KNOWLEDGE AND INSIGHT OF THE PATH, Patipadā-ñānadassana-visuddhi 

  This stage corresponds to the 10 levels of Vipassana knowledge.  

    

7. PURITY OF KNOWLEDGE AND INSIGHT, ñānadassana-visuddhi    

  This stage corresponds to the 4 stages of Awakening. 

------------------ 

[The 7 Stages of Purification, by Saya U Khin Zaw, International Meditation Center (IMC-

Yangon), Myanmar, 2016] 
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Saya U Khin Zaw Discourse 

File no. 008 

VIPASSANA DISCOURSE 

Today, the practice of Vipassanā meditation has gained global popularity. Many 

meditators testify to the tangible benefits they have gained from the practice of Vipassanā 

meditation, benefits that range from enhanced job performance and better relationships to 

deeper calm, more compassion and greater awareness. The final goal is the attainment of 

Nibbāna, the destruction of all defilements and deliverance from the round of rebirths. 

 

Before we begin Vipassanā meditation, we need to fulfill the first four of the seven stages 

of purification. The first one is the purity of morality (Sīla-Visuddhi). For this, I asked to keep eight 

moral precepts. The second one is the purity of the mind (Citta-Visuddhi). For this, I asked you 

to practice Ānāpāna meditation. The third one is the purity of view (Diṭṭhi - Visuddhi). For this, I 

explained you about the five aggregates (Nāma and Rūpa). The fourth one is the purity of 

overcoming doubts (Kaṅkhāvitaraṇa - Visuddhi). For this, I explained you what factors produce 

Rūpa and what factors produce Nāma.  

Apart from these, you should also be able to differentiate between CONVENTIONAL TERM 

and ULTIMATE REALITIES. Because when you practice Vipassanā meditation you must not give 

attention to conventional aspect. You have to focus your attention only on ultimate realities. 

 

The Buddha explained that there are two levels of language. There is conventional 

language which we use when we talk in everyday life and there is language which conforms to 

ultimate reality. Conventional language (Paññatti) does not exist in reality but, ultimate realities 

(Paramattha) really exist.  

This can be explained through the simile of the pot. There can be a pot made from iron or 

clay and there is the expression “earthenware pot” or “iron pot”. Clay or iron when properly 

shaped is called a pot. When you break the shape of the earthenware pot, there will be only clay. 

You can’t call it pot anymore. If you make the shape of a cup with that clay, you have to call it 

earthenware cup. You can’t call it earthenware pot because the shape was changed. In reality, 

the pot or the cup has no permanent existence. They are simply names for their temporary shape. 

What really exists is only the earth. In this case, clay or earth is ultimate reality. Cup or pot is 

conventional language.  

Similarly, in a human being, the five aggregates or mind and matter are ultimate realities. 

A being or a person is conventional term. What really exists is the five aggregates. A being or a 

person is the name of the five aggregates.  
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There are four ultimate realities. They are consciousness, mental factor, materiality, and 

Nibbāna. The combination of consciousness and mental factor is called the mind. So, matter 

(Rūpa), mind (Nāma) and Nibbāna are ultimate realities. Mind and matter exist as arising and 

dissolving. Nibbāna exists without arising and dissolving. Mind and matter arise because of the 

combination of causes. That’s why they are called conditioned state. Nibbāna exists without 

cause. Therefore, Nibbāna is called unconditioned state.  

We cannot see an ultimate reality with the naked eye but only with the eye of wisdom. 

The human body is not an ultimate reality. Therefore, when you practice Vipassanā meditation 

you should not pay attention to the anatomy of the body. 

 

The Buddha made known to his disciples that everything that exists in the universe 

animate or inanimate is composed of kalāpas. So, human body is also composed of kalāpas (sub-

atomic units) each dying simultaneously as it becomes because of element of heat, Tejo. But, as 

the old is continuously replaced by the new, its impermanence is hardly noticed by a person who 

has no insight knowledge.  

 

Kalāpas are produced by four factors namely kamma, mind, temperature, and nutriment. 

A kalāpa is the smallest particle noticeable in the physical plane. The size of a kalāpa is one part 

of a particle dust raised by the wheel of a bullock cart pulled by two bulls or cows, chariot, in 

summer.  

 

A particle is being divided into 46,656 parts. That is how our Teacher, Sayagyi U Ba Khin 

explained this in one of his lectures. The life span of a kalāpa is a moment. There being a trillion 

such moments in the wink of an eye of a human being.  

 

It is only when eight nature elements are together that a kalāpa is formed. The first four 

are called the mahābhūtas; that is to say the essential material qualities which are predominant 

in a kalāpa. They are Paṭhavī Āpo, Tejo, Vāyo, which are traditionally known as solidity, liquidity, 

heat or cold and motion or support.  

 

The other four elements are merely subsidiaries which are dependent on and born out of 

the first four. They are vaṇṇa (appearance), gandha (smell), rasa (taste), oja (nutriment) . These 

kalāpas are in a state of perpetual change or flux. They are nothing but a stream of energy, just 

as a candle’s light or the light of an electric bulb. To a developed student in Vipassanā meditation, 

they can be felt as a stream of energy.  
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Therefore, there is no substantiality in the human body. It is nothing but the sum, the 

total of innumerable millions of kalāpas. The human body has no substance, even though it seems 

to. It is rather a coexisting of mind and matter. 

 

Sayagyi U Ba Khin pointed out that to a casual observer a piece of iron is motionless. But 

a scientist knows that it is composed of electrons all in a state of perpetual change or flux. In the 

same way if someone who is not a meditator takes a look at oneself, he will not see any changes 

in him. But a person who has good concentration gives his attention into himself he will realize 

that his body is composed of mind and matter and they are in constant change. As his power of 

concentration increases, the nature of forces in him become more and more vivid. 

 

After developing concentration to a certain extent, a student is ready to move on to 

Vipassana meditation. Sole of object of developing “Samadhi” is to have the purity and strength 

of mind essential for the realization of truth. 

 

Then, what is Vipassana meditation? Vipassana meditation is to understand the ultimate 

reality of mind and matter. In other words, to understand the true nature of mind and matter. 

The true nature of mind and matter are impermanence (anicca), suffering (dukkha) and no self, 

no substantiality, not controllable (anatta).  

 

The terms for mind and matter in pali are Nama and Rupa. Matter or Rupa is so called 

because of its impermanent due to perpetual change. Changeability is the very essence (inner 

nature) of matter. Matter and changeability are synchronous (occurring or existing at the same 

time). Mind or Nama, strictly speaking is the term applied to consciousness, sensation, 

perception and volitional acts. These, together with matter make up what we call the five 

aggregates. To a layman, it is taken to be his personality or ego. In Vipassana, the object of 

meditation is body sensations because one can come to the understanding of anicca more easily 

through body sensations. 

 

The technique is to concentrate on each part of the body. Such as, top of the head, face, 

back of the head, neck, throat, both shoulders, hands, front part of the body, chest, stomach, 

abdomen, and then back part of the body, waist, hip, buttock and both legs.  
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When you focus your attention on those parts, you will feel the behavior of Pathavi, Tejo, 

and Vayo because they are tangible object, object of touch. You cannot feel the behavior of Apo, 

because it is not tangible object. It is very delicate. It has no degree of coarseness. Although four 

basic elements are present in all matter, you will feel the element which is predominant. For 

instance, Pathavi (solidity) is predominant in the earth element. Tejo is predominant in the Sun. 

We can experience all these elements for ourselves except cohesion. Solidity we can feel. Heat 

or cold we can feel. Motion or movement we can feel because they are tangible object.  

 

But we can only feel one thing at a time, one thing after the other. If your power of 

concentration is not highly developed, you may have the impression that one thing runs into 

another, but in actual fact, your mind only knows one thing at a time. The mind works so fast.  

 

If Pathavi element is predominant in you, you may have the sensation of tightness or 

stiffness or heaviness or pressure, numbness or pain or aching. If Tejo element is predominant, 

you may have the sensations of heat or cold, warm or burning. If Vayo element is predominant, 

you may have the sensations of itching, tingling or vibration, motion or movement.  

 

You cannot feel same sensation in every part of your body. In this place, I have to explain 

you how does sensation arise. We have body sense base spreading all over our bodies except 

hair, nail and dried areas. When our body sense bases come into contact with object of Pathavi, 

Tejo and Vayo, body consciousness of those arise. Combination of these three is called contact. 

In the Dependent Origination (Paticca Samuppadda), it is stated that because of contact 

sensations arise. What you have to understand is: tightness, stiffness, heaviness, numbness, pain, 

aching, heat or cold, tingling, vibration, itching, motion or movement are physical phenomena 

(Rupa) and feeling them or knowing them is mental phenomena (Nama). 

 

So, sensations are manifestation of physical properties. These sensations arise because of 

the nature of change of physical properties. Therefore, when one is investigating one’s 

sensations, one is actually observing the interaction of mind and matter. Venerable Webu 

Sayadaw said that the thing that doesn’t know is matter. The entity that knows is the mind. The 

matter (Rupa) doesn’t know its changes. Only the mind (Nama) knows the changes of matter. So, 

when there are changes in Rupa, there are also changes in Nama. 

 

When one is contemplating the anicca of matter (Rupa), he realizes also that the mind 

elements arising simultaneously with that awareness are also in a state of change. In that case 

you are being aware of anicca in both Nama and Rupa at the same time. Once a student is 
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engrossed in the sensations, he realizes that his physical body is a changing mass and the mental 

awareness of these changes is constantly changing as well. 

 

Therefore, in Vipassana meditation, by observing sensations, one contemplates not only 

the changing nature of Rupa but also the changing nature of Nama. Mind and matter are similar 

to the combination of a Cripple and Blind man. The Cripple can’t walk and the Blind man can’t 

see. When the Cripple is put on the shoulders of the Blind man, the Cripple can see and direct 

the Blind man to go left and right. Mind wants to eat but it cannot eat, and it is the body that 

eats. Mind wants to drink, but it cannot drink and it is the body that drinks. In every matter all 

verbal and physical actions are motivated by the mind. It is the mind that controls and directs 

and the body obeys. That motive force of the mind is called “Volition” (Cetana). 

 

The sensations will be pleasant or unpleasant or neutral. Naturally, we tend to grasp what 

is pleasant and reject what is unpleasant and ignore the neutral. This is not correct. The main 

thing you have to do is to note whatever sensation and to be aware that the sensation is 

impermanent (Anicca). You go through the body being aware of sensations from head to feet. No 

attention must be paid to the anatomy of the body. Care should be taken not to allow strong 

sensation to pull attention away from where you are concentrating. If no sensation is obvious, 

you need to maintain the attention in that particular part of the body for the necessary length of 

time.  

 

The mind should observe the sensations with equanimity. After you have observed the 

Anicca of sensation in each part of the body, you can move to another part. There is no 

timeframe. When you notice that your mind wanders, you need to return to Anapana for a time. 

When you get back concentrated mind, you can practice Vipassana again. But you should not 

start from the top of the head, but from the place where you stop. 

 

In Vipassana meditation, impermanence (anicca) is the essential factor which must be 

experienced first and understood by practice. A mere reading of books on Buddhism or book 

knowledge of the Buddha Dhamma will not be enough for the understanding of true anicca. 

Through meditation, you can experience radical change and subtle change of sensations taking 

place in your body. These are the characteristic of anicca.  

 

But some students complained that even though he experienced the changes in the 

sensations, impermanence (anicca) was not clear to him. I explained him that it is not possible 

for him to see anicca with his naked eyes but he could realize anicca through wisdom. Just as one 
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does not see the boiling water in a kettle that is covered but knows from the visible steam that 

comes forth that the water is boiling, in like fashion one cannot see the split-instant birth and 

death of the individual atoms of the body, but feels the sensation produced by the mass of these 

events.  

 

The continuity of awareness of Anicca will lead to the realization of Dukkha (suffering) 

and Anatta (lack of ego) as well later. It takes time to understand the three together. It is not 

necessary to utter them by word of mouth. Vipassana meditation is to be mindful of what actually 

happens. 

 

What you have to do in reality is to observe the behavior of each sensation. You observe 

whether they are permanent or not permanent, whether they are controllable or not 

controllable. If they are not permanent, then we know that they are Anicca. If they are not 

controllable, then we know that they are Anatta. And if they are painful or unpleasant, then, we 

know they are Dukkha. When you have painful sensations, you know these sensations do not 

come according to your desire. They come of their own accord. In that way, you know that they 

are not controllable. You know they are Anatta. If you do not find any changes in the sensations, 

you know it as Anatta. For instance, you may have constant tightness or stiffness or pain in your 

back or in your legs. Although you don’t want it, it doesn’t disappear. So, it is uncontrollable. 

Then, you know it as Anatta.  

 

Watching the characteristics of these sensations is the purpose of Vipassana meditation. 

During Vipassana meditation, pain also frequently resurfaces from old wounds of chronic illness 

of the past. A current or recent illness can suddenly get worse. If these happen to you, you should 

not be afraid or worried of it. You have the chance to overcome an illness or chronic pain through 

meditation practice alone. Veneralbe Webu Sayadaw said that if we want to make an end of 

suffering, we have to observe the behavior of mind and matter. Anicca can cure your physical ills 

and mental ills. 

 

Sayagyi U Ba Khin said: for progress in Vipassana meditation, a student must be keep 

knowing anicca as continuously as possible. The Buddha’s advice to the monks was that they 

should try to maintain the awareness of anicca or dukkha or anatta in all postures, whether sitting 

or standing or walking or lying down. The continuity of awareness of anicca and so of dukkha and 

anatta is the secret of success. The last words of the Buddha, just before he breathed his last and 

passed into Maha-pari-nibbana were “Decay or Anicca is inherent in all component things. Work 

out your own salvation with diligence.” This is in fact the essence of all his teachings during the 

forty-five years he taught. 
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In order to obtain wisdom, a person must take the Buddha as a Teacher, the Dhamma as 

instructions and the Sangha as guide. 

----------- 
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Saya U Khin Zaw Discourse 

File no. 009 

 

THE 52 MENTAL FACTORS (CETASIKAS) 

The Buddha explained that there are 52 mental factors (CETASIKAS). They are dependent 

on and born out of consciousness. That is why they are called mental factors. The only 

function of consciousness is to know an object, it is just bare awareness. It cannot by itself 

make good or evil. It becomes good or evil accordingly under the influence of good or evil 

mental factors. For example, even though the water is in itself colorless, it becomes red, 

blue or yellow respectively on addition of red, blue or yellow dye. In like manner, the mind 

behaves. Consciousness can be compared to water and mental factors to the colored dye. 

 

The combination of consciousness and mental factors is called the mind. They arise 

together and cease together. 

 

(Note: In some contexts, Viññāṇa is also called CITTA in Pali. They both mean 

consciousness). 

 

CITTA (consciousness) + CETASIKA (mental factor) = Nāma (mind) 

 

Among the 52 mental factors: 

7 are called ‘Universal’ 

6 are called ‘Particular’ 

14 are called ‘Immoral’ 

25 are called ‘Moral’ mental factors 

 

7 Universal mental factors (SABBA-CITTAKA) 

These are called Universal (or 7 Common Properties) because they are present in any type 

of consciousness. They are: 

1. Phassa, contact: There are 6 types of contact (eye-contact, ear-contact, nose-contact, 

tongue-contact, body-contact, and mind-contact) 

2. Vedanā, Feeling / sensation  
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3. Saññā, Perception  

4. Cetanā, Volition  

5. Ekaggatā, Concentration of mind, one-pointedness  

6. Jīvita, Mental life  

7. Manasikāra, attention 

 

6 Particular mental factors (Pakiṇṇaka) 

These are called ‘Particular’ because they are present in some types of consciousness, not 

in every consciousness. They are: 

1. Vitaka, Initial application of the mind on an object  

2. Vicāra, Sustained application of the mind on an object  

3. Viriya, Effort  

4. Pīti, Satisfaction or joy  

5. Chanda, Desire to do, wish  

6. Adhimokkha, Deciding, not wavering, freedom of the mind from the wavering state 

between the 2 courses of ‘Is it?’ or ‘Is it not?’ 

 

14 immoral mental factors (Akusala) 

Those that lead to evil deeds and cause hindrances to progress in meditation. 

1. Lobha, Greed 

2. Dosa, Aversion, anger 

3. Moha, Ignorance, delusion 

4. Diṭṭhi, Wrong view 

5. Māna, Pride 

6. Issā, Envy, jealousy 

7. Macchariya, Stinginess, selfishness 

8. Kukkucha*, Worry, undue remorse or repent for what has been done wrongly in the 

past or for failing to do good deeds. [Kukkucha is of two kinds: Repent, remorse for 

having performed bad deeds in the past. One thinks again and again over the evil 

deeds he has committed in the past. Worry, restlessness at the thought of failing to 

do good deeds. The Buddha advised not to repent over bad deeds that one has done 

before, but to avoid to commit such deeds again, and perform good deeds as much 

as one can]. 

9. Ahirika, Shamelessness, no shame to do evil deeds 

10. Anottappa, no fear to do evil deeds 

11. Uddhacca, Distraction 

12. Thīna, Sloth or dimness of consciousness 
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13. Middha, Torpor or dimness of the mental factors [Thīna-Middha = dimness of the 

mind]  

14. Vicikicchā, Doubts about the Buddha, Dhamma and Sangha, wavering between belief 

and disbelief 

 

25 moral mental factors (KUSALA) 

1. Alobha, Non-greed 

2. Adosa, Non-anger 

3. Amoha, Non-delusion, wisdom 

4. Saddhā, Faith 

5. Sati, Mindfulness 

6. Hiri, Modesty, ashame to do evil deeds 

7. Ottappa, Moral dread, fear to do evil deeds 

8. Tatramajjhattatā, Equanimity, balance of mind (= Upekkhā)  

9. Kāya-passaddhi, Composure of mental factors 

10. Citta-passaddhi, Composure of consciousness (Kāya-passaddhi + Citta-passaddhi = 

Composure or calmness of the mind) 

11. Kāyalahutā, Lightness of mental factors 

12. Cittalahutā, Lightness of consciousness (Kāyalahutā + Cittalahutā = Lightness of 

buoyancy of the mind) 

13. Kāyamudutā, Gentleness of mental factors 

14. Cittamudutā, Gentleness of consciousness (Kāyamudutā + Cittamudutā = 

Gentleness, softness, or pliancy of the mind) 

15. Kāyakammaññatā, Fitness of mental factors 

16. Cittakammaññatā, Fitness of consciousness (Kāyakammaññatā + Cittakammaññatā 

= Fitness of the mind for work, or adaptability of the mind) 

17. Kāyapāguññatā, Proficiency of mental factors 

18. Cittapāguññatā, Proficiency of consciousness (Kāyapāguññatā + Cittapāguññatā = 

Proficiency of the mind, no reluctance, having enthusiasm to act) 

19. Kāyujukatā, Rectitude of mental factors 

20. Cittujukatā, Rectitude of consciousness (Kāyujukatā + Cittujukatā = Rectitude of the 

mind, straight forwardness of the mind, not cunning) 

21. Sammā Vācā, Right speech 

22. Sammā Kammanta, Right action 

23. Sammā Ajīva, Right livelihood 

24. Karunā, Compassion 

25. Muditā, Sympathetic joy, delight in the success of others 

------------------ 
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[The 52 Mental Factors by Saya U Khin Zaw, International Meditation Center (IMC – Yangon), 

Myanmar, 2016] 
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Saya U Khin Zaw Discourses 

File no. 010 

THE 28 CLASSES OF RŪPA 

Beings in sensuous planes such as human plane, six Deva planes and four lower planes have 28 

classes of RŪPA, of which: 

18 are JARATĀ- RŪPA, genetic material qualities. They are so called because they possess the 

power of production. They are: 

• 4 basic elements which are traditionally known as PATHAVĪ, ĀPO, TEJO and VĀYO. 

• 6 sense bases, SAḶĀYATANA, namely eye-sense base, ear-sense base, tongue-sense base, 

nose-sense base, body-sense base (spreads all over our bodies except hairs, nails, and 

dried areas), and heart base (HADAYA-VATTHU). Heart base is situated in the middle of 

the chest, where blood circulation initiates. Most of the consciousnesses are generated 

from the heart-base. 

• 2 sexes: PUM-BHAVA (male sex, masculinity) and ITTHI-BHAVA (female sex, femininity). 

(We generally count 28 classes of RŪPA because both male and female sexes are counted 

but, in fact, individually, either male or female has only one sex). 

• JĪVITA-RŪPA, physical life or vital force. This also spreads to every part of the body. 

JIVITA-RŪPA keeps the body living and fresh in the same way that the water of a pond 

preserves the lotus plants from decay. 

• ĀHĀRA-RŪPA, nutriment or nutritious essence. In cooked rice, there is nutriment. In the 

same way, we have nutritious essence in out body which spreads throughout the whole 

body and sustains growth. 

• GOCARA- RŪPA, the 4 sense fields. Visible form, sound, smell, and taste. Touch is not 

mentioned here because it consists in PATHAVĪ, TEJO and VĀYO. So, these basic elements 

serve as tangible objects. 

 

The remaining 10 are called AJARATĀ-RŪPA, non-genetic material qualities. They are so-called 

because they do not possess the power of production. They are: 

• ĀKASĀ-DHĀTU, element of space. In a heap of sand, there is space between each particle 

of sand. Similarly, in a hard stone: marble, iron, and other metals, there are innumerable 

atoms called kalapas and each kalapa is separated by the element of space located 

between them. It is owing to the existence of this space that a stone or iron can be broken 

up and cut into pieces. In the same way, our bodies are composed of KALĀPAS but there 

is space in between them. This space is known as ĀKASĀ DHĀTU. 

• VIÑÑATTI- RŪPA, the 2 modes of communication: 

https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Pathav%C4%AB-dh%C4%81tu&action=edit&redlink=1
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Apo-dh%C4%81tu&action=edit&redlink=1
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Tejo-dh%C4%81tu&action=edit&redlink=1
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=V%C4%81yo-dh%C4%81tu&action=edit&redlink=1
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Pathav%C4%AB-dh%C4%81tu&action=edit&redlink=1
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Tejo-dh%C4%81tu&action=edit&redlink=1
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=V%C4%81yo-dh%C4%81tu&action=edit&redlink=1
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- KĀYA- VIÑÑATTI, body language or intimation through the body, in other words, 

peculiar movements of the body by which one’s purpose is made known to others. 

- VĀCI- VIÑÑATTI, intimation through speech, peculiar movements of sounds or speech 

by which one’s purpose is made known to others. 

 

• VIKĀRA-RŪPA, the 3 plasticities, or state or quality of RUPA: 

- LAHUTĀ, lightness of material qualities. 

- MUDUTĀ, softness or gentleness of material qualities. 

- KAMMAÑÑATA, healthiness of material qualities. 

When the 4 essential qualities are in good order, and the parts of the body are in sound 

health, the body is said to be in possession of these qualities. 

• LAKKHAṆA- RŪPA, the 4 prominent features:  

- UPACAYA- RŪPA, the gradual growth or development of RŪPA. 

- SANTATI- RŪPA, fully developed state without any increase or decrease. SANTATI 

means continuous states of physical phenomena. 

- JARATĀ- RŪPA, the state of decay (growing old). 

- ANICCATĀ- RŪPA, the state of cessation (death). 

 

Out of the twenty-eight classes of matters (RŪPA), six sense bases, two sexes, physical 

life (JĪVITA-RŪPA) are produced only by kamma. The two modes of communications are 

produced only by citta (mind). Sound is produced by citta (mind) and utu (temperature). The 

three non-genetic material qualities (VIKĀRA-RŪPA) are produced by citta (mind), utu 

(temperature) and āhāra (nutriment, food). 

 

Of the remaining thirteen, excluding jaratā (decay) and aniccatā (death), the eleven – the 

four basic elements (pathavī, āpo, tejo and vāyo), āhāra rūpa, visible form, odour, taste, the 

element of space (ākasā-dhātu), Upacaya (initial development of the material phenomenon) and 

santati (a continuous state of the material phenomenon) are produced by the four causes namely 

kamma, utu (temperature), citta (mind) and āhāra (nutriment). 

-------------------- 

[The 28 classes of RUPA, by Saya U Khin Zaw; International Meditation Center (IMC-Yangon), 

Myanmar, 2016] 
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https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Apo-dh%C4%81tu&action=edit&redlink=1
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Tejo-dh%C4%81tu&action=edit&redlink=1
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=V%C4%81yo-dh%C4%81tu&action=edit&redlink=1
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FOUR STAGES OF AWAKENING 

1. ARAHATTA-MAGGA & PHALA (ARAHAT) 

The fourth stage of Awakening & the fourth Fruition State (Holy One) 

 

2. ANĀGĀMI-MAGGA & PHALA (ANĀGĀM) 

The third Stage of Awakening & the third Fruition State (Non-Returner) 

 

3. SAGADĀGĀMI-MAGGA & PHALA (SAGADĀGĀM) 

The second Stage of Awakening & the second Fruition State (Once-Returner) 

 

4. SOTĀPATTI-MAGGA & PHALA (SOTĀPANA) 

The first Stage of Awakening & the first Fruition Stage (Stream-Winner) 

 

GOTRABHŪÑĀṆA: At the GOTRABHŪ Stage, the object of meditation is directed towards the 

unconditioned states, i.e., cessation of NĀMA and RŪPA. 

A SOTAPANA (Stream-Winner) has overcome wrong view, doubts and wrongful rites and rituals. 

A SAGADAGAM (Once-Returner) has overcome the gross form of sensual desires and anger but 

he still has mild form of them. 

An ANAGAM (Non-Returner) has completely overcome sensual desires and anger. 

An ARAHAT (Holy One) has completely overcome all ten fetters. 

 

----------- 
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THE TEN LEVELS OF VIPASSANA KNOWLEDGE (ÑĀṆA) 

1. SAMMASANA ÑĀṆA: Appreciation of ANICCA, DUKKHA, and ANATTA of mind and matter 

by close observation and analysis. This is theoretical knowledge. 

2. UDAYABBAYA ÑĀṆA: Knowledge of the arising and dissolution of NĀMA and RŪPA. 

3. BHANGA ÑĀṆA: The knowledge of dissolution. 

4. BHAYA ÑĀṆA: The concept of the body is lost and experiencing that the phenomena are 

very fragile and can dissolve at any moment. Because of this, fear arises. 

5. ĀDĪNAVA ÑĀṆA: Finding faults on the phenomena of mind and matter. 

6. NIBBIDĀ ÑĀṆA: A state of boredom arises while observing the phenomena of mind and 

matter. 

7. MUCCITUKAMYATĀ ÑĀṆA: The desire to escape from the phenomena of mind and 

matter. 

8. PAṬISAṄKHĀ ÑĀṆA: In order to escape from the phenomena of mind and matter, one has 

the knowledge that the only way is to continue the practice of VIPASSANĀ. 

9. SAṄKHĀRUPEKKHĀ ÑĀṆA: ractice Equanimity knowledge regarding conditioned states 

(phenomena of mind and matter). 

10. ANULOMA ÑĀṆA: Adaptation knowledge that will accelerate the attempt to reach the 

goal. 

 

--------- 
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UPAKKILESA 

When one achieves UDAYABBAYA ÑĀṆA (the second level of Vipassanā knowledge), he can 

encounter one or few of the ten defilements of Vipassanā knowledge (UPAKKILESA): 

1. OBHĀSA: This is super-normal light or illumination. When you are observing the changing 

nature of sensations, you may encounter light in some parts or in the whole body. Some 

students like it and want to stay, sitting in the middle of the light. When you practice 

VIPASSANĀ, you should not accept light, you should say “Anicca, Anicca” in your mind, 

and it will disappear. Light is conventional aspect. It will not lead to insight. If there is light, 

there will be no sensations. 

2. PĪTI: This is joy or satisfaction. While practicing VIPASSANĀ, you may feel joy or 

satisfaction. It is good but you should not take delight on it. If you take delight in 

satisfaction, you lose the observation of behaviour of sensations. Some students mistake 

it as a Path Stage or Fruition Stage. Actually, it is just a defilement. 

3. PASSADDHI: This is calmness of the mind and body. At this stage, there is no anxiety, no 

worry, and it is very nice to feel it. You should not stay in this stage for a long time. Some 

students do not want to overcome it; they take delight in it, they want to stay like this for 

a long time (two or three hours or more), many times. In this case, the student abandoned 

the original practice of VIPASSANĀ. 

4. ADHIMOKKHA: Determination or having strong faith and enthusiasm. When your sittings 

become good, you want others to know about DHAMMA and you think: “Oh I must 

persuade this and that person to come here and practice”. Having this kind of thoughts 

diverts your attention away from VIPASSANĀ practice. 

5. PAGGAHA: This is intensification of effort. When you have good sittings, your effort 

increases; you want to meditate more and more. But this can give you troubles: If effort 

is so strong, distraction will come, and you may also make you body weary by sitting for 

too long. So, you have to control yourself. 

6. ÑĀṆA: Sharp knowledge. This is also good but it gives you troubles in the sense that you 

start thinking about the DHAMMA, about NĀMA and RŪPA, and you feel like you 

understand things clearly. But this is a sort of wandering mind, keeping you away from 

your VIPASSANĀ practice. 

7. UPAṬṬHĀNA: Your mindfulness becomes sharp, so you memorize old events. While 

meditating, you may have a memory of many years ago such as scenes of your childhood. 

This arises automatically and it is very attractive for the mind, which wants to ‘follow’ 

these thoughts, keeping you away from the practice of VIPASSANĀ. 

8. SUKHA: Pleasurable feeling, feeling happiness. If you feel light and happy, it is hard for 

you to practice VIPASSANĀ. 

9. UPEKKHĀ: Equanimity, balance of mind. Some students are attached to it, take delight in 

it, and want to experience it again and have pride for it. 

10. NIKANTI: Mild desire for the above nine defilements. The nine states above show that the 

student practiced well and developed his concentration to a good level. So, it is positive. 
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The main issue is the attachment to these statements. Because of those defiling elements, 

the progress of VIPASSANĀ is checked; leaving the original subject of meditation. 

---------- 
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THE TEN FETTERS 

The ten fetters¹ are: [1: ‘Fetters’ means chain, clinging or attachment] 

1. Sensual desires (greed) (LOBHA) 

2. Anger (DOSA) 

3. Delusion (MOHA) 

4. Wrong view² (DIṬṬHI) [2 there are many wrong views, but the main one is taking the five 

aggregates as self. There are 62 wrong views, out of which, the main one is taking the five 

aggregates as self, in other words, taking NĀMA and RŪPA as self.] 

5. Pride (MĀNA) 

6. Doubts (VICCIKICĀ) about Buddha, Dhamma and Sangha 

7. Wrongful rites and rituals (SĪLABBATA PARĀMĀSA) 

8. Craving for the fine material planes (craving for RŪPA BRAHMA) 

9. Craving for non-material planes (craving for A RŪPA BRAHMA) 

10. Distraction (UDDHACCA) 

A SOTAPANA (Stream-Winner) has overcome wrong view, doubts and wrongful rites and rituals. 

A SAGADAGAM (Once-Returner) has overcome the gross form of sensual desires and anger but 

he still has mild form of them. 

An ANAGAM (Non-Returner) has completely overcome sensual desires and anger. 

An ARAHAT (Holy One) has completely overcome all ten fetters. 

----------- 
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TWO WRONG VIEWS 

If one has no experiential aspect in Vipassanā knowledge, he is bound to view death and rebirth 

in the light of two wrong beliefs, sassata diṭṭhi (eternity belief) and uccheda diṭṭhi (annihilation 

belief).  

 

Eternity belief is the belief in the existence of an ego entity which continues ever after death. The 

belief that there is a soul which dwells inside the body, and that this soul after death moves to a 

new body to become another being is sassata diṭṭhi. According to sassata diṭṭhi, a soul or an ego 

is permanent, no cessation.  

 

Annihilation belief, ucchēda diṭṭhi is the belief in the existence of an ego-entity which is 

annihilated at death. The belief that both mind and matter of a living being are annihilated at 

death. There is no life after this one. After this life it is finished and that a new being created by 

God has nothing to do with any other being in the past is ucchēda diṭṭhi. 

 

A person who has annihilation belief is prepared to penetrate any vicious act for his immediate 

welfare. He would kill or steal or commit any deed as his evil volition urges him. Persons who 

believe in continued existence or eternity view will desire to higher existences in the future. They 

will perform good deeds to go to fortunate existences. All of which is not possible to attain 

Nibbana. As the result of such volitional activities, new existences occur and there is endless 

recurrence of Dukkha, suffering. 

 

The belief in uccheda diṭṭhi and the belief in sassata diṭṭhi are both wrong beliefs. Either can 

NĀMA or RŪPA can in no way transmigrate to another life. In fact, NĀMA and RŪPA come into 

being and spontaneously cease to exist in a very short time and new NĀMA and RŪPA arise in 

succession.  

 

RŪPA arises because of kamma, temperature, mind and nutriment.  

NĀMA arises because of past kamma, sense bases and sense objects.  

 

The life span of the mind is only 3 phases namely arising, development and cessation. This is 

called one thought moment. The life span of a matter (RŪPA) is 17 thought moments. These two 

in combination forms the life of a being. Apart from these two, there is no such thing as a soul or 
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an ego. Practically, the most important Teaching of Buddha is that there is no self. If you believe 

in a self, you will act in one way, but if you believe in there is no self, you will act in another way. 

In fact, the whole of the Abhidhamma (The Philosophical Treatises) is calculated to make you 

know that there is no self, that there is no Atta, everything is Annatā. 

 

When one comes to the second stage of Vipassanā knowledge, the Udayabbaya stage of 

observing arising and vanishing of sensations, he cannot be misled by two wrong beleifs.  

 

As you go on observing sensations, and when you feel the sensations properly throughout your 

body, then as you watch them, you find them arising and vanishing, and you realize this process 

of becoming and dissolution.  

 

These are momentary births and momentary deaths. Each becoming process of birth and as soon 

as there is birth, then there is death. Every moment these properties come into being and go 

away, and yet, they never cease.  

 

Why is that? It is because of kamma (volitional actions) and because of the nutrient value which 

sustains the physical properties.  

 

Death does not mean the absolute end of a being. It is in fact the beginning of a new life, a new 

being. Because, according to the law of nature of the mind, consciousness of a being arises one 

after another in succession until his attainment of Nibbāna.  

 

In Patthāna (Conditional Relations), the Buddha explained that when a unit of consciousness 

ceases, it produces another consciousness of its kind immediately. There is no gap in between 

them. Two or three unit of consciousness do not arise simultaneously. Consciousness arises one 

after another. 

 

Therefore, immediately after death-consciousness of one life, rebirth-consciousness arises in 

new life. These two have no interval between them. They are spontaneously connected.  
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For instance, someone who has just departed the human abode is instantly reborn in some plane 

of existence, whether it may be hell or celestial. In the Abhidhamma, the Buddha explains that 

the last thought process is responsible for the rebirth consciousness. If the last thought process 

is accompanied by good mental states a being produced by it will be reborn in good planes, if it 

is accompanied by fear or greed or anger or delusion, a being produced by it will be reborn in 

one of the lower planes.  

 

Right after death, rebirth-consciousness appears and conduces to the formation of a new being, 

a new existence. In this way, we can know to a certain extent that there will be some kind of life 

after death. The same phenomena will continue. Thus, we can eliminate the wrong view that life 

ceases with death. 

 

The other view, sassata diṭṭhi (eternity belief) is that there is something permanent. Even though 

we die, according to this wrong view, something permanent goes on.  

 

Here again, we can observe that what has gone has gone. There is no such thing as a permanent 

element. The old physical properties have nothing to do with the new properties. They are 

different things.  

 

Now, what is it that causes the new physical properties to arise? They arise because of kamma.  

 

Observing this, we can conclude that there is nothing permanent transferred after death. What 

actually left after death is this force of kamma which gives rise to rebirth.  

 

It is not we who are reborn. But, how are we connected with that other one? We are connected 

by the means of kamma. As soon as the mind moment ceases at the time of death, the law 

governing conditioned states is such that there is no gap in between death and rebirth. The next 

consciousness after death is the new consciousness, the rebirth-consciousness.  

 

This is the way in which you might say it is not we who are reborn, but rather it is just a reflection 

of our past deeds that gives rise to a new existence. 
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A long time ago, during Sayagyi’s time, someone asked, “If that other person is not myself, then 

why should I worry about that person?” In this case, all we need to do to find the answer is to 

look back in the past, and we will find that it is because of the deeds of that so-called “other 

person” in previous lives, that we here now, and because of those deeds we are suffering. In this 

way, we can come out of our wrong views to some extent. 

We must understand that in a new existence, the formation of NĀMA and RŪPA is the resultant 

of AVIJJĀ, TANHĀ and KAMMA of previous existence. This is the only righteous belief.  

 

When we shout loudly in the vicinity of a mountain, we hear an echo. This echo is not the original 

sound produced by the man; nor it is independent of the original sound.  

 

When a candle is lit from the flame of a first candle, the new flame is not that of the first; nor it 

is independent of the first candle.  

 

Likewise, a new existence is not the transmigration of the old one, nor it is independent of the 

old. You should bear in mind that if past kamma is wholesome, the present life will be good, both 

in mind and matter. If the past kamma is evil so will be the present life. The good and bad 

experiences in the present life are accounted for by two factors: the deeds done in the past and 

one’s knowledge and diligence in this life. 

 

Now, I want to give an explanation of the mind processes just before death. It is far more 

important to achieve a good rebirth than to die. In order to achieve a good rebirth, one must 

have a good death consciousness. To have a good death consciousness is not as easy as one might 

think, one must be able to control over the mind.  

 

At the moment of death, death consciousness takes as its object one of three things. They are 

kamma (The vision of an action), kamma nimitta (the vision of an article associated with the 

action) and gati nimitta (the vision of the sign of destiny).  

 

At the last moment, a person thinks of something that has been most prominent in his mind. A 

murderer may get an idea that he is going to commit a crime whereas a meditator may think that 

he is meditating. This is known as kamma.  
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A murderer may see a knife where as a monk may see a pagoda or Temple. This is known as 

kamma nimitta.  

 

One may get a vision of hell fire or Deva plane. This is known as gati nimitta.  

 

Therefore, to achieve a good death consciousness, one must follow strictly and diligently the 

Noble Eight-Fold Path. This is to observe at least five moral precepts, practice Ānāpāna and 

Vipassanā meditation regularly throughout your life. 

------------------- 

[The 10 levels of Vipassana knowledge, fetters by Saya U Khin Zaw, International Meditation 

Center (IMC-Yangon), Myanmar, 2016] 
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Aniccalakkhaṇa, Dukkhalakkhaṇa, Anattalakkhaṇa Vatthu 

Dhammapada Verses 277, 278, and 279 

277. 
‘‘Sabbe saṅkhārā aniccā’’ti, yadā paññāya passati; 
Atha nibbindati dukkhe, esa maggo visuddhiyā. 

278. 
‘‘Sabbe saṅkhārā dukkhā’’ti, yadā paññāya passati; 
Atha nibbindati dukkhe, esa maggo visuddhiyā. 

279. 
‘‘Sabbe dhammā anattā’’ti, yadā paññāya passati; 
Atha nibbindati dukkhe, esa maggo visuddhiyā. 

Verse 277: "All conditioned phenomena are impermanent"; when one sees this with Insight-
wisdom, one becomes weary of dukkha (i.e., the khandhas). This is the Path to Purity. 

Verse 278: "All conditioned phenomena are dukkha"; when one sees this with Insight-wisdom, 
one becomes weary of dukkha (i.e., the khandhas). This is the Path to Purity. 

Verse 279: "All phenomena (dhammas) are without Self"; when one sees this with Insight-
wisdom, one becomes weary of dukkha (i.e., the khandhas). This is the Path to Purity. 

--------------- 
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Cula Kamma Vibhanga Sutta 
 
In short, this sutta is also called Subha sutta which was given to Subha by the Buddha. Subha 
asked Buddha what differentiates beings: 

• Short lived and long lived 
• Diseased and healthy 
• Ugly and beautiful 
• Powerless and powerful 
• Poor and rich 
• Low-born and high born 
• Ignorant and wise 

This sutta gives specific examples of the fruits of kamma, good and evil, based on the layman 
notion of good begets good, evil begets evil. 
 
Buddha told Subha: “Beings are owners of kammas, heirs to kamma, born in kamma, bound by 
kamma, have kamma as their refuge. It is kamma that differentiates beings into low and high 
state.” 
 
1. Life expectancy   

• If a man kills, is cruel, tortures, get violent with other living beings, he will be born short 
life. 

• If a man abstains from killing, being violent, torturing and is merciful and compassionate 
to other living beings, he will be born long-life. 

2. Health   

• If a man habitually injures and harms other being, he will be born sickly with various 
diseases. 

• If a man abstains from injuring and harming other beings and is compassionate to all 
living beings, he will be born healthy. 

  3. Ugliness   

• If a man is always angry, often irritable even over trivial remark, stubborn, shows 
temper, he will be born ugly. 

• If a man is not angry, not irritable over strong word, not stubborn, does now show 
temper, he will be born beautiful. 
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  4. Power   

• If a man has a jealous heart, envies others, is vengeful and hold grudges, he will be born 
powerless or lack of influence. 

• If a man has magnanimous heart, not envious of others, not vengeful and does not hold 
grudges, he will be born powerful or with great influence. 

  5. Wealth   

• If a man is greedy and does not give to charity and does not provide requisites to 
sangha, he will be born poor. 

• If a man is generous and gives to charity and provide requisites for sangha, he will be 
born rich. 

  6. Reputation   

• If a man is insensitive, proud and arrogant, does not pay homage, does not rise up to 
the worthy, does not honour and give seat up to the worthy, does not respect to the 
worthy, he will be born in a low family. 

• If a man is sensitive, modest and not arrogant, pays homage, rise up to the worthy, 
honour and give seat up to the worthy, shows respect to the worthy, he will be born in 
the high family. 

  7. Intelligence   

• If a man does not approach the learned and virtuous one to enquire what is good and 
evil, what is right and wrong, what should be practiced and what not, what should be 
done and what shouldn’t, what conduces to one’s welfare and what causes one’s ruin, 
he will be born ignorant and lack of wisdom. 

• If a man approaches the learned and virtuous one to enquire what is good and evil, 
what is right and wrong, what should be practiced and what not, what should be done 
and what shouldn’t, what conduces to one’s welfare and what causes one’s ruin, he will 
be born intelligent. 

----------- 
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The Power of Nibbāna-Dhātu 

By Saya U Khin Zaw 

Another Dhamma talk I want to tell you all is the power of Nibbāna-Dhātu, explained by Sayagyi 

U Ba Khin. Sayagyi said, according to the Buddhist way of thinking, each action, whether by deed, 

word or thought, produces or leaves behind a force of action (saṅkhāra), which goes to the credit 

or debit account of the individual, according to his good or bad objective. This invisible 

something, which we call saṅkhāra, or forces of action, is the product of the mind, with each 

section is related. 

It has no element of extension (I.e., it is not confined by space). The whole universe is filled, 

permeated with the forces of action of all living beings. The causal theory of life has its origin, we 

believe, in these forces - each individual absorbing continually the forces of his own actions and 

at the same time, releasing new forces of actions by deeds, words and thoughts, creating, so to 

speak, an unending cycle of life with pulsation, rhythm and vibration, as its symbol. Let us take 

the forces of good actions as positive and the forces of bad actions as negative. Then we get what 

we may call the positive and negative reactions, which are always taking place everywhere in the 

universe. They are taking place in all animate and inanimate objects in my body, in your body, 

and in the bodies of all living beings. Now, when one can understand these concepts, through a 

proper course of meditation, one knows nature, as it truly is. 

With the awareness of the truth of anicca, and/or dukkha and/or anatta, one develops in oneself, 

what may call the sparkling illumination of Nibbāna-Dhātu, a power that dispels all impurities or 

poisons, the products of bad actions which are the source of one's physical and mental ills. Just 

as fuel is burnt away on ignition, the negative forces (impurities or poison) within are eliminated 

by the Nibbāna-Dhātu, which one generates with a true awareness of anicca in the course of 

meditation. So, I want you to understand this. When you practice Vipassana, awareness of the 

anicca, dukkha and anatta, you know, this produces sparkling illumination of Nibbaba dhatu. This 

Nibbana dhatu can eliminate all the bad things in ourselves. This is very important. This process 

of elimination should go on until such time as both mind and body are completely cleansed of 

such impurities or poisons. That’s why when we practice Vipassana well, our health becomes 

good, because it cleans impurities.   

A note of caution is necessary here, when one develops Nibbāna-Dhātu, the impact of this 

Nibbāna-Dhātu upon the impurities and poisons within one's own system will create a sort of 

upheaval, which must be endured. This upheaval tends to increase the sensitivity to the radiation, 

friction and vibration of the sub-atomic units within. This will grow in intensity, so much so that 

one might feel as though one’s body were just electricity and a mass of suffering. In the case of 

those who have diseases, the impact will be all the stronger and, at times, almost explosive. 

Nevertheless, enduring it, one becomes alive to the fact that a change is taking place for the 

better and that the impurities are gradually diminishing. When you practice Vipassana you can, 
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encounter the upheaval. So, don't be afraid. Sayagyi said, keep on practicing, you will overcome 

them.  

For your encouragement, I read this discourse by Sayagyi. For today, my lecture comes to an end. 

---------- 
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Ten Soldiers of Mara 

Today my dhamma discourse will be the Ten soldiers of Mara, the power of Mara. 

Students should know about the power of Mara. 

Shortly after the Buddha taught the first sermon, the Buddha was approached by Mara, 

who tried to claim that he still had control over the Buddha. Buddha reaffirmed his complete 

liberation from all fetters. But those who are still striving are sometimes deceived. We should 

never underestimate the power of Mara, the Buddha said, "Bikkhus I do not see any single power, 

which is as difficult to overcome as the power of Mara.”  

In the Sutta Nipata, the power of Mara is detailed as ten armies. The buddha teach about 

them in the Padhana sutta. We have to be aware of the ten soldiers of Mara and we have to be 

vigilant. What are the ten soldiers of Mara that stop your meditation? 

1. First soldier of Mara: Sensuous craving or desire.  

Having desire to enjoy sensual pleasures. Sayagyi said that even though students came to 

his center to meditate, they put striving for Nibbana aside thinking, I’ll befriend Sayagyi. 

He knows all the influential people. I will ask him for favors. They wanted a good job after 

passing their exams and finishing school. There were people who came with this intention 

in their minds. For example, they went to the meditation center, thinking that if they 

became friendly with the prime minister, they might be given an import license. There are 

people like that. Their motivation to meditate is to obtain material gain. This type of 

longing for material things is induced by Mara. If this wanting is there, no understanding 

will arise. Mara disturbs us so that we don’t understand the dhamma. So, we must avoid 

these desires. (In our center, every ten-day course we play Sayagyi’s dhamma talk about 

ten soldiers of Mara. Sayagyi explained in Burmese. What I’m reading here is the 

translation from Burmese). This is why we follow Sayagyi’s example in having the students 

say, Nibbanassa sacci-karnatthaya me bhante (Reverend Sir, please teach me so that I 

may experience the Nibbanic peace within). When you say this, the implication is, I’ve 
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come here to experience Nibbana and for that reason only. Why do you want to 

experience Nibbana? We learn from the texts in Pali canon that when we die, we are 

almost certain to go to the lower planes of existences. As the Buddha said, Bikkhus the 

people who are reborn as human beings after death are as few as the grains of sand on 

my finger nail. People who go to the lower worlds are as numerous as the grains of sand 

in the whole Earth. What is the reason for this? Not knowing the four noble truths is the 

reason. So, if you don’t understand the four noble truths, you are going to go to the lower 

planes of existences for certain. We are teaching you the dhamma, so that you 

understand the four noble truths. A student once said to Sayagyi, “I don’t want to 

understand them, or we want to go slowly, if we don’t understand the four noble truths, 

never mind”. Sayagyi told them that if this was their attitude, he cannot do anything to 

help them. He gave the teachings freely but he could not force people to understand. It 

is not easy for me to give dhamma, Sayagyi told us. As I said, I have to combat Mara at 

the same time, I’m teaching you. May be Mara becomes angry with me at times but that 

can’t be helped.          

2. Second soldier of Mara: Discontent.  

No wish to stay at a peaceful and quiet place, such as the Meditation Centre. Not enjoying 

the solitary, secluded life. Sayagyi told us the story of a man, who started thinking about 

leaving the centre. He packed up all his belongings early in the morning, while others were 

meditating and was planning to leave, while Sayagyi checked the students around 8 o’ 

clock. He was going to leave as quickly as possible on the first bus he could catch. His 

luggage was going to be picked up later. For some reason, Sayagyi decided to give the 

students an hour of strong determination (Adhitthana), earlier than he usually did that 

day. So, the man was caught in the Adhitthana sitting. It tied him down and he could not 

leave. As soon as the Adhitthana sitting was over, the man’s urge to leave was gone.    
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3. Third soldier of Mara is hungry and discontent in food.  

Not to be satisfied with the food one gets. Being burnt by hunger and thirst, is the work 

of Mara’s soldiers. I’m hungry, I’m hungry. Now, are you beginning to become hungry 

too? Sayagyi had a student, who was so attached to food that he came here (to the center) 

with pine wood trunks, full of food. He said, Sayagyi I don’t think I can make it without 

eating in the evening. Well, if you are hungry, you can eat, Sayagyi replied. But try not to 

do so for first 2 or 3 days and then see. Also, I would like to drink something early in the 

morning, when I get up (Student said). Yes, you can drink something with the first rays at 

dawn. Sayagyi said this in order to make it easier for him. But he told him to try not to pay 

attention to hunger. Another student told to Sayagyi, when he went to IMC Yangon, 

“After three days of observing the 8 precepts I have become dizzy. Throughout my life 

I’ve not been able to observe the uposatha precepts for more than three days. Please 

make an exception for me in this small matter”. In this case, I’ll make an exception, of 

course, Sayagyi said. After that the man went to the centre. He meditated for one day 

and then a second one then he got used to it and didn’t feel hunger. If one finds the 

dhamma, there is no longer any hunger. If one doesn’t have the dhamma, then there is 

hunger. It is this hunger inside us that makes us feel hungry. But if we gain control over 

this hunger then it can’t remain. Suddenly the hunger comes, then the meditator 

experiences dhamma and there is no more hunger.     

4. Fourth soldier of Mara: Craving (taṇhā).  

Thirst to eat various kinds of food during the course. The craving to experience variety of 

tasty foods and drink. You may find that when you are on a vegetarian diet, as we are 

here, you may have craving for chicken or meat. You may be tempted to do as some 

Germans did, who didn’t like food cooked at one of the daily meditation centers at 

Yangon. They went out into town and bought fried noodles. Some of these desires 

become irresistible. Therefore, we follow Sayagyi’s example in making every effort to 

serve good food on our courses. Our courses are inspired by example of Sayamagyi, who 

made every effort to serve delicious food, when she was in charge of the kitchen at IMC 
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Yangon during Sayagyi U Ba Khin’s lifetime. If you eat a great variety of tasty dishes, what 

will happen? Will the desire for different tastes not come up anymore? Will it quiten 

down? The food that we eat must come in contact with our tongue. Can we eat it without 

enjoying its taste? No one except Arahats can do that. So, you come here to do away with 

desires altogether. You have given up defilements so that desires diminish. You are 

getting rid of impurities. If you close your eyes, the desire for physical shape doesn’t arise. 

Does it? You can eliminate the desire for sounds also. No one comes here with a radio, 

playing songs of popular singers. You won’t hear them here, even if you want to. As for 

the desire for scents, no one here wears perfumes and scents, so that desire too is 

checked. There is no opportunity for physical touch, so that desire is also eliminated. But 

can you avoid taste? You can avoid experiencing taste through your tongue, only if you 

stop eating. You can call the doctor and make him inject you with glucose, etc. Otherwise, 

the only way to give your body energy is through eating food, which has to pass through 

your mouth and over your tongue. If we reduce the tastiness of food a little, thus the 

craving for taste diminishes. We have come here to eradicate this craving, this defilement, 

and you are in the process of doing just that. We control the desire for food here, in order 

not to strengthen this craving in you and we do that by limiting ourselves to vegetarian 

food. If you try to rid yourself of defilements so completely, as to annihilate them 

altogether, you have to put aside everything. Mara is bringing up the craving for food, 

deep inside you. We don’t serve an evening meal here, for the old students. And this 

makes things much easier. You can see, how the people in the kitchen have to cook every 

morning and they are relieved not to have to cook an evening meal for everyone as well. 

For you too, it is much better. If you eat at night, you will certainly become sleepy. Can 

you be satisfied without eating in the afternoon? If you eat enough at lunch time, may be 

double the normal amount, then the body will be satisfied with that.            

5. Fifth soldier of Mara: Sloth and torpor (thīna - middha).  

It makes you live in a state of apathy, stooper and drowsiness. That is normal. Even 

venerable Maha Moggallāna, one of the Buddha’s two chief disciples was struck by this. 
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You too feel drowsy at times, when you are meditating. Some students even fall asleep in 

sitting position. Quite a few of the people who meditate here, snore too. This is the attack 

of thīna - middha (sloth and torpor). It is not possible to avoid them altogether. When 

Vipassana practice becomes strong, the Nibbana dhatu, the element of Nibbana arises. 

Then you will meet with the unwholesome forces that lie dormant in you. When these 

(unwholesome) forces arise, they manifest themselves as smoke. When the haze 

becomes intense, you will feel drowsy, you will nod. Never mind, let it be. When it is gone, 

start again immediately and breath intentionally. You have lost your samadhi. This is 

escape from within. When you escape in this way your samadhi goes and you have to 

collect your attention again at the nostrils again. Breath quiet sharply and then go back 

to natural breathing. In some cases, the appreciation of anicca becomes very good. And 

as you understand the concept of anicca, you will find it in reality in your body. When you 

find it in your body, your understanding settles deeply into your mind.  

When your mind becomes bright and light, the strong forces inside you react, they 

explode, and cause trouble; and then what happens? anicca disappears. You stumble. I 

don’t know what happened, you say. Sometimes you lose courage like this suddenly.  

There are two ways to deal with this problem. You can build up your samadhi again in the 

way we described just now or you can go outside wake up yourself and take it easy for a 

while. You must do something so that these forces will die away. The smoke and haze in 

your mind will settle down and then you must go to work again. Don’t go to sleep. These 

are the two ways of dealing with these situations once and for all. They are practical and 

very important. This sort of drowsiness always comes with meditation.  

Now, what is underneath the human plane, in the 31 planes of existences. There are the 

hells, the animal world, the ghosts (peta) world, and the asura (demon) world. Everyone 

has akusala kamma (wrong actions of the past) inside that will result in the rebirths in the 

hell, or in the animal world, in the peta world, or in the asura world. If you observe these 

akusala forces in you, from now on, they will come to an end. And only then will the kusala 

forces surface. The forces of akusala kamma that cause rebirth in the hells are as hot as 
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hell fire. If the forces that lead to the rebirth in the animal world come up, you feel 

sluggish, heavy and stupid. 

Forces of kamma that will take you to peta world will make you feel like a hungry ghost. 

You may think that this won’t happen to you. But it could. Don’t think it couldn’t. At the 

moment akusala force meets you, you will encounter difficulties. You will have a rough 

time with hardness and stiffness coming up. Each force has its own nature and manifest 

itself accordingly. When it comes up, you have to keep knowing that with anicca in your 

body. This will go away. Don’t just talk about anicca. Don’t just talk about arising and 

vanishing. There has to be this knowledge of anicca, that comes from truly knowing the 

arising and dissolution of the physical phenomena, through experience. In this way you 

will be victorious.   

6. Sixth soldier of Mara: Fear of staying alone.  

Because of this you don’t want to be alone. It makes your fearful and frightened. Sayagyi 

spoke of people, who were not able to sit in the dhamma hall at IMC Yangon. They had to 

go to another room. Sometimes they would look for a companion to go with them. Such 

things happen, one becomes afraid without any apparent reason. This comes from inside. 

One of Sayagyi’s students was afraid of staying alone. She lived in a huge house and spent 

about 100,000 kyats to do up the back of the house. No one in Myanmar had a bathroom, 

like the one she had. She was very up to date. Her house was vast but she didn’t dare to 

stay in the huge house by herself. She always had someone to be with her. Eventually, 

she came to meditate under Sayagyi’s guidance. But she also brought the servant with 

her. She even brought the servant along to the meditation room to wait for her. Sayagyi, 

she said, allow me to meditate with the light on. So, he kept the light on for her. Then she 

also wanted someone sitting right behind her. It is understandable that a person may get 

frightened at times, while meditating. But this lady also left the toilet door open, when 

she went to the toilet. Someone had to sit by the door and wait. She is that kind. It was 

very difficult. She was always frightened and could not remain by herself. When she was 

left alone, she became very peculiar. Fear crept right through her and she shivered. When 
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she came to meditate at IMC, Yangon, Sayagyi gave her the dhamma. And he had to give 

her a large room as well. She needed a trolley for all the things she brought along from 

her house. She came with a table and all sorts of things as well as an attendant. On the 

second course, she brought along fewer things. When she came for the third time, she 

stayed in a small cell. Not only did she stay in a small cell, she also no longer needed any 

attention. She stayed in the dark cell by herself. Later, she came to the centre every 

evening. Every month without fail she came for a 10-day retreat. She benefitted greatly 

from this meditation. She was foremost in being afraid but after coming to Sayagyi she 

was cured from her fear.  

7. Seventh soldier of Mara: Doubt (vicikicchā).  

Will I get the dhamma or won’t I? Everybody has this doubt. Will I achieve anything in this 

meditation? Of course, you will achieve something. Even though you have achieved 

something, after sometime, you will feel that you also want to attain the magga and phala 

(path and fruition) states. Sayagyi pointed out that some people thought it was easy to 

attain these states in Myanmar. People would come to his centre, who wanted to drop, 

that is to say experience Nibbana, even before they started. He suggested they go to 

meditation centers, where teachers claimed to have people attained Nibbana in no time 

at all. The important thing Sayagyi said are the akusala forces, the doubts, the 

defilements, that lie dormant in us. We have to cleanse ourselves of these forces. This is 

what is important.  

8. The eighth soldier of Mara: Pride and arrogance.  

When you obtain a small amount of insight into dhamma, your pride arises. You have 

found the dhamma inside your body and your appreciation is still growing. When you 

have purified yourself of some forces, you think, “I’m good”. Pride arises in you. You look 

over there and think, that another person has not understood much yet. I will help him a 

little. Sayagyi told us the story of his student of his, who had been a football player and 

who had begun meditating in 1952. He was very truculent, very tough. But still he 
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meditated and his appreciation of the dhamma was very good. Sometimes he saw blue 

rays emanating from his body, while he meditated or while he was lying down in his cell. 

Other meditators such as another man, meditating at the centre, at that time could not 

meditate continuously. He would ask for a little bucket and then he would fetch some 

water, took a broom and started to clean.  

Come, come, Sayagyi said to him. I invited you to the centre, so that you could attain 

Nibbana. So that you would meditate. Not so that you could perform small meritorious 

deeds that will give results in the deva world. You came here not to acquire merits that 

will result in rebirth in the deva planes. You came to eradicate even the kusala kamma 

that gives rebirth in the deva world. Even you get rid of the good kamma that gives birth 

in the brahma planes, the highest planes of existence. Don’t do this kind of work to 

acquire merit. The former football player developed suddenly and rapidly. At that time, 

the dhamma hall at IMC Yangon, had not been built yet. There was a small hut that was 

on the property, when the land was bought. Sayagyi and some of his disciples were sitting 

around the hut talking one morning, when the football player came out of his meditation 

cell. “Sayagyi look”, he said. He lifted his lungyi up to his thighs. There were big lumps 

from his thighs down to the calves. Forces inside were kicking up. “Sayagyi look, look”, he 

said. These inner forces came up with so much violence, you see. Then he told the other 

meditators, you too should work hard like me. But Sayagyi warned us we shouldn’t go 

around talking about dhamma while on a meditation course. If you have questions ask 

the teacher. If you want to discuss things, come to the teacher. If you go and talk to other 

meditators about your achievements, there is always pride and therefore evil involved. 

This man thought, he was very good and that others needed his help.  

Another student, who was at IMC Yangon at the same time as the football player, was a 

calm and tranquil man. Well, my friend I’m taking it easy, he told him. It is like the story 

of the hare and the tortoise, Sayagyi told the football player. You are the hare and you 

think yourself very quick but the tortoise will catch up slowly and steadily. The next day, 

the former football player couldn’t get anicca. It had disappeared. He didn’t even know 
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where to look for it. “Please help me Sayagyi”, he said. The other student worked slowly 

and steadily and he developed to a very good level. The former football player was getting 

nowhere. Sayagyi told stories about these other students, so that, his students could 

understand the nature of forces. It was quiet a headache for him, at that time. Why 

couldn’t that man, we mentioned earlier get the dhamma? Sometimes Sayagyi saw him 

washing the walls or sweeping the floor. He didn’t meditate. Well, Sayagyi said to himself, 

“I will have a look at this man”. He found that the man was doing something different. He 

was sitting in the cell, in the pagoda, where the Buddha statue is now. That night Sayagyi 

opened the door, with sudden push and caught him. He was counting beads in his cell. 

“Give them to me”, Sayagyi said and took them away. While he was counting the beads, 

the Ogre connected with his beads influenced the man. When people count beads, certain 

kinds of force tend to come into them. Not all beads are like this, of course. But the ones 

that are received from some masters are possessed with guardian Yakkhas, Ogres. That is 

why Sayagyi had to take his beads away from the man. Only then could he meditate and 

get the dhamma. Whether or not the force gets angry with me in such cases, I don’t know, 

Sayagyi said. He suggested that we keep low profile when dhamma ripens in us. He said, 

we should keep up our own meditation living a quiet and modest life.   

9. The ninth soldier of Mara: Prestige and fame.  

When the teacher becomes famous, he receives gifts. Sayagyi pointed out that he too was 

given respect and gifts. He had to restrict this quiet a bit so that no pride would arise in 

him. Similarly, achievements and knowledge students gain on a meditation course, can 

be reason for feeling proud. But they should control themselves and suppress pride. 

When Sayagyi started to teach, only a few people who were directly connected with his 

office, went to IMC Yangon. This center was built as a place, where his office staff could 

meditate in their free time. When the center was started, Sayagyi didn’t think first about 

money, the first thing he did was teach the dhamma. Any one of his office staff, who 

meditated for 10 days became the member of the association, associated with the center. 

The admission fee was 10 days meditation. To be admitted they didn’t not have to pay a 
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penny. They only needed to meditate regularly and maintain their dhamma. This is how 

Sayagyi’s center was established. You can’t print money, Sayagyi said, but you can 

practice the dhamma. That’s what I believe in. Because of this, I myself didn’t had any 

money. Nobody at his center was rich, he said. He didn’t own the center, even though it 

was called U Ba Khin’s meditation center. Even though he was the teacher, he didn’t own 

it. If the Vipassana association of the accountant general’s office, decided to send him 

away, he would have to go. Once a year, Sayagyi would step down and since he was 

always re-elected as president, he assumed that position. But he said, if the other 

members of the association elected someone, they thought was better than him, it was 

alright with him. If someone at the meeting didn’t like him, and said, Sayagyi talks too 

much, he shouts too much, we want someone else, then he would go. He made this clear 

right from the beginning. I can also go to America or some other place, he said, and teach 

the dhamma there.    

10.  The tenth soldier of Mara: Mixing of wrong dhamma with pure dhamma for material 

gain.  

This danger arises when one gains materially from teaching the dhamma through 

offerings he is given. Because there is wrong dhamma, there is profiteering. One praises 

oneself and talks despicably of others. Sayagyi mentioned the case of a foreign woman, 

who came to him and started to talk about others. He stopped her immediately. We don’t 

talk about others, he explained, whatever they may say about us. Some people are not 

able to continue to teach the pure and real dhamma, once they start getting offerings and 

gifts. In order to gain many disciples and to please them, they start to preach fake 

dhammas that the Buddha didn’t give. This happens due to greed for material gain. 

Remember these ten dangers, which we call the ten soldiers of Mara. 

----------- 
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Dependent Origination 

(Paṭicca-samuppāda) 

By Saya U Khin Zaw 

Feb. 2021 

Today I will give the discourse about Dependent Origination, Paṭicca-samuppāda. Paṭicca-

samuppāda is the basic teaching of Buddhism. The Buddha said to Ananda, “this Paṭicca-

samuppāda is indeed deep. It is through not understanding, through not penetrating this 

doctrine, all beings have become twisted like a matted ball of thread and unable to pass beyond 

the misery states of existence and saṃsāra, the cycle of existence.” The Buddha clearly declared 

that the first beginning of existence is something that cannot be imagined. And that such notions 

and speculations of a beginning may lead to mental derangement. Every effect becomes in turn 

a cause and it goes on forever as long as ignorance and craving are allowed to continue. For 

instance, a coconut is the principal cause or near cause of the coconut tree. Similarly, a person 

has two parents, four grandparents, and thus the law of cause and effect extends unbrokenly like 

the waves of the sea. 

It is just impossible to think of a first beginning. None can trace the ultimate origin of 

anything, not even of a grain of sand, let alone of human beings. It is useless and meaningless to 

go in search of a beginning in a beginningless past. Life is not an identity; it is a becoming. It is a 

combination of mind and body. Instead of a first cause, the Buddha speaks of conditionality. The 

whole world is subject to the law of cause and effect, in other words action and reaction. The 

Dependent Origination was discovered by the Buddha through his awakening. Immediately after 

his enlightenment, the Buddha said at the foot of the Bodhi Tree at Gaya experiencing the 

Supreme Bliss of emancipation. When the seven days had passed, he emerged from that 

samādhi, state of concentrated power and during the first watch of the night, thought over the 

dependent origination as to how things arise (anuloma). The doctrine of Paṭicca-samuppāda is 

not the work of some divine power; it is not a creation. Whether a Buddha arises or not, the fact 

is: 

“When this is, that comes to be; 

With the arising of this, that arises. 

When this is not, that does not come to be; 

With the cessation of this, that ceases.” 

This conditionality goes on forever, uninterrupted and uncontrolled by any external 

agency or power of any sort. The Buddha discovered this external truth, the Paṭicca-samuppāda 

with twelve factors. 
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(1) Ignorance (Avijjā)  

Let us now deal with the twelve factors of the Paṭicca-samuppāda one by one in due 

order. The first point for discussion is avijjā, ignorance. What is avijjā? It is not knowing the Four 

Noble Truths. It is also not knowing Dependent Origination. Further, avijjā is the non-perception 

of the nature of the five aggregates or mind and body. Ignorance or delusion is one of the root 

causes of all unwholesome actions, all moral defilements (akusala). All conceivable wrong notions 

are the results of ignorance. That is why ignorance is enumerated as the first link of the chain of 

the twelve-fold Paṭicca-samuppāda. Nevertheless, ignorance should not be regarded as a prima 

causa, a first beginning, or an ultimate origin of things. It is certainly not the first cause; there is 

no conception of a first cause in Buddhist thought.  

The doctrine of Paṭicca-samuppāda can be illustrated by a circle, for it is the cycle of 

existence, bhavacakka. In a circle any given point may be taken as the starting point. Each and 

every factor of the Paṭicca-samuppāda can be joined together with another of the series, and 

therefore no single factor can stand by itself or function independently of the rest. All are 

interdependent and inseparable. Nothing is independent or isolated. Dependent origination is an 

unbroken process.  

Ignorance, the first factor of the series, therefore, is not the sole condition for kamma, 

volitional formations, the second factor, (Saṅkhāra). A tripod, for instance, is supported by its 

three legs; it stands upright because of the independence of the legs. If one gives way, the other 

two fall to the ground unsupported. So, too, the factors of this Paṭicca-samuppāda supports one 

another in various ways. 

 

(2) Saṅkhāra (Volitional Formations) 

Avijjā paccayā Saṅkhāra, “dependent on ignorance arise volitional formations, kamma.” In 

the Paṭicca-samuppāda, however, Saṅkhāra is restricted to mean simply all good and evil actions 

(kusala-akusala kamma), all actions, physical, verbal, and mental which will bring about reactions. 

Let us, therefore, understand it in this context simply as kamma.  

Ignorance, avijjā which has taken root in man is the blindness that prevents a man from seeing 

his actions as they really are, and so also craving to drive him on to further actions. If there were 

no ignorance there would be no such actions. In the absence of actions conditioned by ignorance, 

there will be no rebirth, and the whole mass of suffering will cease. In order to exemplify how 

the twelve factors of the Paṭicca-samuppāda act upon a connected sequence of lives, the formula 

has been conceived as extending over three consecutive existences past, present and future. 

Ignorance of the real nature of life is primarily the ignorance of the Four Noble Truths. It 

is because of this non-knowledge of the truth that beings take birth again and again. Says the 

Buddha; “Monks, it is true not understanding, not penetrating the Four Noble Truths that we 

have run so long, wondered on so long in this long, long way both you and I... But when these 
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Four Noble Truths are understood and penetrated, rooted out is the craving for existence, 

destroyed is that which leads to renewed becoming, and there is no more coming to be.”  

 

(3) Viññāṇa (Consciousness) 

Saṅkhāra paccayā Viññāṇam, “Dependent on kamma arises rebirth consciousness.”  

Dependent on the kamma, or good and evil actions of the past, is conditioned the 

conscious life in this present birth. Rebirth Consciousness, therefore, is the first factor, or first of 

the conditioning links belonging to the present existence. Avijjā and Saṅkhāra, ignorance and 

kamma belonging to the past together produce birth Consciousness. We read in the Mahā Nidāna 

Sutta of Dīgha Nikāya, how “once ignorance and craving are destroyed, good and evil actions no 

more come into being, consequently no more rebirth consciousness will spring up again in the 

mother's womb.” Hence it is clear that rebirth is caused by one's own good and evil actions and 

is not the work of a supreme being, a Creator God, nor is it due to mere chance. Rebirth 

Consciousness is also conditioned, and therefore is not permanent. Consciousness also comes 

into being and passes away yielding place to a new Consciousness. Thus, this perpetual stream 

of consciousness goes on until existence ceases. In the absence of rebirth Consciousness, no 

“being” exists in this sensual world.   

There is the last moment of consciousness (cuti citta) belonging to the immediately 

previous life. Immediately following the cessation of that consciousness that arises the first 

moment of consciousness of the present life, which as stated above this termed re-linking 

consciousness (Paṭisandhi Viññāṇa). Between these two moments of consciousness however, 

there is no interval, which means either a being in the womb or a being in between the state of 

death and that of rebirth. It should be clearly understood that relinking consciousness is not a 

“self” or a “soul” or an ego entity that experiences the fruits of good and evil deeds. 
 

During the time of the Buddha there was a monk called Sāti, who held the following view; 

“In so far as I understand the Dhamma taught by the Buddha, it is the same consciousness that 

transmigrates and wonders about in rebirth.”  

 

The monks who heard of this try to prevent Sāti saying, “Do not brother, Sāti, speaks thus, 

do not misrepresent the Lord; apart from conditions, there is no origination of consciousness.” 

But Sāti would not change his view. Thereupon the monks reported the matter to the Buddha, 

who summoning him, spoke to him thus: Is it true, as he said, that an adverse view like this has 

arisen in you, Sāti. “In so far I understand the Dhamma taught by the Lord, it is this consciousness 

itself that runs on, get on, not another.” 

https://www.wisdomlib.org/definition/patisandhi
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“But to whom, foolish man, have you heard me teaching the Dhamma in this way? Have 

I not in many ways explained consciousness as arising out of conditions, that apart from 

conditions, there is no arising of consciousness? But now you, foolish man, misrepresent me 

because of your own wrong grasp.” 

 

The Buddha then explained the different types of consciousness and made clear, by 

means of examples, how consciousness arises depending on conditions. 

 

(4) Nāma-Rūpa  

Viññāṇa paccayā Nāma-Rūpa, “depending on rebirth consciousness arises mind and 

matter.” Mind (Nāma) consists of consciousness, sensation, perception and volition. Sensation, 

perception and volition are called mental factors. Accordingly, mind is the combination of 

consciousness and mental factors. Matter (Rūpa) is an aggregate (a group) of four basic elements 

namely Paṭhavī, Āpo, Tejo and Vāyo. The combination of the four basic elements gives secondary 

qualities namely Vaṇṇa, Gandha, Rasa, Ojā. These eight classes are inseparable. Such an 

aggregate is called a kalapa in Pali. 

 

(5)  Saḷāyatanam 

Nāma-Rūpa paccayā Saḷāyatanam, “depending on Nāma-Rūpa arises the six sense bases.” 

They are eye sense base, ear sense base, nose sense base, tongue sense base, body sense base 

and mind base. If there were no nāma-rūpa, no Saḷāyatana, six sense bases could arise. Thus 

nāma-rūpa and six sense bases are interrelated and interdependent. 

 

(6) Phassa  

Saḷāyatana paccayā Phasso, “dependent on the six sense bases arise contact.” When eye 

sense base comes into contact with visible form, eye consciousness arises. The combination of 

these three is called eye contact. Similarly with ear and sounds, and so on, down to mind and 

mental objects. Thus, it is clear that contact (Phassa) is conditioned by both the six sense bases 

and the six sense objects.  

 

In brief, “depending on six sense bases arise contact or impression;” means: The visual 

contact conditioned by the eye; the sound contact conditioned by the ear; the smell contact 

conditioned by the nose; the taste contact conditioned by the tongue; the bodily contact 

conditioned by the body; the mental contact conditioned by the mind.  
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(7) Vedanā  

Phassa paccayā Vedanā, “depending on contact arises feeling.” Feeling is sixfold; feeling 

born of visual contact, feeling born of sound contact, feeling born of smell contact, feeling born 

of taste contact, feeling born of body contact and feeling born of mental contact. Feeling may be 

pleasurable (sukha), painful (dukkha) or neutral, i.e., neither pleasurable nor painful. 

 

With the arising of contact, simultaneously there arises feeling (Vedanā), and it can never be 

stopped by any power or force. Such is the nature of contact and feeling. Seeing a form, hearing 

a sound, smelling an odour, tasting a flavour, touching some tangible thing, perceiving a mental 

object, we experience feeling; but it cannot be said that all beings experience the same feeling 

with the same object. And object, for instance, which may be felt agreeable by one, may be felt 

unpleasant by another, and neutral by still another. Feeling also may differ in accordance with 

circumstances. A sense object which once arouse unpleasant feelings in us may possibly produce 

pleasant feelings in us under different circumstances, in a totally different background  

- geographical condition, climatic conditions, etc. Thus, we learn how feeling is conditioned by 

contact. 

 

(8) Tanhā (Craving) 

Vedanā paccayā Tanhā, “dependent on feeling arises craving.” Craving has its source, its 

origin, it's rise in feeling. All forms of desire are included in Tanhā. Greed, thirst, desire, lust, 

burning, yearning, longing, inclination affection, household love - these are some of the many 

terms that denote Tanhā. The enemy of the whole world is lust or craving through which all evils 

come to living beings.  

 

What then is craving? Craving for sensual pleasures (kāma-tanhā), craving for continued 

existence (bhava-tanhā), craving for non-existence (vibhava- tanhā). “Where does craving arise 

and take root? Forms, sounds, smells, tastes, bodily contacts, and ideas are delightful and 

pleasurable, there craving arises and takes root.”  

 

Craving, when obstructed by some cause, is transformed into wrath and frustration. 

“From craving arises grief, from craving arises fear. To one free from craving there is no grief, no 

fear? “. Man is always attracted by the pleasant and the delightful and in his search for pleasure 

he ceaselessly runs after the six kinds of sense objects and clings to them. He little realizes that 

no amount of forms, sounds, smells, tastes, tangibles and mental objects will ever satisfy the eye, 

ear, nose, tongue, body and mind. In this intense thirst for either possessions or the gratifications 

of desires, he gets bound to the wheel of saṃsāra, is twisted and torn between the spokes of 
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agony, and secured closes the door to final deliverance. The Buddha was most absolute against 

this mad rush and warned;  

“Pleasure is a bond, a joy, that's brief, not lasting long. Of little taste leading to prolonged 

pain. The wise know that the hook is baited. All sensual pleasures are lasting for a short time, like 

sugar coated pills of poison they deceive us, in a gradual way, but with harmful effects. As stated 

above, whenever craving for these objects is connected with sensual pleasures, it is called 

“sensuous craving.” When it is associated with the belief in eternal personal existence, then it is 

called “craving for continued existence” (bhava-tanhā), this is what is known as Sassata-diṭṭhi or 

eternalism. When craving is associated with the belief in self-annihilation at death, then it is 

called craving for self-annihilation.” This is what is known as uccheda- diṭṭhi.  
 

Craving is conditioned not only by pleasurable and agreeable feelings, but by unhappy 

and unpleasant feelings, too. A man in distress craves and thirsts to get rid of it and longs for 

happiness and release. To express it in another way, the poor and the needy, the sick and the 

disabled, in brief, all sufferers crave for happiness, security and support. On the other hand, the 

rich, the healthy, who have not glimpsed the sufferings of the distressed, and who are already 

experiencing pleasure, also crave. They crave and long for more and more pleasures. Thus, 

craving is insatiable. As cattle go in search of fresh pasture, so do people go in quest of fleeting 

pleasures, constantly seeking fuel for this life-flame. Their greed is inordinate. The more we 

crave, the more we suffer; sorrow is the tribute we have to pay for having craved. Wherefore, 

know this craving as our foe here, in saṃsāra, that guides us to continued and repeated sentient 

existence, and so builds the “House of Being”. 

 

The Buddha on attaining full enlightenment spoke these joyful words: 

 “I have run through countless births in journeying on, seeking, but not finding, the builder 

of the house. Being born again and again is suffering. You are seen, house builder. You will not 

build a house again. All your rafters are broken. Your ridge-pole is torn asunder. The mind has 

arrived at the extinction of conditioned phenomena. The complete destruction of cravings has 

been experienced.” 

 

(9) Upādāna (Clinging) 

Tanhā paccayā Upādānam, “depending on craving arises clinging.” Upādāna, clinging or 

attachment is four-fold. 

1.  Clinging to sensual pleasures or sense desires (Kāma-upādāna) 

2. Clinging to wrong views (Diṭṭhi-upādāna)  

https://www.wisdomlib.org/definition/sassataditthi
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3.  Clinging to wrong practices, rites and rituals (Sīlabbata- upādāna),   

4. And clinging to self or atta. 

 

Kamma here means both the craving and the craved object. Kilesa kamma and vutu 

kamma and when that craving for such desired objects becomes intensified, it is known as kamma 

upādāna or clinging. Man entertains thoughts of craving and in proportion as he feels to ignore 

them, they grow to get intensified to the degree of strong clinging.  

 

All the vicious wrong views, diṭṭhi that were in existence during the time of the Buddha 

can be included in annihilationism, uccheda-diṭṭhi and eternalism, sassata-diṭṭhi. To some, 

especially to the intellectuals, at times the giving up of a view that they have long cherished is 

more difficult than giving up objects of sense. Of all wrong views the clinging to a belief in a soul 

or self or an abiding ego-entity is the strongest, foremost and most harmful. 

 

It is not without good reason that the Buddha rejected the notion of a self or a soul (atta). 

In this conflux of mind and body, which undergoes change without remaining the same for two 

consecutive movements, the Buddha could not see a lasting indestructible soul. In other words, 

he could locate no abiding soul in this ever-changing “being”. The Buddha therefore emphatically 

denied an atta either in the five aggregates or elsewhere. “All this”, he said, is void of an attā or 

anything of the nature of an attā. If this wrong notion is got rid of, all the existing wrong and 

harmful views automatically cease.  

The Buddha's clear injunction to Mogharaja is: “Oh Mogharaja, ever mindful. See the 

world as void. Having eradicated the view of a self, one may overcome death.” The doctrine of 

anattā is exclusively Buddhistic and is distinguishable from every other religion and philosophy. 

It is the heart and core of the Buddha's teaching. It was the recognition that this self (attā) is a 

hallucination that made the Buddha’s Doctrine so remarkable and so unique.  

 

All the existing religions do believe in a soul or self. To the believers in a soul, soul is a 

permanent entity that has taken root in all beings.  

 

In conventional usage, we speak of a “being”, “I”, etc., but in the higher sense there exists 

no “being”; there is no “I”, personality. Each one of us is the manifestation of his or her kammic-

force and a composition of nothing but an ever-changing conflux of mind and body. This mind 

and body separated from each other lose something of their potency and cannot function alone 

indefinitely. But as a boat and a boatman together cross the stream, and as a lame man mounted 
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on the shoulders of a blind man reach their destination so mind and body when wedded together 

function best. The conflux of mind and body goes on as constantly as waves of the sea, or as the 

Buddhists texts say, like a flowing stream. Thus the “being” or mind and body, saṃsāra, all the 

procession of events is utterly free from the notion of a soul. 

 

(10)  Bhava 

Upādāna paccayā Bhavo, “dependent on clinging arises becoming.” Becoming is twofold 

and should be understood as two processes: Kamma-process (kamma bhava) and kamma 

resultant process, (upapatti bhava). Kamma-bhava is the accumulated good and evil actions, the 

“kammically active side of life”. Upapatti-bhava is the “kammically passive and morally neutral 

side of life,” and signifies the kamma resultant rebirth process in the next life. 

 

The Paṭiccasamuppāda is concerned not only with the present life, but with all the three lives, 

past, present and future. Kamma or the good and evil actions mentioned in the first clause belong 

to the past and on those past actions the present life depends. The kamma that is referred to 

here in this clause Upādāna paccayā Bhavo, belongs to the present life and that in turn causes 

future life, Upādāna paccayā bhavo, means clinging (upādāna) is the condition of the kamma-

process, or actions, and of the kamma resultant rebirth process.  

(11) Jāti  

Bhava-paccayā Jāti, “depending on becoming arises birth.” Here birth means not the 

actual childbirth, but the appearance of the five aggregates in the mother's womb. This process 

is conditioned by kamma-bhava. The present birth is brought about by the craving, clinging and 

volitions of the past birth, and the craving, clinging and acts of will of the present birth bring 

about future rebirth. According to the teaching of the Buddha, it is this kamma volition that 

divides beings into high and low. Thus, kamma is the corollary of rebirth and rebirth, on the other 

hand, is the corollary of kamma. There is nothing that passes or transmigrates from one life to 

another. Is it not possible to light one lamp from another, and in this process does any flame pass 

from one to the other? Do you not see the continuity of the flame? It is neither the same flame 

nor a totally different one. 

 

The kammic process (kamma-bhava), therefore is the force in virtue of which reactions follow 

actions; it is the energy that, out of a present life conditions a future life in unending sequence. 

“Desire gives rise to deed; deed gives rise to result; results express itself as new body endowed 

with new desire. Deed is as inevitably followed by results as the body by its shadow. This is merely 

the universal natural law of conservation of energy extended to the moral domain. As in the 

universe no energy can ever be lost, so also in the individual nothing can be lost of the strong 

force accumulated by desire. This strong energy is always transmuted into fresh life and we live 
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eternally through our lust to life. The medium, however, that makes all existence possible is 

kamma.”   

 

(12) Jarā-maranam  

Jāti paccayā jarā-maranam, “depending on birth arise ageing and death”, and with them 

naturally come sorrow, lamentation, pain, grief and despair. Birth is inevitably followed by aging 

and death, in the absence of birth, there will be no ageing and death. Thus, this whole mass of 

suffering arises and dependent on the twelvefold dependent origination. Ageing and death are 

followed by birth, and birth, on the other hand, is followed by ageing and death. So long as man 

is attached to existence through his ignorance, craving, and clinging, for him death is not the final 

end. He will continue his career of whirling along with the wheel of existence, and will be twisted 

and torn between the spokes of agony. Thus, looking around us in the world at the different types 

of men, women, and at the differences in their varying fortunes, we know that this cannot be 

due to mere chance.  

 

According to the teachings of the Buddha, the direct cause of the distinctions and 

inequalities of birth in this life is the good and evil actions of each individual in past lives. In all 

actions, good and evil, mind is the most important factor: “All mental states have mind as their 

forerunner; mind dominates, everything, is mind-made. If one speaks or acts with a polluted 

mind, pain follows one in consequence as the cartwheel follows the foot of the beasts of burden.” 

 

In like manner, “in consequence of mental activity made, words spoken and deeds done with 

a pure and calm mind, happiness follows one even like the inseparable shadow.” Man is always 

changing either for good, or for evil. This changing is unavoidable and depends entirely on our 

own actions and environment. How is it that some are born to enjoy a long life why others pass 

away in the full bloom of youth? Why are some blessed with wealth, fame and, recognition? Why 

are some chosen few given in full measure all the things which human beings deserve, while 

others are utterly neglected? These are intricate problems that demand a solution. We will find 

that we ourselves are responsible for our deeds whether good or ill and that we ourselves are 

the makers of our own Kamma.  

Says the Buddha: “According to the seed that is sown, so is the fruit you get there from. The 

doer of good will gather good, the doer of evil, will get evil. Sown is the seed and planted well. 

Thou shall enjoy the fruit there off.” It is knowledge of kamma and kamma-vipāka, the law of 

cause and effect, or moral causation, that urges a true Buddhist to refrain from evil and do good. 

He who understands cause and effect knows well that it is his own actions and nothing else that 

made his life miserable or otherwise. He knows that the direct cause of the distinctions and 

inequalities of birth in this life is the good and evil actions of each individual in past lives and in 

this life. 
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Man, today is the result of millions of repetitions of thought and action. He is not ready-made; 

he becomes and is still becoming. His character is predetermined by his own choice. The thought, 

the act, which he chooses, that by habits he becomes. It should, however, be remembered that 

according to Buddhism not everything that occurs is due to past actions. During the time of the 

Buddha, sectarians like Nigantha Nātaputta, Makkhali Gosála, and others, held the view that 

whatever the individual experiences, be it pleasant or unpleasant or neither, all come from 

former actions or past kamma. The Buddha however, rejected this theory of an exclusive 

determination by the past as unreasonable. Many things are the results of our own deeds done 

in this present life and of external causes. Hence, it is not true to say that all things that occur are 

due to past kamma or actions. Is it not absurd for a student who fails in his examination due to 

absolute laxity on his part, to mark the failure to his past kamma? Is it not equally absurd for a 

person to rush about carelessly bang himself against a stone or some similar thing, and ascribe 

the blame on his past kamma? One can multiply such instances to show that not everything is 

due to actions performed in the past. But when the causes and conditions of things are destroyed, 

automatically the effects also cease to be. Sorrow will disappear if the varied rootless of sorrow’s 

cause are eliminated. A man for instance, who burns to ashes a mango seed, puts an end to its 

germinating power and that seed will never produce a mango plant. As kamma is our own 

manufacturer, we have the power to break this endless chain, the wheel of existence. Referring 

to those enlightened ones who have conquered themselves through the uprooting of the 

defilements, the Buddha says in the Ratana Sutta: Their past kamma is spent, their new kamma, 

no more arises, their mind to future becoming is unattached. The germ of rebirth consciousness 

has died, they have no desire for re-living. Those wise ones fade out of existence like the flame 

of this lamp.  

 

The paticca-samuppada, with its twelvelinks starting with ignorance and ending in ageing and 

death, shows how man, being fettered, wanders in saṃsāra birth after birth. But by getting rid 

of these twelve factors, man can liberate himself from suffering and rebirth. The Buddha has 

taught us the way to put an end to this repeated wandering. It is by endeavouring to halt this 

Wheel of Existence that we may find the way out of this tangle. The Buddha-word which speaks 

of this cessation of suffering is stated thus: 

 

“Through the entire cessation of ignorance, kamma (good deeds and bad deeds) cease;  

Through the cessation of kamma, rebirth consciousness ceases;  

Through the cessation of rebirth consciousness, mind and matter cease;  

Through the cessation of mind and matter, the six sense bases cease;  

Through the cessation of six sense bases, contact (Phassa) ceases;  
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Through the cessation of contact (Phassa), feeling (Vedana) ceases;  

Through the cessation of feeling (Vedana), craving (Tanha) ceases;  

Through the cessation of craving (Tanha), clinging (Upadanam) ceases;  

Through the cessation of clinging (Upadanam), the process of becoming (Bhava) ceases;  

Through the cessation of process of becoming (Bhava), birth ceases:  

Through the cessation of birth, ageing and death, sorrow, lamentation, pain, grief and despair 

cease.  

Thus, this whole mass of suffering ceases.”  

 

Though in Buddhism time is considered as a mere concept (Paññatti) in the language of the 

apparent truth, (Sammuti Sacca), we speak of three periods of time, namely, the past, the 

present, and the future and the paṭicca-samuppāda formula can be taken as representing them. 

The two factors ignorance and volitional actions, kamma (avijja and saṅkhāra) belong to the past, 

the next is beginning with birth consciousness, (viññāṇa), belong to the present and the last pair, 

ageing and death belong to the future. 

 

On close analysis, it becomes clear that in this Dependent Origination, Paṭicca-samuppāda, in 

this repeated process of rebirth, in this cycle of existence, there is nothing permanent, no 

enduring soul-entity that passes from one birth to the next. All Dhammas are dependent, they 

are conditioned and this process of events is utterly free from the notion of a permanent soul or 

self. The Buddha declares: To believe the doer of the deed will be the same as the one who 

experiences its results (in the next life), this is one extreme. To believe that the doer of the deed 

and the one who experiences its results are two different persons, this is the other extreme. Both 

these extremes, the Buddha has avoided and taught the truth that lies in the middle of both 

namely dependent on ignorance, the kamma formations arise and so on. Thus arises this whole 

mass of suffering.  

 

Paṭicca-samuppāda, which speaks of suffering (dukkha), and the cessation of suffering, is the 

central concept of Buddhism, and represents the finest flower of Indian thought... 

------------ 
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Four benefits of practicing meditation 
On the last day of the course, I would like to say that you will achieve four benefits for 

observing Sila (Morality), practicing Anapana and Vipassana meditation. Buddha said, your 

physical actions, verbal actions and mental actions, are your own properties because they will 

follow you like your shadow, in this present life and as well as in the future lives. 

Therefore, taking care of your three actions are for your own benefit. The Buddha said, 

observing Sila (Morality), developing Samadhi (concentration) and practicing Vipassana (Paññā) 

meditation, are protecting your own physical, verbal and mental actions.  

On practicing Sila, Samadhi and Paññā, you will achieve four benefits.  

The main one is that you will achieve Nibbana, when your perfections (Paramis) become 

mature. At the time of Buddha, someone asked Venerable Sariputta, what was Nibbana? 

Sariputta replied, for the attainment of Nibbana, one must completely overcome lobha (greed), 

dosa (anger), and moha (delusion). Then the person asked Sariputta, to overcome greed, anger 

and delusion, what he should do. So, Sariputta replied that in order to overcome lobha, dosa and 

moha, he must follow strictly and diligently, the noble eightfold path. The essence of the noble 

eightfold path is the three-fold training, namely: Sila (Morality), Samadhi (Concentration) and 

Paññā (Wisdom). So, if we keep observing moral precepts and practicing Anapana and Vipassana 

meditation, when our Paramis mature, we will achieve Nibbana.  

The second benefit is that we will be reborn in good planes, such as the human plane, or the 

Deva plane, or the Brahma plane, before the attainment of Nibbana. Here, I want to tell you 

about Mahanama. Mahanama tells the Buddha that he understands from what Buddha has 

taught, that greed, aversion and delusion are the impurities of the mind. But at times he finds 

that these mental states of greed, aversion and delusion take hold of his mind. Mahanama tells 

the Buddha, his thoughts are bewildered by noise and activities, when he enters the crowded 

city of Kapilavattu in the evening, after listening to dhamma talk by the Buddha. He cannot keep 

his mind fixed on the triple gems, even though he has just been attending on the Buddha and the 

Sangha. He wonders what his destiny would be if he should to die at such a bewildered state. As 

for Mahanama’s worry about death, Buddha is reassuring. Buddha tells Mahanama, that, he need 

have no fear. Buddha says that his death will be blameless and explains that those who have long 

developed their minds in faith, in virtue, in learning, in giving up, and insight, will have minds 

which will go upwards and go to the highest attainment. Buddha told Mahanama that a lay 

disciple who had for a long time taken refuge in the triple gem could not go to the lower realms. 

Buddha goes on to give a list six categories of persons, who are assured of release. These include: 

1. Arahats (Fully liberated). 

2. Anagmai (Non-returners). 

3. Sakadagami (once returner)- he will come back to the present world once and  

4. The stream winners (Sotapannas). 
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and two other categories are described as follows (this is important, you should know): 

 

5. There are those who do possess the five faculties of faith, energy, mindfulness, 

concentration, and wisdom; in addition, the sufficient understanding of the doctrine of 

the Buddha through insight. 

6. The last category includes those who only possess the five faculties as mentioned and 

who have sufficient faith in and affection for the Buddha.  

So, we are included in these two (categories). So, don’t worry. We can gain the second benefit. 

The third benefit is that he knows how to face illness and death. When meditator encounters 

illness and death, he knows how to face them. Those who do not practice Morality, Anapana and 

Vipassana meditation, he doesn’t know how to face illness and death.  

The fourth benefit is one can keep the balance of mind, equanimity while encountering eight 

worldly conditions.   

The eight worldly conditions are:  

1. Material gain 

2. Material loss 

3. Having followers 

4. Having no followers 

5. Being blamed 

6. Being praised 

7. Happiness and  

8. Suffering 

 

No one can escape these eight worldly conditions. Everyone will encounter these eight worldly 

conditions.  

If we practice morality, Anapana and Vipassana meditation daily and continuously, when we 

encounter these eight worldly conditions, we will have equanimity.  

This is what I wanted to say at the end of the course.  

Students say: Sadhu Sadhu Sadhu.    

--------- 
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Four different types of progress 

By Saya U Khin Zaw 

There are four modes of progress, what four? The painful mode of progress, accompanied 

by slow understanding, the painful mode of progress accompanied by swift understanding, the 

pleasant mode of progress accompanied by slow understanding, the pleasant mode of progress 

accompanied by swift understanding.  

I knew that I am the pleasant mode of progress through my experience. The Buddha 

explained to the Bhikkhus, the reasons for the different modes of progress. The pain experienced, 

is caused by the inclinations of the individual, towards lust, malice, and delusion. When one is by 

nature, passionately, lustful, malicious, and deluded, one has to experience the continuous pain 

that is caused by these defilements.  

The speed of progress is dependent on the following qualities faith, energy, mindfulness, 

concentration, and wisdom. Someone who possesses these qualities to a high degree will make 

swift progress, while someone who is lagging in them, would make slow progress.  

The Buddha says that progress is dependent on given qualities, which an individual has developed 

in formal lives. If, however, we understand that lust, malice and illusion in all their manifestations 

are the cause for our pain, we can try to avoid them now and thus create a base for the arising 

of the pleasant mode of progress in future. Similarly, we should be mindful of the qualities that 

determine the speech, which we develop understanding of the truth. As we have said, these are 

faith, energy, mindfulness, concentration, and wisdom. These are similar to the adhipati 

conditions mentioned in the Paṭṭhāna. This means, that they are controlling factors which can 

predominate over all the other mental factors arising. So, they are very essential indeed. If we 

work to develop these factors in ourselves, we can create a base for swift progress in the future.  

The Buddha gives instructions how individuals have to work in order to achieve the goal, 

according to which mode of progress applies to them. Individuals who have to work for progress, 

experiencing pain, who therefore, tend towards lust, malice and delusion, should contemplate 

the disgusting of the body and of food and to be aware of impermanence, in all their activities. 

They depend on the strength of their faith, modesty, self-restraint, energy and wisdom. If they 

work according to these instructions, they will attain their goal slowly or swiftly, according to the 

level to which they have developed the controlling factors, namely, faith, energy, mindfulness, 

concentration and wisdom.  

Someone who is not weighed down by the pain, caused by lust, malice and delusion can develop 

concentration very swiftly as his mind is not distracted by these defilements. He can attain the 

absorption states (Jhāna), easily, and dwell with a calm mind. But even so, such an individual still 

depends in the strength of his controlling factors for his speed of progress towards the path and 

fruition states of Nibbāna.  
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The Buddha’s discourse is followed by a dialogue between Venerable Sāriputta and Venerable 

Moggallāna, during which they asked each other through which mode of progress each has 

attained Arahatship. Venerable Moggallāna declares that he attained goal through painful and 

swift progress and Venerable Sāriputta says that he attained final liberation through pleasant and 

swift progress. So, both were well endowed with the five controlling factors.  

I have to tell about this so that, you will know what to do to attain the goal.  

-------- 
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Guide Post to Moral Living 

- Sayagyi U Ba Khin 

 
1. Day in and day out. Don’t forget to perform wholesome acts. Wise man realizes its great 

worth. 

2. Whoever makes a mistake you must not make mistake. 

3. Don’t complain at the faults of others. Watch your own faults. 

4. Practice loving kindness, etc. Keep the five precepts. 

5. Never speak or act thoughtlessly. 

6. Be generous in all circumstances. 

7. Be fair in speech. 

8. Daily self-criticism leads to success in life. 

9. May you be able to avoid unwholesome acts (akusala kamma). 

10. Be not envious or jealous of others’ success. 

11. Let there be harmony in all dealings. 

12. It is better to criticize oneself than to criticize others. 

13. Reduce your price, increase your worth, discharge your responsibilities. 

14. Be a good man with clear goodwill. 

15. Try to practice mental culture, the Noble Vipassana without fail. 

16. Time and distance are no barrier to those who live with the truth. This is exactly what the 

Buddha said to the Bhikkhu named Vakkali. He who sees the truth, sees the teacher. He who 

doesn’t see the truth, doesn’t see the teacher. Even though he may be just an arm’s length 

away from the teacher.  

Now, what is the Buddha Śāsana? Very briefly put the Śāsanas (teachings) are: 

1. To abstain from all evil deeds, to cultivate and keep oneself filled with good, for example to 

keep one’s mind free from evil.  

2. Now, when does such a state occur? It occurs with Samadhi, when one-pointedness of the 

mind has been achieved. When a person is in the state of Samadhi, he is said to be beyond 

Kamma, the sensuous plane and the akusala, the unwholesome force is absent. It is also the 

Jhanic state of the mind, it is the state of purity of the mind, and has the quality of 

disintegrating the mental impurities.   

3. To practice so that one gains right knowledge.  

So, in the Buddha’s teachings we have three factors to practice: Sila, Samadhi and Paññā.  

These are the teachings of all the Buddhas. Only those who have actually practiced, experienced 

and retained them are true followers of the Buddha.  
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Knowledge can be acquired in any of the following ways: 

1. By either listening to others or reading. This is Suta-mayā paññā. Reading dhamma books. 

2. By thinking and analyzing. Cintāmaya paññā. 

3. By personal experience. Bhāvanāmaya paññā. 

It is only when the knowledge acquired has been of the Bhāvanāmaya paññā type, for 

example walking on the Noble Eight-fold Path and experiencing, can one truly and permanently 

abide in the teachings of the Buddha. 

I would like to remind you not to forget to share merits with the beings that protect you, after 

every session of meditation. The only way for a person to understand the Buddha and his 

teachings is to make him practice first and study later. Because it is only the direct experience of 

the teachings that will lead to proper understanding rather than the theoretical knowledge. 

When I say practice, it should be the work of his life-time, not just short spells like 10 days or so. 

He must also practice under a competent teacher, who can help him in the right way to the 

highest possible levels of attainments.  

Tell me, is there any one single individual in this world, who will not die? Everyone must die. 

When you die, where do you want to go? To heaven or to hell. Of course, to heaven. But, what 

have you done to go to heaven? Just by imploring somebody will you go to heaven? Is that 

enough? You must do the processing of the mind in order to get rid of the impurities, which might 

be responsible for going to the lower planes of existences. Is that not true? You must do the 

processing of the mind.  

What is man? Man is mental forces personified. What is matter? Matter is nothing but mental 

forces materialized, the result of the reaction of the moral (positive) and immoral (negative) 

forces. The world is mind-made, the Buddha said. Mind, therefore, predominates everything. Let 

us then study the mind and its peculiar characteristics, and solve the problems that are now 

facing our world. To imagine that good can be done by means of an evil, is an illusion, a 

nightmare. Change of the mental attitude of mankind through religion alone is the solution. What 

is necessary at the moment is the mastery over the mind and not only over matter.  

In Buddhism, we differentiate loka dhatu from dhamma dhatu. By dhatu is meant nature 

elements or forces. Loka dhatu is therefore matter, with its nature elements, within the range of 

the physical plane. Dhamma dhatu, however, comprises of mind, mental properties and some 

aspects of the nature elements, which are not in the physical plane but in the mental plane.  

Modern science deals with what we call loka dhatu, it is just the base for the dhamma dhatu 

in the mental plane. One may come to the mental plane not with the knowledge of modern 

science but with the knowledge of Buddha dhamma in practice. 

The human world is the half-way house between the heaven and hell. We experience 

pleasures and pains mixed together in degrees, as determined by our own deeds or kamma. From 

here, we can by developing our mental attitudes draw in these mental forces in the higher planes. 
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It is also from here that we can go down to the depth of depravity and tune up with the forces of 

lower order. There is no consistency in the human world. A man may be a saint today and may 

be a dishonest man thereafter. He may be rich today but he may soon become poor. The ups and 

downs of life here are very clearly visible. There is no man, who is stable. No family, which is 

stable. No community, which is stable. No nation, which is stable. All are subject to the law of 

kamma and this kamma comes about through the mind, which is ever changing. So too the effects 

of kamma must also be necessarily changing.  

It is the condition of the evil mental forces submerged in the earth just under our feet, which 

gives rise to the law of gravity. So long as a man has inherent impurities in him, which prima facie 

exists, he is subject to this gravitational pull. If he dies with the mental attitude tuned up with the 

mental forces of the plane of lower existence, at the last moment of his death, his next existence 

is automatically in those planes, where he has to clear his debit account of mental forces. On the 

other hand, if at the moment of death, his mental attitude is associated with the mental forces 

of the human world, his next existence can be in the human world again. If, however, at the 

moment of death, his mental attitude is associated with the memories of his good deeds, etc., 

his next existence will normally be in the celestial world, where he enjoys his credit balance of 

mental forces. If his mental forces are pure, tranquil, non-sensual and strong at the moment of 

his death, he is certain to go to the Brahma world. This is how the mental forces, kamma, play 

the determining role in Buddhism, with mathematical precision.  

Based on the merit you gained through you paying respects and your worship, may you all in 

this very life attain the complete understanding of the Four Noble Truths. May you all gain 

physical and mental happiness through this good volition. May this good deed protect you against 

Dukkha. May you be free of all worries and troubles. May all your wishes be completely fulfilled.  

Our motto is “Truth must Triumph”. Our principle is “talk less and work more”. Our aim is 

“Nibbanic peace within”. A man may conquer a thousand times, a thousand men in battle but if 

one conquers one-self, one is indeed victorious in the battle.                

Sadhu, Sadhu, Sadhu. 

------ 
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How six consciousness arise? 
Viññānakkhandha, Aggregate of Consciousness 

 

The fifth is the aggregate of consciousness, Viññāna. 

We are conscious of objects all the time, except when we fall asleep. This nature of awareness 

of an object is called consciousness. Consciousness is of 6 kinds, in relation to 6 sense bases 

and the corresponding 6 sense objects: 

 

7. Eye sense-base + Visible form >>> Sight Consciousness     

 On seeing visible form, sight consciousness arises. 

8. Ear sense-base + Audible form >>> Sound Consciousness    

 On hearing audible sound, sound consciousness arises.    

9. Nose sense-base + Object of Odor / Scent >>> Smell Consciousness   

 On smelling an odor, smell consciousness arises. 

10. Tongue sense-base + Sapid object >>> Taste Consciousness     

 On tasting object of taste, taste consciousness arises. 

11. Body sense-base + Tangible object >>> Body Consciousness    

 On feeling tangible object, body consciousness arises. 

12. Heart base (HADAYA-VATTHU) + Mental object (Anything that arises in the mind) >>> 

Mind consciousness.         

 On perceiving those 5 sense objects, mind consciousness arises. 

 

So where is “I”? 

There is no “I”! 

Only consciousnesses arising one after another in succession. 

 

Consciousness is just bare awareness without any reaction or recognition to what is being 

experienced. It is only a sort of awareness of the presence of an object. For instance, when 

the eye comes into contact with color, orange, visual consciousness arises which simply is the 

awareness of the presence of a color; it does not know that it is orange. It is only perception 

that recognizes that it is orange. 

 

So, the only function of consciousness is to know an object. It cannot by itself make good 

or evil. It becomes good or evil accordingly under the influence of good or evil mental factors 

(CETASIKAS). So, mental factors associated with the consciousness induce it to become good 

or evil. For example, water is in itself colorless. It becomes red, yellow, blue or green 

respectively on addition of red, yellow, blue or green dye. In like manner, the mind behaves. 

 

In the five aggregates, sensation, perception, volitional acts and consciousness are mental 

phenomena. The combination of these four is called the mind. So, the five aggregates are 

mind and matter. The terms for mind and matter are called Nāma and Rūpa in Pali. 

Accordingly, our bodies have only mind (Nāma) and matter (Rūpa). 

 

------------------------- 
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About Mr. Amersfoort from the Netherlands 

By Saya U Khin Zaw 

Now I will tell about Mr. Amersfoort. He was swift in attaining the goal, but through painful mode.  

Among Sayagyi’s foreign students were Buddhists from other countries, such as Mr. 

Amersfoort, from the Netherlands, and Rajapaksa from Sri Lanka. Mr. Amersfoort story provides 

a good example of how Sayagyi taught his students in accordance with their ability to progress.  

He did not insist on following a strict schedule. When circumstances made it necessary, 

he would be very flexible. Mr. Amersfoort had only a short time in Myanmar. So, when Sayagyi 

saw the rapid progress he made in his concentration, he had him begin work on insight on the 

second day of meditation. In his statement written on December 22, 1952, Mr. Amersfoort 

described his experiences.  

Being a Buddhist for about 18 years, I must and wish to state with all my heart, that I 

never experienced or even heard about the meditation as is being done under the direction of 

Guru Sithu U Ba Khin.  

I came to Rangon on a business trip for seven days only. But managed with the help of 

said guru to reach Samadhi and Vipassana in this short time, which I myself, (and nobody else) 

would have believed possible.  

After only two preliminary meditation lessons of half an hour each I saw the light clearly 

within me, meaning that the mind becomes powerful and bright, freed from disturbances, pure 

and serene.  The technique is rather simple, concentration on the breath leading to one- 

pointedness; but the guru can better inform you about that. After some developed meditation 

on Saturday night, December 20, 1952, Vipassana was started at 10 o'clock in the morning of 

Sunday. I concentrated on the burning in my body concentrated in other words on Dukkha 

(suffering), felt the burning inside till I felt myself almost burning like steam on the surface of 

water. Then I had to concentrate on total suffering on the central part of my body, until the 

suffering grew even unbearable. At the last moment, when I felt myself about dying, it was as if 

my heart was pulled out of my body and at the same moment, wanting eagerly to be freed from 

Dukkha. With a sudden but a small flash of light, I was out of it, and felt a refreshing coolness and 

delight, which words cannot describe.  It is an escape and a refuge from ordinary troubles, too 

great to be understood when not experienced. And the great bliss is that everyone can achieve 

this state, provided he has a pure mind, at least for the time of concentration, has the right 

intention, attentiveness, and concentration, and anyhow, tries to live as pure a life as possible.  

Another necessity is that he has no fear whatsoever and a complete faith in his guru. I 

hope with all my heart that Guru U Ba Khin will have many followers and disciples in the near 

future, who can be helped by him as much as I have been. Sayagyi wrote some explanatory 

remarks about Mr. Amersfoort statement that gives some definite indications of his approach in 
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teaching. He taught Mr. Amersfoort, in the Meditation Chamber in his office. First, he discussed 

the method to be followed. 

Mr. Amersfoort was in full agreement, that the three steps of Sīla, Samādhi and Pañña of 

the Noble Eightfold Path laid down by the Buddha, in his first discourse, should be strictly and 

diligently adhered to. There should be the prescribed minimum standard of morals, morality, the 

power of concentration should be developed to one pointedness of mind and insight should be 

gained into the ultimate realities of nature within oneself. I have no reason to doubt the moral 

qualities of Mr. Amersfoort, Sayagyi wrote, who has impressed me very much on first contact. 

Accordingly, I put him straightaway on a course of Ānāpānasati.  

Sayagyi remarks confirm that Mr. Amersfoort made very rapid progress. In just a few 

hours of solid work, he wrote, he was able to develop his power of concentration to one 

pointedness. In fact, by the time I needed him for the change of the course of training to 

Vipassana, he could keep the light Paṭibhāga-nimitta before his mind's eye for quite a long time 

and had begun to play with it.  

The next day just after 10 am Mr. Amersfoort began developing insight (Vipassana) and 

was able to examine and feel the radiation, vibration and friction caused by the whirling 

movement of an infinite number of the smallest units of material existence, (Kalāpas). Mr. 

Amersfoort got the thread of it, almost instantaneously, Sayagyi wrote, and in a few minutes, he 

began to have a sharp sense of feeling of the radiation, then of vibration, and then again of the 

friction of the electronic units within which spread like wildfire to all parts of the body in the 

course of just one-half hour.  

Sayagyi had him examine his body temperature, and that of others in the room to show 

him that what was happening was not due to anything like a body fever, but because of his acute 

awareness of the change (anicca), taking place in his body. Sayagyi explained that the 

predominating factor of tejo, (“radiation” or literary “fire”) in the Kalāpas resulted in a burning 

sensation, the nonstop replacement of disappearing Kalāpas through continuous influx of food 

property (nutriment) resulted in vibrations; the breakdown and replacement of the Kalāpas, both 

in the individually and collectively, resulting in friction.  

Just before noon, Mr. Amersfoort felt the heat of radiation very intensely and sparks of 

light emitting from all over the body. Sayagyi had him view the sparks as subject to change and 

they were eliminated. Yes, when we practice Vipassana if you see light, you should say anicca, 

anicca, otherwise there will be no sensation. When the light disappeared, there will be 

sensations, here the same. Later, Sayagyi explained to him that the sparks were one of the 

imperfections of insights. If allowed to remain for long, rapture, happiness (pīti) would creep in 

and sidetrack the meditator. As Mr. Amersfoort continued after a short break of lunch, Sayagyi 

gave him further instructions concerning what he was experiencing and told him to transmit his 

thoughts to the end of suffering, dukkha-nirodha.  
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At 4:16 pm. Mr. Amersfoort intimated that he was suddenly relieved of the burning heat by a 

stream of coolness, which was most refreshing. As Sayagyi expressed his approval, and five 

minutes later checked to be sure of Mr. Amersfoort achievement. “I was not satisfied with that 

as yet”, Sayagyi wrote. “I wanted to be double sure. So, I made him go into the state again for 

another 15 minutes.” Throughout his teaching career, Sayagyi was always careful to double check 

results and never jump to conclusions.  

In concluding his remarks on Mr. Amersfoort’s report, Sayagyi made it clear that his 

teaching is strictly based on the canonical texts and commentaries. He mentions that the course 

followed by Mr. Amersfoort was in accord with the fundamental requirements of the Anapana 

Sati Sutta, Mahāsatipaṭṭhāna Sutta, and the Path of Purification (Visuddhimagga).  

Not everyone can progress as rapidly as Mr. Amersfoort. As Sayagyi wrote “I should say, 

he's a man of no small Pārami, (perfections or merit acquired in past lives).” Pāramis are one 

factor, but one’s age is also relevant to one’s rate of progress in meditation. It is true. When we 

are old, not easy to make progress in meditation. One can make progress in meditation, if his age 

is under forty. When I achieved some levels of Vipassana knowledge my age was under forty. The 

older one has more difficult to put forth the necessary effort.  

------------ 
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About Rajapaksa, Sri Lanka 

By Saya U Khin Zaw 

This was the case with another foreign Buddhist. Mr. Rajapaksa, station master of Mahol 

junction for the Ceylon government railway. When he came to Yangon to meditate with Sayagyi, 

the International Meditation Centre had been built and he was able to follow the more usual 

program of spending five days developing his concentration before moving on to insight. We can 

see from the report Mr. Rajapaksa do the first experience that he began by taking the eight 

precepts and the triple refuge and asking for protection and guidance from the teacher.  

Due to his age, he had difficulties sitting cross legged. He says he stuck to the course, 

nonetheless, because of the greatness of Sayagyi’s loving kindness (mettā) and compassion 

(karuṇā). Mr. Rajapaksa says that after 8 days of meditation, he was able to be relieved of all 

disagreeable feelings (dukkha- vedanā) and he returned to Sri Lanka, pleased with the progress 

he had made. After completing his full 10-day meditation course from November 19-29, 1954, 

he was permitted to return on the following day. 

In Buddhist faction, Mr. Rajapaksa wrote in the conclusion of his note to the teacher. May 

the Devas protect my guru and his fan of cheerful companions at this center, be an example to 

the whole Buddhist world for charitable service on behalf of the Noble Teachings of Buddha and 

for gaining practical experience. May you all enjoy good health and good luck by the grace of the 

Triple gem.  

Sayagyi U Ba Khin, like the Buddha himself, taught his students as much as they were 

prepared to learn. However, only the disciples who practiced the entire Eightfold Noble Path of 

Sīla, Samādhi and Pañña, and came to deeply comprehend the Four Noble Truths, got the full 

benefit of his instruction. These people could experience the Nibbānic peace within and assure 

themselves of liberation from Saṃsāra.  

------------ 
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The Five Great Opportunities 

November 2003 

 On the occasion of the Fiftieth Anniversary of receiving the Buddha Dhamma, Mother 

Sayamagyi created a perfect field of merit by holding an Ordination Course for her students. 

Everyone was able to benefit in accordance with their volition. During previous Ordination 

Courses, as well as on this occasion, the senior Sayadaw spoke about the five things that are 

difficult to obtain, the five great opportunities (dullabhas). 

 In an Ordination Course all the five great opportunities are present. The Sayadaw again 

talked about the fact that through the practice of meditation as taught by Mother Sayamagyi, we 

can create good volitional actions (kamma) that are strong enough to make us find the Dhamma 

again in future existences. 

 Here is a summary of Venerable Ledi Sayadaw’s exposition of the great opportunities. By 

considering these, we will understand that due to the leadership and example of Mother 

Sayamagyi we can make best use of the five great opportunities and fulfil our aspirations. 

(1) The Great Opportunity of Human Birth 

Human birth is a great opportunity but not because human life is normally free of the 

intense suffering encountered in the lower planes of existence nor because of the pleasures 

found in the human realm. Human life is a great opportunity because it offers innumerable 

occasions to create merit. If pleasures were the criterion, the Buddha would have said that birth 

in the heavenly realms was a greater opportunity. Depending on one’s aspiration, the 

performance of meritorious deeds leads either to worldly happiness or to the inner peace of 

Nibbāna. 

Many Buddhas-to-be (Bodhisattas) have been reborn in the higher heavenly realms 

(Brahmā realms) repeatedly. They did not, however, live out their extremely long Brahmā life 

spans there, but willed to end the existence as a Brahmā, because they were eager to fulfil the 

perfections in the human realm. Similarly, when the Bodhisattas were Universal Monarchs in the 

human realm, they renounced the pleasures of that position as soon as possible in order to work 

on the perfections as ascetics or monks. If a Universal Monarch were to enjoy his glory to his life’s 

end he would lose all his glory at death and would have no merit to his credit. He would thus 

have squandered his human existence. So anyone born as a human being has the possibility of 

renouncing present worldly pleasures for the sake of future well-being. Those truly wise 

individuals, who aspire to awakening, would be even more willing to forsake worldly pleasures. 

Human birth is the ideal opportunity to gain real happiness. 

(2) The Great Opportunity of Meeting the Buddha 

Ordinary kammic merits can be acquired in all eras, whether there is a Buddha or not. But 

merits acquired outside periods when the teachings of a Buddha are accessible can at best lead 
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to the happiness of the lower heavenly worlds (Deva planes) or the higher heavenly worlds 

(Brahmā planes). The Four Noble Truths and the Thirty-seven Factors of Awakening can only be 

known when a Buddha’s teachings are available. That is why encountering a Buddha, or living 

when a Buddha’s teachings are still available is the greatest of all opportunities; through the 

Buddha’s teachings one can attain real happiness beyond the field of sensuality. 

Mundane wisdom is superficial. It does not develop into supramundane wisdom. It cannot 

withstand the onslaught of wrong belief once the Buddha’s teachings have disappeared. That is 

why the wise man, seeing clearly the benefits in maturing the perfections, and recognising the 

opportunity that leads to awakening, should exert himself earnestly following the essential 

teachings of the Buddha contained in the Thirty-seven Factors of Awakening. 

(3) The Great Opportunity of Becoming a Bhikkhu 

The Buddha’s teachings provide a great opportunity for celestial beings (Devas and 

Brahmās) to gain benefits. Lay people can also benefit greatly. But those ordained in the Buddha’s 

community of monks and nuns (Saṅgha), gain the most. Such renunciation is rare, even at the 

time of a Buddha. Of all the beings that benefit from the Buddha’s teachings very few are able to 

ordain into the Buddha’s community. During the Buddha’s lifetime, the city of Sāvatthi boasted 

millions of Noble Ones who had attained Nibbāna. Out of those Noble Ones barely a hundred 

thousand would have been in the Saṅgha. 

There are three types of renunciation for the life of a Buddhist monk (bhikkhu); 

renunciation through wisdom, through faith, or through fear. One who renounces through 

wisdom strives for knowledge; one who renounces through faith strives for the noble practice; 

one who renounces through fear strives for material possessions permissible for a bhikkhu. Only 

the first two benefit greatly from the instruction of the Buddha. 

(4) The Great Opportunity of Having Confidence 

There are four classes of faith or confidence. Even the lowest, the first, of these four 

classes is a rare gift. Many who are born in Buddhist countries do not even have this limited kind 

of confidence. 

(i) Faith in the Three Gems because the Buddha, the Dhamma, and the Saṅgha are 

recognised as being worthy of reverence. It is based on superficial high regard and 

not deep conviction and is therefore not stable. 

(ii) Faith inspired by the noble attributes of the Buddha, the Dhamma and the Saṅgha 

which comes out of conviction. It endures for a lifetime, but after one’s death it 

vanishes from one’s consciousness. 

(iii) Faith acquired by Bodhisattas. After receiving recognition and assurance of future 

Buddhahood, a Bodhisatta has confidence in the Three Gems which does not 
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waver over all his future existences. Such faith also implies abiding confidence in 

the merit of good deeds. 

(iv) Faith nurtured by a Noble One who, having won the fruits of path knowledge, has 

realised Nibbāna. 

Confidence or faith is a key factor that determines the extent of one’s realisation of 

Nibbāna. Whether one is an emperor or a billionaire, one’s riches and prestige are well worth 

forsaking in the quest for awakening. Even a heavenly being’s exalted existences are useless as 

long as the fires of ageing and death are still burning within.  

(5) The Great Opportunity of Hearing the Dhamma 

Ven. Ledi Sayadaw admonishes us to consider: “Since the beginning less round of Saṃsāra 

(continual rebirth) my two ears have been filled with human voices and human speech. All 

worldly talk only fans the flames of defilements – craving, anger, delusion, personality view, 

ageing and death – burning within me. Never before have I heard this different kind of speech, 

which is the teaching exhorting me to extinguish these fires and showing me the way to do it. 

How opportune it is for me! From now on I will use my ears for listening to this most precious 

and timely sound before it is too late.” 

---------- 
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THE PERFECTION OF PATIENCE 
[by Venerable Webu Sayadaw] 

           April 2000 

  
Extract from selected discourses of Venerable Webu Sayadaw, an eminent Myanmar bhikkhu 
who visited IMC-Yangon on several occasions and passed away in 1979. 
 
 Webu Sayadaw: Don’t let go of the sensation produced by the breath touching the skin. 
Remain with the awareness of touch. Don’t follow the stream of air inside or outside [the 
nostrils]. And why? If you do that, you won’t be able to feel the touch sensation. So, let’s stay 
with the awareness of the spot [below the nose above the upper lip] without a break. 
 
 Feel only one place. If you try to feel two places your attention will be split. Put your 
undivided attention on one spot. Does your mind stay at the spot? 
 
 Disciple: Most of the time it does, sir. 
 
 Sayadaw: But not all the time? 
 
 Disciple: Most of the time it stays, but at times the sound of coughing interrupts the 
continuity. 
 
 Sayadaw: ls it your own coughing or someone else’s? 
 
 Disciple: It's someone else coughing, sir. 
 
 Sayadaw: Does this disturb you because you put in too little effort or too much effort? ls 
the person who coughs to be blamed? 
 
 Disciple: Well, sir, to be honest, get a little bit angry. 
 
 Sayadaw: Let's have a look at this. You have come to the Buddha to escape suffering. 

Having received his Teachings, you begin to practice. Then someone coughs and you are upset. 

But of course, if you meditate, as you are doing now, people will consider you to be a good person 

and they will praise you. 

But tell me if this good person becomes angry just before he dies, where will he be reborn? 
 
 Disciple: He wiil fall into [one of] the four lower planes. 
 
 Sayadaw: Yes, you should not allow this to happen. You shouldn’t be impatient and short 
tempered. You are practicing in order to escape from suffering. Hearing this coughing, you should 
be very happy. You should say thank you. After all, the person who is coughing shows you that 
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your effort isn't firm enough. If you want to escape from suffering you have to do better than 
this. With this type of effort, you won't make it. 
 
 We should immediately put in more effort. If we work with more determination; will we 
still hear this coughing? 
 
 Disciple: No, sir, not with good effort. 
 
 Sayadaw: And if there are many people, all talking loudly, will we still hear them.  
 
 Disciple: if our effort is not of the right type, we will, sir. 
 
 Sayadaw: Should we become angry at them if we hear them? 
 
 Disciple: Most times I do get angry, sir. 
  
 Sayadaw: You should not allow this to happen. You should not be short tempered. You 
should think of people who disturb you as being your friends. "They are concerned with my 
welfare. I should thank them. I don’t want everyone to know that my effort is so weak. I will 
meditate and improve myself and if they begin to talk still louder, I have to put in even more 
effort.” If we improve ourselves until we are equal in effort to the wise who have practiced before 
us, we will attain the goal to which we aspired. 
 

 If you don't hear any sounds at all you become filled with pride, thinking that your effort 

is perfect. That is why we should be very happy if someone disturbs us. If we go to another place, 

there may be disturbances again. If we change from one place to another, we just lose time. But 

if we establish our mindfulness firmly, do we still have to change place or complain to others? 

 Is it not proper to say thank you to those who disturb us? They help us to learn how to 
overcome our wishes and desires and we have to thank all who are our friends. lf our effort 
becomes as strong as that of our teachers, we will not hear anything anymore. We will be aware 
of one thing only: this small spot and the touch sensation. Once we have gained good awareness 
of this, we will apply our attention fully to this awareness. 

 
------------ 
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The Power of Mara 

Shortly after Buddha taught the first sermon, the Buddha was approached by Mara, who 

tried to claim that he still had control over the Buddha. The Buddha reaffirmed his complete 

liberation from all fetters. In many passages in the Pali text, the unceasing efforts of Mara, to 

divert those who are working for release, are described. Those who have attained full 

enlightenment or awakening or Arahatship, recognize him and defeat him; but those who are 

still striving are sometimes deceived. We should never underestimate the power of Mara. 

Buddha said, "Bhikkhus, I do not see any single power, which is as difficult to overcome as the 

power of Mara”. 

The power of Mara is detailed as ten armies: 

1) Having desire to enjoy sensual pleasures. 

2) No wish to live in a peaceful and quiet place, such as the Meditation Centre. 

3) Hungry and discontent in food. At Sayagyi's time, the first president of our 

country (Myanmar), his name was Sao Shwe Thaik. He came to the center to 

do a 10-day course. So Sayagyi said, the first thing is he needs to take 8 moral 

precepts. At that time Mr. President said, “Oh it is not possible. I need to eat. 

I can't stand hunger”. Sayagyi said, please you first try. You try the first and 

second day. If you have difficulty, you can eat. If you can tolerate, you should 

take 8 moral precepts. Finally, he was successful in Meditation with 8 moral 

precepts. 

4) Thirst to eat various kinds of food. Some people are not content with the food 

served by the center. So, they try to buy the food they like.  

5) Sloth and torpor. It is sleepiness and drowsiness.  

6) Fear to stay alone. In this case Sayagyi U Ba Khin gave an actress's example. 

That actress came to the center, to do a 10-day course, but she said she never 

stayed alone at her house. She wants to keep housemaid with her at the center 

all the time. So, fear to stay alone. Sayagyi allowed her and said, the (most) 

worst thing is when she went to use the toilet, that housemaid has to wait 

outside the toilet. She was so afraid. When she meditated in the cell, she kept 

her housemaid at the back. But after meditating for 4-5 days, she could 

meditate alone and then next time she didn't bring the housemaid.  

7) Doubts about realizing the Dhamma. 

8) Having pride on achieving some level of Vipassana knowledge. Some students 

you know, when they achieve some Vipassana knowledge (have pride in their 

achievements); (One such student) he told his achievement to other students 

and then he advised, you should also better try to get this kind of knowledge. 
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Next day, he didn't practice Vipassana. He didn't feel the sensations at all 

because having pride, he wants to be a teacher. 

9) Receiving presents and gifts because of gaining fame and reputation. This is 

related to the teacher. 

10) In order to get more disciples, teaching false doctrines. There are some 

teacher(s) in our country, he did (conducted) courses and then easily decided 

that you attained the first stage of awakening, second stage, etc. 

So, these are the ten armies of Mara.  

Sayagyi U Ba Khin, was careful to warn his disciples about Mara. We must constantly be 

on guard, until we attain Arahatship. We will be easily affected by the complicated traps Mara 

can set for us.  

In this essay, I would like to concentrate on the dangers associated with doubt about the 

Buddha-dhamma. As long as our understanding of Buddha's teachings is not gained through our 

personal experience, we must be careful not to allow the doctrine of other beliefs to creep in. 

During the time of the Buddha, there were six teachers of other doctrines, that were based on 

the religious views or philosophical principles, underlying the different religions and philosophies 

prevalent today. The doctrines of these teachers are clearly laid out in the discourse, on the fruits 

of the life of a Samanna, Samaññaphala Sutta. The Buddha taught this discourse to the king 

Ajātasattu of Magadha. When the king went to him one night, explained the views of six teachers 

and asked Buddha, “what was to be gained by leading the life of a Bhikkhu?” 

The six teachers of other doctrines were: 1) Pūraṇo Kassapo, who taught the denial of the 

results of actions. 2) Makkhali Gosālo, who taught the denial of cause and effect. 3) Ajito 

Kesakambalo, who taught the denial of continued existence. 4) Pakudho Kaccāyano, who taught 

the denial of volitional actions. 5) Nigaṇṭho Nāṭaputto, who taught the denial of causal actions 

and 6) Sañcayo Belaṭṭhaputto, who taught the evasive doctrine. Evasive means tending to avoid 

commitment.  

Now, what is the importance of the doctrines of these six teachers for us today? First of 

all, there is denial of the results of the volitional actions and the denial of the importance of 

cultivating good volitional actions. Ashin Buddhaghosa says that a person, who is a believer in 

wrong views, which have fixed results, Niyata micca ditika, has come to the point where rebirth 

in higher planes of existence and the way to liberation are cut off for him. The fixed result applies 

to only the next existence. But due to habit, such persons will tend to delight in same views in 

future lives. So much so that it is exceptional for them to escape. Therefore, this view that cause 

and effect do not exist, is very serious; because, once that belief is firmly installed, a person will 

be practically a hopeless case. We must be on our guard against letting this wrong belief find its 

way into our own understanding of the Buddha's teachings. This could take the form of letting 

our craving get the upper hand, for example, and we may decide that the future results of certain 
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bad actions will not be serious. On the other hand, we do not want to fall into the error of 

believing that everything is determined before-hand. We must continuously bear in mind the 

importance of making right efforts now. We cannot change the past; but we can strive to develop 

in morality, concentration and insight now.  

Four kinds of mistaken teachers 

In a discourse to the wanderer, Sāntaka, Venerable Ananda describes four types of 

teachers, who are not to be followed. Some of the points raised in these descriptions can serve 

as an aid to those of us, who are striving to keep the true Buddha Dhamma alive. In the first type 

of teacher, claims to know everything and to see everything. Many unpleasant things may 

happen to him but he explains it a way it is destined. The second type of teacher, bases his 

doctrine on report, hearsay and tradition, and on the authority of texts. He will remember 

accurately part of what he has learnt but part he will not remember accurately. The third type of 

teacher, bases his doctrine on his own reasoning and investigation, part will be correctly 

reasoned out but part will be incorrect. The fourth type of teacher, is stupid and confused, 

because of this he will be like the teacher, Sanjaya, who gave evasive answers. We can see that 

we must not pretend to attainments, which we have not experienced. Indeed, the importance of 

experiencing the truth for ourselves, is the key to avoiding becoming like any of these four types 

of teachers. No matter, how we may study the Buddhist texts, if we do not put the teachings into 

practice, we will make mistakes. No matter how intelligent, we may be, if we do not see the truth 

for ourselves, our reasoning will not help us.  

An example to follow 

We are fortunate to have the example of our teacher, Sayagyi U Ba Khin. He was a man 

of extraordinary achievements but he never pretended to have attained to more than what he 

had actually accomplished. His grasp of the Buddha Dhamma was very profound, but we can see 

in few texts that he wrote in English that he doesn't claim to be a scholar. He emphasizes that he 

taught what he had been able to verify for himself. He would not jump to conclusions but rather 

checked and double-checked results with the teachings as they are preserved in the Pali canon 

and with those in whom he had confidence like venerable Webu Sayadaw. Sayagyi U Ba Khin 

didn't ask his students to blindly believe what he taught, but rather instructed them to find out 

for themselves through their own practice. May we all resolve to strive to live up to the example 

of Sayagyi U Ba Khin. May we all progress in Sila, Samadhi and Panna. May we keep the pure 

teachings of the Buddha alive and help others to realize for themselves, the Nibbānanic peace 

within.  

----------- 
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The Words of Wisdom 

always enunciated by 

 the Venerable Webu Sayadaw 
 

After you have taken the vow of "Sīla", fulfil it. Once you have fulfilled it all your wishes 

also will be fulfilled. It will bring happiness to you now and also in future. 

        There is nothing besides the words of Buddha which will bring peace and happiness to one 

in the present existence as well as in the future lives in Samsāra. The words of the Buddha are 

embodied in the Tipiṭaka, the three Baskets of knowledge. The Tipiṭaka is voluminous, so we must 

take the essence of it. The essence of Tipiṭaka is the 37 factors of Bodhipakkhiya Dhamma (the 

requisites of Enlightenment). The essence of Bodhipakkhiya Dhamma is the Noble Eightfold Path. 

The essence of the Noble Eightfold Path is the three Sikkhās and the essence of the three Sikkhās 

is Eko Dhammo or the One and only Dhamma. 

        The three Sikkhās are Adhi Sīla (Absolute Morality) Adhi Citta (Absolute Mindfulness) and 

Adhi Paññā. (Absolute Wisdom). 

        When one is mindful of Rūpa and Nāma by contemplation on both, there can be no physical 

or mental deviation or violation. This is what is known as Adhi Sīla (Absolute Morality). 

        When the Adhi Sīla gets stronger, the mind, cleansed of deviations, becomes peaceful and 

tranquil. This is what is known as Adhi Citta. 

        When Adhi Citta (Or Samādhi) becomes stronger, after some time one comes to know 

because of contemplation of Nāma or Rūpa that one million things will come into being and, 

disintegrate within a flash of lightning, and that this process will go on and is beyond anyone's 

intervention whether he be a human or a deva or a brahma. When one knows this process of 

coming into being and disintegration of things, one is deemed to achieve "Adhi Paññā". 

        To bring it down to layman's language the most obvious thing we can feel is the breathing in 

and out of air through our nostrils. We can feel the sensation of inhalation and exhalation of air 

at the tip of our nostrils, as it rushes in and rushes out of our system. 

        The tip of the nostril therefore, is the seat or sensation. The rushing in and out of air at the 

nose tip is Vāyo (movement). When these two meet there is created Phoṭṭhabba (Touch 

Sensation). The seat of sensation, the element of motion (air), and the touch sense-object 

(Phoṭṭhabba) are Rūpa. The awareness of the sensation is Nāma. So, you need not go around 

asking someone about Nāma and Rūpa, but keep your mind on the tip of your nostril. When the 

air rushes in, you will feel its impact and when it goes out you will again feel the impact. If you 

keep your mind on it and know about it there is no chance for you to indulge in Loba (Greed), 

Dosa (Anger) and Moha (Delusion). When you cannot indulge in them, these fires are 

extinguished by themselves. When they are extinguished, you find peace. 
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        You are not to know about the sensation before the actual impact comes, and you are not 

to know after the impact is finished and gone. You have to know during the actual impact. As 

such, it is called the "Direct Present" or "Undeviating Present". 

        What one has to do is to keep on feeling the impact and knowing about it continuously as it 

happens. If you can practise that for a certain portion of a 24-hour day, you will find that it is 

most gratifying. If, however, you fail to know or keep note of the impact, one million things will 

come into being and will disintegrate in a flash of lightning during your lapse and because you 

have missed it this will show on your debit side. 

        As long as you keep on knowing about the impact of inhalation and exhalation of air at the 

tip of the nostril, you will come to know about the Nāma and Rūpa. You will then come to realize 

that there is no self, no other being, no man, no woman but only Nāma and Rūpa. You will then 

acknowledge the correctness of Buddha's Dhamma. You will come to know all this by yourself. 

You don't have to ask anyone. Just keep on noting the impact of air going in and coming out at 

the tip of your nostril and in that time you will come to know that there is no such thing as Atta. 

        And in that moment when you keep note of the impact you have a clear vision. You gain 

Sammādiṭṭhi. The knowledge that there is nothing in this world but Nāma - Rūpa is after all the 

analytical insight into Nāma and Rūpa. Hence it is known as " Nāma Rūpa Pariccheda Ñāṇa". 

        Having the continuous sensation due to the impact of inhalation and exhalation of air, and 

keeping note of such sensation continuously will eliminate 'self' and bring about clear vision of 

mind. It is true that you acquire this during a very short span of time, but do not belittle the 

benefit derived therefrom. Don't ever think that meditation does not bring anything and that you 

don't feel anything during meditation. It is very fortunate for those who are born during Buddha's 

Sāsana for they can acquire these extraordinary benefits. Forget about your food etc. and exert 

your utmost to achieve the goal. 

        The above statements are excerpts from the teachings of the Venerable Webu Sayadaw. 

---------- 

[THE ESSENCE OF BUDDHA DHAMMA  

By 

The Venerable Webu Sayadaw] 
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WISDOM OF SAYAGYI U BA KHIN 

Discourse given by Saya U Khin Zaw 

Today, my Dhamma talk is about the wisdom of Sayagyi U Ba Khin. Sayagyi U Ba Khin said, 

there is no cause without an effect and no effect without a cause. The law of kamma is supreme 

and inevitable. What we have now is the result of what we have done in the past. Until we get 

rid of the forces of kamma, which belong to us, once and for all, and entered the Supreme 

Nibbana, there is bound to be some trouble or other here and there during the remainder of our 

existence, with which we must put up with a strength of anicca. Anicca will surely prevail upon 

them, and you will keep yourself in good stead in spite of all these. 

Anicca is power. Make use of the power of anicca with diligence and there will be peace 

with you. But one word of caution, you must never forget that you are now living within the field 

of magnetism, in an era charged with Taṇhā, Māna, diṭṭhi, craving, pride and wrong view. Unless 

you work diligently and consistently, it will not be an easy affair to break through the force of 

destruction and become seasoned with anicca. There are likely to be occasions when you find it 

difficult to forge ahead. You should by now be able to distinguish that which helps you to increase 

awareness of anicca, from that which lessen your awareness, for the time being. 

You must develop so, as to feel people, to feel things, to feel places. For this, you must 

avoid all extraneous matters other than those which come within the scope of your normal and 

responsible duties. Here, Sayagyi said, you must develop so as to feel people, to feel things, to 

feel places. This is very important you know. When you become mature, in practicing meditation, 

you will come to know yourself that you can feel people, to feel things, to feel places. So, if you 

can feel people, feel things, feel places, you can avoid, this is very important.  

You know of course, that like charges repel each other and the positive charges attract 

the negative charges. A person developed in Vipassana is positively charged, especially so, when 

he is engrossed in the feeling of anicca. All others who cannot appreciate anicca, in the realm of 

avijjā or ignorance are negatively charged. If you are subordinated to a person negatively 

charged, your appreciation of anicca will become weak. Such a thing happens also when you are 

in a place infested with negative forces or when you touch or hold a thing imbued with negative 

charges. At that time, you feel that you are absorbing something negative or impure into your 

body. You just take notice of that feeling as anicca, and then as soon as you are free to do so, go 

into your meditation room and spend a short while to put aside what you have absorbed by the 

power of anicca.  

What is most essential is the generation of pure and good mental forces to combat the 

evil mental forces which dominate mankind. This is by no means easy. One cannot raise to a level 

of pure mental attitude without the help of a teacher. If we want effective power to combat 

these evil forces, we must work for it Dhammatically, that is according to the Buddha Dhamma.  
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Modern science has given us for what it is worth, the atomic bomb, the most dreadful 

product of man's intelligence. Is he using his intelligence to go in the right direction? Is he creating 

good or bad mental forces according to the Spirit of Buddhism? It is our will, that decides how 

and upon what subject we should use, our intelligence. Instead of using intelligence only for the 

conquest of atomic energy in the matter, without, why not use it, for the conquest of energy 

within. This will give us peace within and will enable us to share it with all others. We will then 

radiate such powerful and purified mental forces, which will successfully counteract the evil 

forces which are all around us.  

I have given you anicca as the Dhamma, for refuge, and I must congratulate you for the 

practical use of anicca, to meet situations in day-to-day life and to keep your head above water. 

For so long as you are with anicca, you are with me, and anicca, when properly developed, will 

solve almost all your problems. It might not even be necessary for you to pose problems and ask 

for answers.  

As the appreciation of anicca grows, so will be the veil of ignorance fade away. When the 

way becomes clear for the right understanding, doubts will disappear automatically. You will then 

see things in their true perspective. Keep your mind inside your body with the feeling of anicca 

and you will overcome many of the difficulties which confront mankind.  

While taking the necessary treatment for the cold, I hope you will ardently take to 

Vipassana meditation as a means for Dukkha Nirodha, the removal of Dukkha in whatever form 

it may be. The results will depend on your confidence in the doctrine of the Buddha. The anicca, 

dukkha and anatta, when understood properly in practice, are the cure for physical and mental 

ills. The pity is, your understanding of anicca in a particular way is still poor because of your 

interest in so many things, which distract you from the one-way traffic to the higher levels of 

attainments in Vipassana meditation, till at least you come to this stage when you can feel 

people, feel places to determine how far such people or places are helpful or detrimental to your 

progress in Vipassana. For this purpose, your Vipassana should be the yardstick.  

I wish you had no doubt by this time, about the real value of true Vipassana meditation. 

If there are still doubts, it is simply because your grasp of the Buddha Dhamma in practice is not 

yet, what it should be. As in the days of the Buddha, a person should work hard to maintain the 

awareness of anicca. And if he can do so, he will surely get himself out of many troubles. My 

advice is that you should be more worried about maintaining the awareness of anicca, then of 

this or that disease, which should be left to the usual care and attention of doctors, who are 

experts. Just as the light of a candle has the power to dispel darkness in the room, so also, the 

light developed in one man can help dispel darkness in several others.  

I'm glad that you had an opportunity of meeting and talking with a religious leader. As 

Theravada Buddhist, I for myself should be satisfied with what we are doing. It would not be 

proper for us to say anything about the aims of other spiritual groups. Those who think their 

practice is good can go there. And those, whose aim is Phala Samāpatti, the attainment of 
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fruition, as taught in Theravada Buddhism can come to us. Our principle should be never to argue 

points of controversy. The proof of the pudding lies in the eating and we should be concerned 

only with whoever wants to have a taste of our pudding.  

The Buddha said, developments from the base of minds which are impure, Micchā 

Samādhi, will lead to misery. While developments from bases of minds which are ultra-pure, 

Sammā Samādhi, will bring about peace and plenty to mankind.  

There is nothing that is not subject to the doctrine of anicca. Our inability to go out of 

Burma to teach the Buddha Dhamma in practice to the people of the world is also subject to 

anicca. So, we will get out of Burma sooner or later. It is not my wish nor your wish, that should 

decide the matter. As I said earlier, we must wait for the time clock of Vipassana for scientists to 

strike, that is for the powers that be who guide us. 

Meanwhile, we must work very, very hard to keep the mind inside the body without 

breaking the continuity of the awareness of anicca, or dukkha or anatta. At this time in the whole 

world, opposing forces have arisen. It is just as you are right, we have to think that these have 

the nature of trying to destroy and defeat just as a gale or hurricane. When one is shaken and 

perturbed in this world, where these forces have arisen and spread. We have to say that there is 

no other refuge than the Dhamma.  

It is my duty to remind you when you should live in such a way that you don't forget the 

Dhamma that you have got. There is no effect without a cause. I would like to ask you to reflect 

in accordance with the Dhamma, concerning all the different situations that may arise. The 

results of one’s kamma are not something that can be known in advance. I believe that in order 

to make oneself firm, one has to make every effort to be complete in the three trainings of Silā , 

Samādhi, and Pañña.  And in this way, one can acquire good results and happiness.  

Before practicing Vipassana, please practice Anapana daily, in order to obtain Samadhi. 

Only if your base of Samadhi is good, can your Vipassana knowledge develop. Only if your 

Vipassana knowledge is developed, can you effectively receive the mettā dhātu that I'm sending. 

If you like something, there is Lōbha, if you dislike something there's Dosa, anger, you live 

between the two. In order to struggle yourself free of these, you have to concentrate in the way 

of the Buddha. And when you know anicca or when you have samadhi, you are free. But this is 

quite difficult. The depths of akusala kamma, unwholesome volitional actions, we have, are very 

large and because we can't pay them back, we keep them around in Saṃsāra.  

There is only one time period when it is possible to pay back these debts. And that is when 

the Sāsana shines and the vimutti period comes up. When you can grasp this opportunity, grasp 

it. If you don't grasp this opportunity, with life being as short as it is, you may die and not meet 

with such a chance again, you lost it. Therefore, usually use this opportunity as much as possible 

and understand the Dhamma according to your capabilities, wherever you are. I want to give you 

a warning. However, Sila should be the Sila the Buddha taught, Samadhi should be the Samadhi 

the Buddha taught and Pañña should be the Pañña the Buddha taught. Only then can you 
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meditate to understand these three trainings clearly and develop in the Dhamma. Whoever 

meditates developing in these three trainings of Sila, Samadhi and Pañña, understanding clearly 

their purpose, will in this time of patipatti, practice, and vimutti, the liberation, attain the magga, 

path, and phala, fruition state of Nibbana.  

To be able to share the Dhamma with others, we must have sufficiency in our stock, 

mustn’t we? When you meditate, I push you to do Anapana first then advance to Vipassana. 

When you can obtain Samadhi, after focusing your attention on the nostrils you’ll find the 

characteristics of impermanence, anicca, in your body. Whenever you find it, observe 

impermanence in this place first. It is good if you first observe anicca at the top of your head. 

Observing the situation of the world, try to keep in your mind that only the Dhamma can give 

safety. Meditate with this thought in your mind. This is a time when you should be very consistent 

with the awareness of anicca. It is an antidote for fear of all kinds. It will keep you in good stead, 

calm and serene, in the face of chaos, threatening mankind.  

The law of kamma, however, is there, and no one can prevent its effect upon any person, 

according to circumstances. We all have to put up with the vicissitudes of life. Vicissitudes of life, 

this means, downturn, ups and downs, like that. And what is important is that we should have 

sufficient training and power to be able to put up with them.  

You see, the Buddha and the Dhamma, can destroy suffering and give happiness. But who 

is giving this happiness? The Buddha is not giving it to you. It is the awareness of anicca that you 

experience inside you, that gives you this happiness. Those who have acquired understanding, 

through Vipassana, have to keep up their meditation in order not to lose, not be to be cut off 

from the awareness of anicca again.  

We have to meditate and how do we have to meditate? Fix your mind on the nostrils and 

observe your respiration, remain quiet, work in order to attain Samadhi. Don't break your Sila. 

The only precept I'm afraid of you is the one about speaking untruth. If you tell a lie, nothing will 

happen to me but because of your lying, the base of sila will lose strength and consequently, your 

Samadhi will lose its strength. Speak only the truth, act in a straight way. In this way, you will 

reestablish the strength of your Samadhi and then concentration on your body. When you thus 

concentrate, your anicca will become powerful and swift.  

The great Saya Thetgyi said, in a fraction of a second everything scatters and disintegrates. 

It burns up and breaks down, is cut off and falls apart. These are the characteristics of anicca that 

continual breaking up in the body. The body is breaking up, isn't it? The entity that is aware of 

this breaking of the body, is Nāma. There is Nāma, there is awareness of the arising and vanishing 

of Rupa. Now that this nama, not disintegrate? Well, the mind that is aware of the arising and 

vanishing of physical qualities ceases itself after the arising and vanishing of Rūpa. Rūpa and 

Nāma are subject to anicca. Keep this in mind always. Make it part of yourselves. Take it to your 

heart.  
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More important than reading about the Dhamma is the direct experience. Because with 

the real experience of one moment, one can enjoy the benefits and happiness of the Dhamma. 

You have to entrust yourself to the Buddha and in the same way you have to entrust yourself to 

the teacher. If you do this, the teacher owns you. If you entrust yourself to the teacher fully and 

completely, the protection, the teacher has to give you is more effective. How could a teacher 

protect someone who is not very keen to be his disciple? 

It is Mara's greatest threat that beings be unable to practice the teachings correctly. He 

tends to enter and bring disturbance through the medium of the devoted students who have a 

good understanding of the Dhamma. In order not to become a lackey of Mara, you have to be 

always in tight control of your mind with your awareness and make much effort in meditation.  

If real Nibbana is still far away, don't you want to get a little taste of it? Those who take 

to the Dhamma have to walk in such a way that they realize what they haven't realized yet. What 

is this taste called? It is called the taste of the Dhamma. Sabba rasam dhamma-raso jināti. The 

taste of the Dhamma is superior to all other tastes, is the noblest of tastes. It is the best taste, 

isn’t it? You will have to work hard and meditate to get this taste of the Dhamma. So, work hard 

meditating, so that you can taste this. But don't work so hard, that your bones break and your 

skin withers. Work according to our instruction, according to our way, you should sit all the hours 

within our schedule, meditate with diligence.  

The three noble refuges the Buddha, the Dhamma and the Sangha, do exist. Among these 

three refuges, the refuge in the Dhamma is the most important that which is manifested in our 

world, as the Buddha, is so called, because of the effect of the Dhamma that is contained in his 

body. If there were no Dhamma, there could be no Buddha. When you come here to pay respects, 

when I explain and teach the Dhamma and you pay respects, you don't pay respect to my body, 

to my person. It is noble to pay respects to the Dhamma Dhatu that dwells within me. In order to 

be a bearer of the Dhamma, one has to meditate. Through meditation one realizes those truths 

that one ought to realize. Only then one is able to teach Dhamma oneself.  

Kusala, wholesome kamma brings mental and physical happiness. That is its nature. 

Akusala, unwholesome kamma brings mental and physical suffering. The akusala forces are 

hiding inside us, then anicca arises and impinges on them, collides with them. Don't concentrate 

on the place where the explosion takes place. Relax yourself and let go. Otherwise, the ego comes 

in, “I will rid myself of this big force in this place there are tensions, I will suppress the tensions”, 

you can’t work like this. Observing everything as it is, if you just observe, observe, observe, these 

things will disappear slowly, slowly, by themselves.  

Well, there are plenty of people who would give a 100,000 Kyats, the currency of 

Myanmar to attain Nibbana. But when they are able to meditate, they don't like it. When you 

give 100,000, in order to become an Arahat like Sanjeeva, it is very easy to get 100,000 together, 

but to fulfill the Pārami for 100,000 world cycles is not easy. But the opportunity we have now is 

a very auspicious one.  
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I took great responsibility to watch over you and you should follow my advice exactly and 

with confidence and respect. This Dhamma is there for you to choose, for you to meditate. I have 

to warn you again and again that when anicca becomes good, opposing forces will arise, but you 

will be successful. What the Buddha taught in the Dhammacakkappavattana Sutta, is the 

Eightfold Noble Path. Now what is the Eightfold Path good for? It is for understanding of the Four 

Noble Truths.  

The Four Noble Truths are the truth of suffering, Dukkha Sacca; the truth of the origin of 

suffering, Samudaya Sacca; the truth of the cessation of suffering, Nirodha Sacca; and the Truth 

of the Path leading to the cessation of suffering, Magga Sacca. The origin is the cause, suffering 

the effect. The path is the cause, cessation is the effect. If we strive following the Eight-Fold Noble 

Path, we will without fail experience the truth of cessation.  

First, we have to bring, Sila to perfection. Whether sila is firmly and securely established 

depends on the meditator. You Know yourself whether your sila is solid or not. When it comes to 

Samadhi, the teacher has to give you some help. Samadhi means one pointedness of mind, Citta 

Ekaggata, and to achieve a mind which is calm and firmly focused on one object is not easy. There 

are many causes that disturb the mind, mind’s balance and poise. When you meditate yourself, 

you will probably find at times you can’t get any concentration. How much ever you try to calm 

your mind, you just waste time. The mind doesn't settle. However, if you meditate with teachers 

who have the power to give you protection and support, you can get Samadhi. 

Therefore, the Buddha said, if one wants real wisdom, one has to look for a suitable 

teacher. If you don't have a teacher, you can’t get it. The teacher’s protection and guidance are 

very important. Around you, there are disturbances. There are things which disturb your Samadhi 

and therefore you have to take the protection and cover of a teacher. So, there are hindrances 

to the development of Samadhi. But if the teacher keeps them in abeyance, the meditator can 

achieve a calm, steady and focused mind. Only when the mind is calm and steady, should one 

work on Vipassana.  

As coarse forces arising in the whole world, I would want you to be sure to focus on the 

Dhamma. Now a days, there is dissatisfaction almost everywhere. Dissatisfaction creates ill 

feeling, ill feeling creates hatred, hatred creates enmity and enmity creates war, war creates 

enemies, enemies create war, and so on. It is now a vicious circle, why? Certainly, because there 

is lack of proper control over the mind.  

What is the power of Nibbana Dhatu? As it is opposing the forces of Avijja, it has the ability 

to eradicate these. That is why the pure Buddha Dhamma brings about the destruction of all 

akusala. Its effect is that akusala, unwholesome kamma is used up. Everybody has an immense 

stock of old kamma, which he has created in innumerable lives. The amount of past akusala is 

not to be reckoned, the amount of kusala kamma is also immeasurable. The past kusala kamma 

can't eliminate the past akusala kamma. What is said was, the past kusala kamma cannot 

eliminate the past akusala kamma. The akusala kamma will give results according to its quality, 
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when the opportunity for it comes, and the kusala kamma will also give its results, when the 

occasion is there. In this universe, there are forces of kusala that one owns and the forces of 

akusala that one owns. When one's own kusala and akusala forces are used up, then Nibbana is 

there. “Kusalam akusalam jhāma”. The absence of kusala and akusala is Nibbana. With what can 

we dispose of the akusala and kusala forces? With what do we attack and eliminate them? Only 

with Nibbana dhatu, is it possible to oppose and remove them?  

So, when does Nibbana dhatu arise? It arises together with the awareness of anicca. It 

also arises when there is understanding of Dukkha and it arises when there is understanding of 

anatta. It arises when there is genuine realization of anicca. It arises when there is genuine 

understanding of Dukkha. It arises when there is genuine understanding of anatta. When it is not 

actual awareness of anicca as it is, it doesn't arise. When there is no genuine awareness of 

dukkha, it doesn’t arise. When there is no genuine awareness of Anatta as it is, it doesn’t arise.  

We have to meditate so that this Nibbana dhatu appears. If it arises, Nibbana dhatu 

removes, step by step, the whole immeasurable akusala kamma that we accumulated in 

innumerable lives. So, let's say, this Nibbana dhatu emerges and understanding opens up for a 

moment. When it first opens up, it lasts for only short moment, and disappears again. If the 

opposing forces of avijja is strong, this anicca knowledge pops up and goes again. It cannot 

penetrate. Well, when it is blown away, when this anicca knowledge is gone, what arises instead? 

Doubt arises, worry and remorse arise along with the other ten enemies of Vipassana. One or the 

other, then will come in the mind is distracted. What do you need now? Again, you need a 

teacher. If you work under the protection and cover of your teachers, then with their support 

and help, you will step by step develop the strength of this Nibbana dhatu and you will slowly 

eliminate the akusala forces that you created in this life and in the whole of samsara, to which 

you are connected and bound. How far will they be eliminated? They will be eliminated so as to 

be completely used up.  

If you meditate, developing pure Sila, Samadhi and Pannya, and reach real appreciation 

of anicca, real appreciation of Dukkha and real appreciation of Anatta, then don't go to the 

teacher and ask how the latent akusala kamma are eliminated. Experience it for yourself. 

Experience this you will have to understand for yourself, how much your burden has diminished. 

Having understood this, if you work hard and meditate, rising step by step, you will not only come 

to an actual understanding of the Four Noble Truths, you will according to your parami and even 

if they are very small, experience Nibbana for yourselves.  

---------------- 
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The Essence of Buddha Dhamma in Meditative Practice 
By Sayagyi U Ba Khin 

Anicca, dukkha and anattā are the three essential elements in the Buddha’s teachings. 
 
If you know anicca (impermanence) truly, you know dukkha (unsatisfactoriness) also as a sequel 
and anattā (no-self) as the ultimate truth. It takes time to understand the three together. 
 
Anicca is, of course, the essential factor which must first be experienced and understood by 
practice.  
 
A mere reading of the books on Buddhism or book-knowledge of the Buddha-Dhamma 
will not be enough for the understanding of true anicca because the experiential aspect will be 
missing.  
 
It is only through experience and understanding of the nature of anicca as an everchanging 
process within your very self that you can understand anicca in the way the Buddha would like 
you to understand it. 
 
This understanding of anicca can be developed, as in the days of the Buddha, by persons who 
have no book-knowledge whatsoever of Buddhism. 
 
To understand anicca, one must follow strictly and diligently the Eightfold Noble Path which is 
divided into the three steps of sīla, samādhi, and paññā. 
 
Sīla or virtuous living is the base for samādhi, that is, control of the mind to one-pointedness. It 
is only when samādhi is good that one can develop paññā (wisdom). So, sīla and samādhi are the 
prerequisites for paññā.  
 
By paññā is meant the understanding of anicca, dukkha and anattā through the practice of 
Vipassanā. 
 
Whether a Buddha has arisen or not, the practice of sīla and samādhi is present in the world of 
mankind.  
 
In fact, they are the common denominators of all religious faith. They are, however, not the 
means to the end—the end of suffering. 
 
In his search for this end of suffering, Prince Siddhattha found this out and he worked his way 
through to find the Path which leads to the end of suffering. After solid work for six years, he 
found the way out, became completely enlightened and then taught men and gods to follow the 
Path which leads them to the end of suffering. 
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In this connection I should like to explain that each action, either by deed, word or thought, leaves 
behind a force of action, saṅkhāra (or kamma), for everyone, which becomes the source of the 
supply of energy to sustain life, which is inevitably followed by suffering and death.  
 
It is by the development of the power inherent in the understanding of anicca, dukkha and anattā 
that one is able to rid oneself of the saṅkhāra which becomes accumulated in one’s own personal 
account.  
 
This process begins with the true understanding of anicca while further accumulations of fresh 
actions and the reduction of the supply of energy to sustain life are taking place simultaneously 
from time to time and from day to day.  
 
It is, therefore, a matter of a lifetime or more to get rid of all of one’s own saṅkhāra or kamma.  
 
He who has got himself rid of all saṅkhāra (or kamma) comes to the end of suffering, because by 
then, there is no remainder of his saṅkhāra to give the necessary life energy to sustain him in any 
form of life.  
 
This end of suffering is reached by the Buddha and the Arahats on the termination of their lives, 
when they pass into Parinibbāna.  
 
For us of today, who take to Vipassanā meditation, it should suffice if we can understand anicca 
very well and reach the stage of an Ariya (Noble One): a Sotāpatti-puggala (the first 
stage of Enlightenment), one who will not live more than seven lives to come to the end of 
suffering. 
This anicca, which opens the door to the understanding of dukkha and anattā, and then leads to 
the end of suffering eventually, can be encountered only through a Buddha or, after 
he has passed away, through his teachings for as long as those aspects relating to the Eightfold 
Noble Path and the 37 Factors of Enlightenment (bodhi-pakkhiya) remain intact and are available 
to the aspirant. 
 
For progress in Vipassanā meditation, a student must keep knowing anicca as continuously as 
possible.  
 
The Buddha’s advice to monks is that they shall try to maintain the awareness of anicca or dukkha 
or anattā in all postures, whether sitting or standing or walking or lying down. The continuity of 
awareness of anicca and so of dukkha and anattā is the secret of success. 
 
The last words of the Buddha, just before he breathed his last and passed away into Mahā-
parinibbāna were: 
 
Vaya-dhamma saṅkhāra; 
Appamādena sampādetha. 
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Decay or anicca is inherent in all compounded things. 
Work out your own salvation with diligence. 
Digha-nikāya, Sutta 161 
 
This is in fact the essence of all his teachings during the fortyfive years he taught. If you will keep 
up the awareness of anicca that is inherent in all compoounded things, you are sure to reach the 
goal in the course of time. 
1Dialogues of the Buddha, II, p. 173. 
 
In the meantime, as you develop in the understanding of anicca, your insight into “what is true 
of nature” will become greater and greater. So much so that eventually you will have no 
doubt whatsoever of the three characteristics of anicca, dukkha and anattā. It is only then that 
you are in a position to go ahead for the goal in view. 
 
Now that you know anicca as the first essential factor, you should try to understand what anicca 
is with clarity and as extensively as possible—so as not to get confused in the course 
of practice or discussion. 
 
The real meaning of anicca is impermanence or decay—that is, the inherent nature of 
impermanence or decay in everything that exists in the universe, whether animate or inanimate. 
 
To make my work of explanation easy for the present-day generation, I might draw attention to 
the opening sentences of the chapter “Atomic Contents” in the book Inside the Atom by Isaac 
Asimov and also to a portion of the contents on page 159 of the book about chemical reactions 
going on at the same time in all parts of the body of a living creature such as a human being. 
 
This should be sufficient to bring home the point of view that all things, different as they are, are 
made of tiny particles called “atoms.” These atoms have been proved by science to be in a state 
of arising and dissolution or change.  
 
We should accordingly accept the concept of the Buddha that all compounded things are subject 
to change, decay or anicca. 
 
But in expounding the theory of anicca, the Buddha started with the behaviour that makes 
matter, and matter as known to the Buddha is very much smaller than the atom that the science 
of today has discovered.  
 
The Buddha made it known to his disciples that everything that exists in the universe, whether 
animate or inanimate, is composed of kalāpas (very much smaller than atoms), each dying out 
simultaneously as it comes into being. 
 
Each kalāpa is a mass formed of the eight nature elements, namely, paṭhavī, āpo, tejo, vāyo, 
vaṇṇa, gandha, rasa, ojā (solid, liquid, heat, motion, colour, odour, taste and nutriment).  
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The first four are called material qualities which are predominant in a kalāpa.  
 
The other four are merely subsidiaries which are dependent upon and born out of the former.  
 
A kalāpa is the minutest particle in the physical plane—still beyond the range of science of today. 
 
It is only when the eight nature elements (which have merely the characteristics of behaviour) 
are together that the entity of a kalāpa (the tiniest particle of matter in the physical plane) is 
formed.  
 
In other words, the co-existence for a moment of these eight nature elements of behaviour 
makes a mass, just for that moment, which in Buddhism is known as a kalāpa.  
 
The size of a kalāpa is about 1/46,656th part of a particle of dust from the wheel of a chariot in 
summer in India.  
 
The life span of a kalāpa is a moment, there being a trillion such moments in the wink of 
an eye of a human being.  
 
These kalāpas are all in a state of perpetual change or flux. To a developed student in Vipassanā 
meditation they can be felt as a stream of energy.  
 
The human body is not an entity as it seems to be, but a continuum of an aggregate of matter 
(rūpa) with the life force (nāma) co-existing. 
 
To know that our very body is composed of tiny kalāpas, all in a state of change, is to know what 
is true of the nature of change or decay. This nature of change or decay (anicca) 
occasioned by the continual breakdown and replacement of kalāpas, all in a state of combustion, 
must necessarily be identified with dukkha, the truth of suffering.  
 
It is only when you experience impermanence (anicca) as dukkha (suffering or ill) that you come 
to the realization of the Truth of Suffering of the Four Noble Truths, on which so much emphasis 
has been laid in the teachings of the Buddha.  
 
Why? Because when you realize the subtle nature of dukkha from which you cannot escape for 
a moment, you will become truly afraid of, disgusted with, and disinclined to continue your very 
existence of rūpa and nāma and look out for a way of escape to a state beyond—that is, beyond 
dukkha, and so to the end of suffering.  
 
What that end of suffering would be like, you will be able to have a taste of, even as a 
human being, when you reach the level of a Sotāpatti and are developed well enough by practice 
to go into the unconditioned state of the Peace of Nibbāna within. 
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Be that as it may, for everyday life, no sooner are you able to keep up the awareness of anicca in 
practice, than you will know for yourself that a change is taking place in you, both physically and 
mentally, for the better. 
 
Before entering into the practice of Vipassanā meditation, that is, after samādhi has been 
developed to a proper level, a student should first be acquainted with the theoretical knowledge 
of rūpa (matter) and nāma (mind and mental properties).  
 
If he has understood these well in theory and has come to the proper level of samādhi, there is 
every likelihood of his understanding anicca, dukkha and anattā in the true sense of the words 
of the Buddha. 
 
In Vipassanā meditation, one contemplates not only the changing nature (anicca) of rūpa or 
matter, but also the changing nature (anicca) of nāma, thought-elements of attention projected 
towards the process of change of rūpa or matter.  
 
At times the attention will be on the anicca of rūpa or matter only. At times the attention may 
be on the anicca of thought-elements (nāma). 
 
When one is contemplating the anicca of rūpa or matter, one realizes also that the thought-
elements arising simultaneously with the awareness of the anicca of rūpa or matter are also in a 
state of transition or change.  
 
In that case you are knowing the anicca of both rūpa and nāma together. 
 
All I have said so far relates to the understanding of anicca through the body-feelings, to the 
understanding of the process of change of rūpa or matter, and also of the thought-elements 
depending upon such changing processes.  
 
You should know also that anicca can be understood through other types of feeling as 
well. 
 
Anicca can be developed through feeling 
(i) by contact of visible form with the sense organ of the eye, 
(ii) by contact of sound with the sense organ of the ear, 
(iii) by contact of smell with the sense organ of the nose, 
(iv) by contact of taste with the sense organ of the tongue, 
(v) by contact of touch with the sense organ of the body, 
(vi) by contact of thought with the sense organ of the mind. 
 
In fact, one can develop the understanding of anicca through any of the six organs of sense. In 
practice, however, we have found that, of all types of feelings, the feelings of the contact of touch 
with the component parts of the body in a process of change covers a wide area for introspective 
meditation.  
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Not only that, but the feeling by contact of touch (by way of the friction, radiation and vibrations 
of the kalāpas within) with the component parts of the body is more tangible than other types 
of feeling, and therefore a beginner in Vipassanā meditation can come to the understanding of 
anicca more easily through body feelings of the nature of change of rūpa or matter.  
 
This is the main reason why we have chosen the body feeling as a medium for the quick 
understanding of anicca.  
 
It is open to anyone to try other means, but my suggestion is that one should have oneself 
well established in the understanding of anicca through body feelings before an attempt is made 
through other types of feeling. 
 
There are ten levels of knowledge of Vipassanā, namely: 
(i) Sammasana: the appreciation of anicca, dukkha and anattā by close observation and analysis, 
of course, theoretically. 
(ii) Udayabbaya: knowledge of the arising and dissolution of rūpa and nāma. 
(iii) Bhaṅga: knowledge of the fast-changing nature of rūpa and nāma—as a swift flow of current 
or a stream of energy. 
(iv) Bhaya: knowledge of the fact that this very existence is dreadful. 
(v) Ādīnava: knowledge of the fact that this very existence is full of evils. 
(vi) Nibbidā: knowledge of the fact that this very existence is disgusting. 
(vii) Muccitu-kamyatā: knowledge of the urgent need to escape from this very existence. 
(viii) Paṭisaṅkhā: knowledge of the fact that the time has come to work with full realization for 
salvation with anicca as the base. 
(ix) Saṅkhārupekkhā: knowledge of the fact that the stage is now set to get detached from 
saṅkhāra and to break away from ego-centrism. 
(x) Anuloma: knowledge that would accelerate the attempt to reach the goal. 
 
These are the levels of attainment that one gets through during the course of Vipassanā 
meditation, which in the case of those who reach the goal in a short time can be known only in 
retrospect.  
 
With progress in the understanding of anicca, one gets through these levels of attainment; 
subject, however, to adjustments or help at certain levels by a competent teacher.  
 
One should avoid looking forward to such attainments in anticipation, as this will distract one 
from the continuity of awareness of anicca which alone can and will give one the desired reward. 
 
Now let me deal with Vipassanā meditation from the point of view of a householder in everyday 
life and explain the benefit one can derive from it, here and now, in this very lifetime. 
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The initial object of Vipassanā Meditation is to activate anicca in one’s own self or to experience 
one’s own inner self in anicca and to get eventually to a state of inner and outer calmness and 
balance.  
 
This is achieved when one becomes engrossed in the feeling of anicca within. 
 
The world is now facing serious problems—threatening mankind. It is just the right time for 
everyone to take to Vipassanā meditation and learn how to find a deep pool of quiet in the midst 
of all that is happening today.  
 
Anicca is inside everybody. It is with everybody. It is within reach of everybody. 
 
Just a look into one’s own self and there it is—anicca to be experienced.  
 
When one can feel anicca, when one can experience anicca and when one can become engrossed 
in anicca, one can at will cut away from the world of ideation outside.  
 
Anicca is, for the householder, the gem of life which he will treasure to create a reservoir of calm 
and balanced energy for his own well-being and for the welfare of society.  
 
Anicca, when properly developed, strikes at the root of one’s physical and mental ills and 
removes gradually whatever is bad in one, that is, the sources of such physical and mental ills.  
 
In the lifetime of the Buddha there were some seventy million people in Sāvatthi and places 
around, in the kingdom of Pasenadi Kosala. Of them, about fifty million were Ariyas who had 
passed into the stream of Sotāpatti.  
 
The number of householders who took to Vipassanā meditation must therefore have been more². 
(2: See the commentary on the Dhammapada (I, 4) [Buddhist Legends, I, 147], The commentary 
says twenty million people did not attain the state of an Ariya.) 
 
Anicca is not reserved for men who have renounced the world for the homeless life. It is for the 
householder as well.  
 
In spite of drawbacks that make a householder restless in these days, a competent teacher or 
guide can help a student to get anicca activated in a comparatively short time.  
 
Once he has got it activated, all that is necessary would be for him to try and preserve it, but he 
must make it a point, as soon as time or opportunity presents itself for further progress, to work 
for the stage of Bhaṅga—the third level of knowledge in Vipassanā.  
 
If he reaches this level, there will be little or no problem because he should then be able to 
experience anicca without much ado and almost automatically.  
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In this case anicca shall become his base, for return thereto as soon as the domestic needs of 
daily life, all physical and mental activities, are over.  
 
There is likely, however, to be some difficulty with one who has not as yet reached the 
stage of Bhaṅga.  
 
It will be just like a tug-of-war for him between anicca within and physical and mental activities 
outside the body.  
 
So, it would be wise for him to follow the motto of “Work while you work; play while you play.”  
 
There is no need for him to be activating anicca all the time.  
 
It should suffice if this could be confined to the regular period or periods set apart in the day or 
night for the purpose.  
 
During this time at least, an attempt must be made to keep the mind/attention inside the body 
with the awareness exclusively of anicca, that is to say, his awareness of anicca should be from 
moment to moment, or so continuous it does not allow for the interpolation of any discursive or 
distracting thoughts which are definitely detrimental to progress. 
 
In case this is not possible, he would have to go back to respiration mindfulness, because samādhi 
is the key to anicca.  
 
To get good samādhi, sīla has to be perfect, since samādhi is built upon sīla.  
 
For good anicca, samādhi must be good.  
 
If samādhi is excellent, awareness of anicca will also become excellent. 
 
There is no special technique for activating anicca other than the use of the mind set to a perfect 
state of balance and attention projected to the object of meditation.  
 
In Vipassanā the object of meditation is anicca and therefore in the case of those used to 
drawing back their attention to body feeling, they can feel anicca directly.  
 
In experiencing anicca on or in the body, it should first be in the area where one can easily get 
his attention engrossed, changing the areas of attention from place to place, from head to feet 
and from feet to head, at times probing into the interior.  
 
At this stage, it must be clearly understood that no attention is to be paid to the anatomy of the 
body but right to the formation of matter (kalāpas) and the nature of their constant change.  
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If these instructions are observed, there will surely be progress, but the progress depends also 
on one’s pāramīs (Perfections) and the devotion of the individual to the work of meditation.  
 
If he attains high levels of knowledge, his power to understand the three characteristics of anicca, 
dukkha and anattā will increase and he will accordingly come nearer and nearer to the goal of 
Ariya—which every householder should keep in view. 
 
This is the age of science. Men today have no utopia. They will not accept anything unless the 
results are good, concrete, vivid, personal and here-and-now. 
 
When the Buddha was alive, he said to the Kāḷāmas: Now look, you Kāḷāmas. Be not misled by 
report or tradition or hearsay. Be not misled by proficiency in the collections, nor by reason or 
logic, nor after reflection on and approval of some theory; nor because it conforms with one’s 
inclination nor out of respect for the prestige of a teacher. 
 
But Kāḷāmas, when you know for yourselves, these things are unwholesome, these things are 
blameworthy, these things are censured by the intelligent; these things, when practised and 
observed, conduce to loss and sorrow; then do you reject them.  
 
But if at any time you know for yourselves, these things are wholesome, these things are 
blameless, these things are praised by the intelligent; these things when practised and observed 
are conducive to welfare and happiness; then Kāḷāmas should you, having practised them, abide 
therein. 
 
The time clock of Vipassanā is now struck—that is, for the revival of the Buddha-Dhamma, 
Vipassanā in practice.  
 
We have no doubt whatsoever about definite results accruing to those who would with open 
mind sincerely undergo a course of training under a competent teacher.  
 
I mean results which will be accepted as good, concrete, vivid, personal, here-and-now, results 
which will keep them in good stead and in a state of well-being and happiness for the rest of their 
lives. 
 
MAY ALL BEINGS BE HAPPY, 
AND MAY PEACE PREVAIL IN THIS WORLD. 

------------------- 
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SAYA U KHIN ZAW DAY 5 VIPASSANA INSTRUCTIONS 

 Now focus your entire attention below the nose, at the center of the upper lip, attentively 

breathing in, attentively breathing out, feeling the touch of the breath as you breath in, feeling 

the touch of the breath as you breath out, at the same time noting in, as you breath in, noting 

out, as you breath out. Again with a few slightly harder intentional breathing, conscious and 

steady breathing. After a while when the attention settles, and become steady, slowly with used 

to natural, normal breathing.  

 Now from your nostrils move your attention, to the top center of the head, as you 

concentrate on the top of the head, some sensations may arise. May be tingling for vibration, 

may be heat or cold, may be heaviness or pressure or tightness, observe the nature of change, 

anicca. Now from the top of the head move your attention to the forehead, after observing the 

various sensations that means manifests in the forehead, slowly part by part, move your 

attention down to cover the entire face and observe all the various different sensations 

throughout the entire face. You will find them changing, anicca. 

 Now from the face move your attention through the both sides of the head. Both ears 

and to the back of the head. Move your attention from place to place and observe, all the various 

different sensations that mean manifest in those places.  

 We will find them changing, anicca. 

 Now from the back of the head, move your attention to back of the neck, as you 

concentrate, on the back of the neck some sensations may arise, may be tightness or stiffness. 

May be pushing pain, or heat. Whatever sensation arises observe the change taking place in the 

sensation.  

 Now from the back of the neck, move your attention to the both shoulders, concentrate 

on both shoulders and observe the nature of sensations throughout the both shoulders. Observe 

all sensations are instable.  

 Now from the shoulders, move your attention to both upper arms, and then both 

forearms. From both shoulders, move your attention first to, both upper arms, and then to both 

elbows, and then to both fore arms. Move your attention from place to place; as you concentrate 

on those places one after another, some sensations may arise. May be itching, or tingling or 

vibrations.  May be heat or cold, may be tightness or numbness. Observe the sensations as they 

are. You will find them changing, anicca. 

 Now from the both forearms, move your attention to both wrists, and then to both hands. 

Move your attention from place to place, and observe the behaviour of sensations, that means 

manifesting in those places. We will find them changing. Changing is the characteristic of the 

nature. 
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 Now from the both hands move your attention to the throat, as you concentrate on the 

throat, some sensations may arise, may be tightness or chocking, may be pulsations or itching, 

or heat, observe the sensations as it is. 

 Now from the throat move your attention first to, first to the chest and then to the 

stomach, and then to the abdomen. Move your attention from part to part. As you concentrate 

on those places, one after another, some sensations may arise. Observe the nature of change, 

anicca. 

 Now from the abdomen move your attention to the back of the neck again. Concentrate 

on the, back of the neck and observe the behaviour of the sensations in the back of the neck. You 

will find a changing, anicca. 

 Now from the back of the neck, first move your attention to the upper back, and then to 

the lower back, and then to the waist, move your attention down, from part to part, and observe 

all the different sensations that may manifest in those places. Observe all sensations are 

unstable. Instability is the characteristic of the nature, anicca. 

 Now from the waist, move your attention to both hips and then to both buttocks. Move 

your attention from place to place. 

As you concentrate on those places, some sensations may arise, may be hardness or numbness, 

may be heat, whatever sensation arises, observe the change taking place in the sensation. As the 

old age continuously replaced by the new, giving rise to the concept of change. So, changing is 

the characteristic of anicca. 

 Now from the both buttocks, move your attention to both thighs, and then to both knees, 

and then to both calfs, lower legs. As you concentrate on those places, one after another, some 

sensations may arise. If prithvi element is predominant, you may have the sensations of tightness 

or stiffness, or numbness or pain. If Vayo element is predominant, you may have the sensations 

of itching or tingling, or vibration. If Tejo element is predominant you may have the sensations 

of the heat or cold. Observe the sensations as they are, you will find them changing, anicca. 

 Now from both lower legs, move your attention to both ankles and then to feet. Move 

your attention place to place, and observe the behaviour of the sensations on those places. You 

will find them changing, anicca.  

Now, from the feet, move your attention to the top of this top center of the head. As you 

concentrate on the top of the head, some sensations may arise. Sensations may be pleasant or 

unpleasant or neutral. Whatever may be, keep knowing anicca.     

  Now from the top of the head, concentrate the body as one entity, and observe all the 

different sensations, throughout the entire body. You will find them changing, anicca. 

By you are observing in this manner, don’t let your mind wonders. And there must be no 

thinking, no thoughts. Observe the sensations as they are. 
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      Now stop observing the entire body & repeat that the right order & reverse order as I am 

now instructed.  

" SAADHU SAADHU SAADHU" 

--------- 
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INSTRUCTIONS OF SAYA U KHIN ZAW DURING GROUP SITTING AT IMC, YANGON 

[Top of the head to tips of the toes and in reverse order] 

 Now focus your entire attention below the nose, at the center of the upper lip, attentively 

breathing in, attentively breathing out, feeling the touch of the breath as you breath in, feeling 

the touch of the breath as you breath out, at the same time noting in, as you breath in, noting 

out, as you breath out. Again with a few slightly harder intentional breathing, conscious and 

steady breathing. After a while when the attention settles, and become steady, slowly with used 

to natural, normal breathing.  

 Now from your nostrils move your attention, to the top center of the head, as you 

concentrate on the top of the head, some sensations may arise. May be tingling for vibration, 

may be heat or cold, may be heaviness or pressure or tightness, observe the nature of change, 

anicca. Now from the top of the head move your attention to the forehead, after observing the 

various sensations that means manifests in the forehead, slowly part by part, move your 

attention down to cover the entire face and observe all the various different sensations 

throughout the entire face. You will find them changing, anicca. 

 Now from the face move your attention through the both sides of the head. Both ears 

and to the back of the head. Move your attention from place to place and observe, all the various 

different sensations that mean manifest in those places.  

 We will find them changing, anicca. 

 Now from the back of the head, move your attention to back of the neck, as you 

concentrate, on the back of the neck some sensations may arise, may be tightness or stiffness. 

May be pushing pain, or heat. Whatever sensation arises observe the change taking place in the 

sensation.  

 Now from the back of the neck, move your attention to the both shoulders, concentrate 

on both shoulders and observe the nature of sensations throughout the both shoulders. Observe 

all sensations are instable.  

 Now from the shoulders, move your attention to both upper arms, and then both 

forearms. From both shoulders, move your attention first to, both upper arms, and then to both 

elbows, and then to both fore arms. Move your attention from place to place; as you concentrate 

on those places one after another, some sensations may arise. May be itching, or tingling or 

vibrations.  May be heat or cold, may be tightness or numbness. Observe the sensations as they 

are. You will find them changing, anicca. 

 Now from the both forearms, move your attention to both wrists, and then to both hands. 

Move your attention from place to place, and observe the behaviour of sensations, that means 

manifesting in those places. We will find them changing. Changing is the characteristic of the 

nature. 
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 Now from the both hands move your attention to the throat, as you concentrate on the 

throat, some sensations may arise, may be tightness or chocking, may be pulsations or itching, 

or heat, observe the sensations as it is. 

 Now from the throat move your attention first to, first to the chest and then to the 

stomach, and then to the abdomen. Move your attention from part to part. As you concentrate 

on those places, one after another, some sensations may arise. Observe the nature of change, 

anicca. 

 Now from the abdomen move your attention to the back of the neck again. Concentrate 

on the, back of the neck and observe the behaviour of the sensations in the back of the neck. You 

will find a changing, anicca. 

 Now from the back of the neck, first move your attention to the upper back, and then to 

the lower back, and then to the waist, move your attention down, from part to part, and observe 

all the different sensations that may manifest in those places. Observe all sensations are 

unstable. Instability is the characteristic of the nature, anicca. 

 Now from the waist, move your attention to both hips and then to both buttocks. Move 

your attention from place to place. 

As you concentrate on those places, some sensations may arise, may be hardness or numbness, 

may be heat, whatever sensation arises, observe the change taking place in the sensation. As the 

old age continuously replaced by the new, giving rise to the concept of change. So, changing is 

the characteristic of anicca. 

 Now from the both buttocks, move your attention to both thighs, and then to both knees, 

and then to both calfs, lower legs. As you concentrate on those places, one after another, some 

sensations may arise. If prithvi element is predominant, you may have the sensations of tightness 

or stiffness, or numbness or pain. If Vayo element is predominant, you may have the sensations 

of itching or tingling, or vibration. If Tejo element is predominant you may have the sensations 

of the heat or cold. Observe the sensations as they are, you will find them changing, anicca. 

 Now from both lower legs, move your attention to both ankles and then to feet. Move 

your attention place to place, and observe the behaviour of the sensations on those places. You 

will find them changing, anicca. 

 Now, from the feet, we are going to move our attention in reverse order. First move your 

attention to both ankles, after you have observed the changing nature of sensations in both 

ankles, move your attention first to both lower legs & then both knees & then both thighs. Move 

your attention up from place to place & observe all the various different sensations that manifest 

in those places. You will find them changing, anicca.  
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Now from both thighs, move your attention to both buttocks & then to both hips & 

observe the behaviour of sensations that manifest in those places. Observe all sensations change 

or impermanent, anicca.  

  Now from both hips, move your attention to the waist, concentrate on the waist & 

observe the behaviour of sensations throughout the waist. Observe all sensations are unstable. 

Instability is the characteristic of the nature. Now from the waist, move your attention to the 

back, as you concentrate on the back some sensations may arise, may be tightness or stiffness or 

pain, may be heat or warm, observe the nature of the change, anicca.  

Now from the back, move your attention to back of the neck, concentrate on the back of 

the neck, & observe the behaviour of sensations in the back of the neck. You will find it changing, 

anicca. 

Now from the back of the neck, move your attention down the spinal column to the base 

of the trunk. As you concentrate along this spinal column, some sensations may be arise. May be 

tingling or vibration, may be tightness or stiffness, and may be heat. Observe the sensations as 

they are. When you had to the base of the trunk, keep your mind calm on that area. You will feel 

the radical change of the physical properties, rupa. 

 Now from the base of the trunk move your attention first to the abdomen and then to 

this trunk. As you concentrate on those places some sensations may arise. May be emotion or 

movement, may be tightness or pain, and may be heat. Whatever sensation arises; observe the 

change taking place in the sensations. Change is the characteristic of the anicca. 

  Now from the stomach, move your attention to the chest. As you concentrate on the 

chest, some sensations may arise, may be tightness or heat, observe the nature of the change, if 

better, if vayo element is predominant, you may have the sensations of heartbeat or vibration in 

the chest. All moving things are impermanent. So knowing them to be anicca. 

Now from the chest, move your attention to the throat. Concentrate on the throat & 

observe the behaviour of sensations in the throat. You will find it changing anicca.                              

 Now from the throat move your attention to both hands. As you concentrate on both 

hands, some sensations may arise, may be tightness or numbness, may be heat or cold, may be 

tingling or, pulsation. Observe the nature of change, anicca. 

 Now from both hands, move your attention to both wrists, after you have observed the 

behaviour of sensations, that may manifest in the wrists, move your attention first to both 

forearms & then to both elbows & then to both upper arms, move your attention up from place 

to place & observe all the different sensations than may manifest in those places. We find them 

changing, anicca. 
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 Now from both upper arms, move your attention to both shoulders. Concentrate on both 

shoulders & observe the behaviour of sensations throughout the both shoulders. We will find 

them changing, anicca.  

 Now from both shoulders move your attention to back of the neck & then to back of the 

head, move your attention from place to place & observe the behaviour of sensations in those 

places. We will find them changing, anicca. 

  Now from the back of the head, move your attention through both ears & both 

sides of the head & the face. Move your attention from place to place. And observe all the 

different sensations that may manifest in those places. We will find them changing, anicca. 

 Now from the face, move your attention to the top of this top center of the head. As you 

concentrate on the top of the head, some sensations may arise. Sensations may be pleasant or 

unpleasant or neutral. Whatever may be, keep knowing anicca.     

  Now from the top of the head, concentrate the body as one entity, and observe all the 

different sensations, throughout the entire body. You will find them changing, anicca. 

By you are observing in this manner, don’t let your mind wonders. And there must be no 

thinking, no thoughts. Observe the sensations as they are. 

      Now stop observing the entire body & repeat that the right order & reverse order as I am 

now instructed.  

"SAADHU SAADHU SAADHU" 

---------- 
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SHARING OF MERITS 

For the attainment of Nibbana Dhatu, we, 

observed Eight Moral Precepts, practiced 

Anapana and Vipassana meditation. We 

share the merits we gained from these 

good deeds with all beings of thirty-one 

planes of existence and in particular with 

Devas and Brahmas who protect the 

Buddha’s Saasana (dispensation) and also 

with our parents, families and relatives. 

Please accept the sharing of our merits. 

Ahmya, Ahmya, Ahmya 

Sadhu, Sadhu, Sadhu 

(Well done), (Well done), (Well done) 

--- 

 


